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Abstract 
The aggregation of peptides or proteins to form amyloid fibrils and plaques is associated with the 
pathologies of a range of neurological disorders and metabolic diseases, including Alzheimer’s 
disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease (PD) and type II diabetes mellitus (T2D). Human islet amyloid 
polypeptide (IAPP), specifically, contributes to glycemic control but also mediates the dysfunction 
of insulin-producing pancreatic β-cells in T2D. Furthermore, IAPP in circulation is capable of 
cross-seeding amyloid-beta and alpha-synuclein, associated with AD and PD respectively. Given no 
current anti-amyloid treatment is currently commercially available, fundamental understanding of 
amyloidosis within the complex cellular environment is required against amyloid diseases. 
In this thesis, conditions to slow down the rapid fibrillization of IAPP to reduce or eliminate 
intermediate toxic aggregates have been identified in vitro. IAPP intermediate species were 
characterized and a novel ‘biannular’ morphology identified, with two distinct fibrillating 
populations then eliciting differential cytotoxicity to mature amyloids in primary cells in vitro. The 
behavior of fibrillating and fibrillar amyloid species in the presence of model proteins, lipids and 
ultrasmall lipid membranes was investigated, with regards to their effects on amyloid fibrillization, 
morphology and associated cytotoxicity in vitro, progressing then towards an in-depth study into 
the ‘protein corona’ formation of amyloid fibrils within complex biological media. Proteomic 
analysis identified amyloid-enriched proteins that are known to play significant roles in mediating 
cellular machinery and processing, potentially leading to pathological outcomes and therapeutic 
targets. Finally, a biocompatible star polymer (‘PHEA’) was synthesized to mimic the anti-
amyloidosis properties of natural polyphenols and effectively rescue IAPP toxicity in mouse islets. 
Surprisingly, the relatively rigid and amphiphilic PHEA stars induced the formation of novel 
amyloid morphologies through promoting fibrillization, and accelerated amyloidogenesis to 
eliminate toxic intermediates in a fashion reminiscent of melanin production. This thesis outlines a 
logical progression towards the development of effective anti-amyloid strategies: whereby through 
first gaining insight into amyloidosis, this knowledge can be then applied to ameliorate amyloid 
pathologies. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
1.1 Protein aggregation: an overview 
1.1.1 Defining protein aggregation: species and mechanics 
Protein aggregation can be defined as the interfacing of misfolded proteins to form micro- to 
macrostructures with either regular or amorphous morphology. Due to the large number of 
possible conformations a protein can take, the process of protein folding can be highly complex 
and heterogeneous, and reliant on weak, non-covalent interactions to correctly assume the 
native state.1 Modulation of a native protein’s net charge, for example, could destabilize 
electrostatic interactions and result in misfolding.2 Overarchingly, however, intramolecular 
folding of protein and protein aggregation are both driven by hydrophobic interactions: for 
soluble protein, folding mechanisms ensure hydrophobic residues are buried in the protein 
interior, and are particularly prescient for proteins 100 amino acids or larger (comprising 
around ~90% of all cellular proteins), which have a propensity for rapid hydrophobic collapse 
to compact, globular morphology.3 In aggregating species, these moieties – in the context of 
Figure 1: Physical aspects of amyloid aggregation. A: Free energy landscape of protein aggregation, 
visually demonstrating the energy requirements for the transition of a protein from its native state to different 
aggregation species, and how molecular chaperones attempt to return early aggregates to their native state 
while preventing further aggregation. Reproduced with permission from Hartl et al. 2011.1 B: Simplified 
scheme of amyloid aggregation pathway, revealing the relationships between native states, intermediate 
and endpoint aggregates, in addition to which cellular mechanisms (molecular chaperones, post-translational 
modifications and degradation) can modify each pathway or off-pathway species. Reproduced with 
permission from Knowles et al. 2014.4  
A B 
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amyloid aggregation, referred to as ‘amyloidogenic regions’ – promoting intermolecular 
hydrophobic contacts in a concentration-dependent manner.4-5 Accordingly, protein misfolding 
is surprisingly common – folding efficiency in secretory pathways frequently won’t exceed 
50%, and it has been estimated that up to 30% of all newly synthesized cellular proteins are 
defective ribosomal products, targeted for degradation shortly after synthesis.6  
Figure 1A depicts the protein folding funnel model as a simplified representation of the free 
energy landscape of protein aggregation, with unfolded conformations populating the broad 
top of the funnel and the native protein structure situated at the narrow bottom.1 Typically, 
aggregation occurs over several stages, each requiring a certain energy threshold to be met for 
the transition between different states to take place (Fig. 1B), with the process often 
conforming to sigmoidal kinetics (Fig. 2): these pertain to a lag phase, wherein negligible 
aggregate populations are present, to an exponential phase, where aggregation proceeds 
rapidly, and finally to the saturation phase, as populations of ‘seeding’ species required to 
propagate further aggregation are exhausted. Numerous intermediate species can be produced 
during aggregation, and can be generally classed as either low-order species (dimers, trimers, 
low molecular weight oligomers), or higher-order species, (high molecular weight oligomers 
and protofibrils), towards the formation of endpoint aggregates, typically either amorphous or 
amyloid structures. Rarely, crystalline conformations7 (the absolute free-energy ground state 
with regards to protein conformation8) or superstructures such as protein particulates and 
spherulites9 can be formed as endpoint species of protein aggregation under certain 
environmental conditions. However, amorphous aggregates, i.e. with no regular macroscopic 
structure, are the most common fate of aggregating protein. These aggregates are generally 
nontoxic, but result in loss-of-function of the protein.10  
In contrast to amorphous aggregates, amyloid fibrils are highly ordered: constructed of 
typically two or more stacked protofilaments and defined by their cross-β structure, wherein β-
sheets run perpendicular to the long fibril axis. Mesoscopically polymorphic, the morphology 
of fibrils can range from flat tapes to twisted or helical ribbons and nanotubes, dependent on 
fibrillization conditions.8, 11 Nearly all proteins are capable of forming amorphous aggregates, 
yet only a fraction of human proteins – known as ‘amyloidogenic’ proteins and peptides – are 
capable of forming amyloid within a physiological environment,10 though some metabolites 
can form ‘amyloid-like’ structures under certain conditions.12 Though the amyloid state is 
defined by β-sheet-rich fibrils, amyloidogenic proteins and peptides can have a diversity of 
native structures – from the β-sheet sandwich structures of β2-microglobulin (β2m), 
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immunoglobulin light chain and transthyretin to the α+β structure of lysozyme and even α-rich, 
in the case of serum amyloid A.13 Remarkably, it has been demonstrated that ultrashort peptides 
of two14 to three15 residues, down to single amino acids (i.e. phenylalanine)16 are capable of 
amyloidosis. Furthermore, endpoint products of aggregation are not necessarily conserved for 
amyloidogenic species: for example, β2m forms either amyloid fibrils or amorphous aggregates 
at pH 2.5 depending on local NaCl concentration.7 
Amyloidosis has been modelled as a process of secondary nucleation for most major amyloid 
species. In secondary nucleation, amyloid fibrils provide a scaffold for new amyloid nuclei or 
‘seeds’ to assemble, subsequently continuing to grow and provide catalytic surfaces for more 
nuclei to form.17 Under these parameters, the rate of amyloid fibrillization is highly dependent 
on concentration, and a large and varied population of intermediate aggregates18-19 are 
generated during the exponential phase of aggregation. For major amyloid species such as 
amyloid-beta (Aβ) and alpha-synuclein (αSyn), complete amyloidosis under physiological 
conditions takes place over days in vitro,20-21 allowing more granular explorations of 
fibrillization kinetics and the categorization of intermediates to be feasibly achieved. This has 
perpetuated the ‘oligomer hypothesis’, pertaining to the theory that oligomers and intermediate 
aggregate species are the arbiters of amyloid-associated cytotoxicity rather than mature 
fibrils.19 However, for amyloidogenic species with rapid fibrillization kinetics, such as human 
islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP), where amyloidosis can reach the saturation phase within 
minutes in vitro dependent on concentration,22 the transition point from majority lower order 
to higher order aggregate populations cannot be easily delineated, and their elicited toxicity 
less clearly defined.23  
Figure 2: Fibrillization kinetics of amyloidogenesis as they pertain to solution populations of 
amyloid pathway species. Reproduced with permission from Raleigh et al. 2017.117  
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1.1.2 Pathological amyloid and dysfunctional aggregation 
Aggregation can be a vital, functional process, with the generation of various protein 
aggregates along the pathway contributing to integral cellular and metabolic functions. It has 
been theorized that amyloidogenesis in humans could be an evolutionarily flawed attempt at 
an antimicrobial defense mechanism,24-25 or that, in a primordial earth, amyloids could have 
even functioned as a primitive extracellular matrix.26 These concepts can be reflected in the 
roles of functional amyloid in bacteria: both acting as antimicrobial agents against competing 
bacteria and utilized in biofilm formation, in addition to facilitating pathogen-host interactions 
and rendering ‘stealth’ status of the bacterium against host immune processes.27-28 Indeed, 
proteinaceous oligomers form the blocks of key biological machinery, from bacterial 
membrane channels 29-30 to human vision,31 and large, complex amyloid-like aggregate 
structures, including Balbiani bodies and nuclear amyloid bodies, have crucial roles in cellular 
health and maintenance.32-33 Furthermore, the rapid amyloidogenesis of pmel17 (Fig. 3) within 
melanosomes to form nontoxic, functional fibrils is a key step in melanogenesis, i.e. 
pigmentation of the skin.34  
Ultimately, however, the majority of amyloidogenic processes in humans are found to be 
pathological. There are 22 different amyloidogenic proteins and peptides in the human body, 
which are implicated in over 50 diseases,5 with the misfolding that accompanies their 
pathologies generally correlating to a toxic ‘gain of function’ of the aggregating protein. A 
selection of amyloidogenic species in amyloid-associated disease are outlined in Table 1. 
Figure 3: Rapid pmel17 fibrillization during melanogenesis. Left panel:  ThT fluorescence of 
pmel17 fibrillization at pH 7.4 (black line), 6.0 (dark grey line) and 4.85 (light grey line). Inset: 
ThT fluorescence of pmel17 compared to major pathogenic amyloid species up to 24 h of 
fibrillization. Right panels: TEM imagery of pmel17 amyloid fibrils (top) and melanosomes with 
stored melanin. Adapted with permission from Fowler et al. 2005.34 
1 µm 
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Major amyloid-associated diseases include Alzheimer’s disease (AD), type II diabetes mellitus 
(T2D), and Parkinson’s disease (PD); these are associated, respectively, with the 
amyloidogenic peptides Aβ, IAPP, tau and the amyloidogenic protein αSyn. 
Table 1: Selected amyloidogenic species and associated diseases* 
*Adapted with permission from Knowles et al. 2014.4 A comprehensive list of amyloid-associated diseases in
humans can be found in Chiti & Dobson, 2006.5
Disease Aggregating species Polypeptide length 
(number of residues) 
Native structure 
Neurodegenerative diseases 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) 
Amyloid-beta (Aβ) 37-43 Intrinsically disordered 
Tau 352-441 Intrinsically disordered Frontotemporal dementia 
with Parkinsonism 
Parkinson’s disease (PD) 
Alpha-synuclein (αSyn) 140 Intrinsically disordered Frontotemporal dementia 
with Lewy bodies 
Spongiform 
encephalopathies 





Huntington’s disease (HD) Huntingtin fragments Variable 
Mostly intrinsically 
disordered 
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis Superoxide dismutase 1 153 β-sheets, Ig-like 
Non-neuropathic systemic amyloidosis 
Amyloid light chain (AL) 
amyloidosis 
Immunoglobulin (Ig) light 
chains or fragments 
90 β-sheets, Ig-like 
Amyloid A (AA) amyloidosis 
Serum amyloid A1 
fragments 
76-104 α-helical, unknown fold 









β2-microglobulin (β2m) 99 β-sheets, Ig-like 
Lysozyme amyloidosis Lysozyme mutants 130 α-helical and β-sheets 
Non-neuropathic localized amyloidosis 
Type II diabetes mellitus 
(T2D) 
Human islet amyloid 
polypeptide (IAPP; 
amylin) 
37 Intrinsically disordered 
Apolipoprotein A1 (ApoA1) 
amyloidosis 
ApoA1 fragments 80-93 Intrinsically disordered 
Injection-localized 
amyloidosis 
Insulin 21 and 30 α-helical, insulin-like 
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Dysfunctional aggregation can be triggered by various factors. In an in silico study of human 
sequence variations that may potentiate aggregation, mutations in human disease were found 
more likely to induce aggregation than non-disease associated mutations.35 In the context of 
protein aggregation, the introduction of mutant sequences can result in either loss- or gain-of-
function for the aggregating species. With ‘loss-of-function’ mutations, excessive aggregation 
of a key protein is nontoxic but its consequent deficiency is the major burden of disease, e.g. 
in cystic fibrosis and α1-antitrypsin deficiency.1 In contrast, ‘gain-of-function’ mutations allow 
the aggregating species to elicit new biological effects unavailable to the wild-type monomer, 
often found to be highly deleterious. For example, non-amyloid aggregation of mutant p53 
prevents apoptosis and allows cancerous cells to proliferate,36-37 and aggregating mutant α-
galactosidase acquires resistance to the chemical chaperone DGJ-1, limiting the treatment of 
familial Fabry disease.38 In amyloid-associated disease, the acquired ‘gain-of-function’ is 
typically pathogenic: huntingtin is only capable of amyloidosis upon mutation to introduce a 
polyglutamine sequence near its N-terminus, thus conferring pathogenicity in HD.39 Chiti et 
al. examined sixteen mutated forms of amyloidogenic species (Aβ, ApoA1, tau and the 
fibrinogen α-chain) and found that mutation induced a reduction in net charge of fourteen of 
these species, leading to enhanced aggregation and pathogenicity.2 Indeed, in Aβ1-42, the 
Arctic mutation (E22G) induces enhanced amyloidogenesis of Aβ, with mutant aggregate 
species found highly resistant to intracellular degradation mechanisms in vitro40 and 
additionally capable of enhancing the misfolding of  Aβ1-40 through cross-amyloid seeding.41 
Mutation in amyloidogenesis may present as a double-edged sword: mutant amyloid species 
overarchingly display enhanced pathogenicity, but, in some cases, their specific recognition by 
monoclonal antibodies42 or allele-selective compounds43 could provide more direct avenues of 
treatment. 
Faulty post-translational processing of polypeptides can also readily generate aggregating 
species. The hyperphosphorylation of tau, for example, is known to be a hallmark in its 
fibrillization and pathology.44 Phosphorylation of Aβ at Ser845-46 or Ser2647 or nitration at 
Tyr1048 have each been demonstrated to promote amyloid aggregation while extending the 
lifetime of oligomeric intermediates, resulting in increased pathogenicity. Interestingly, 
phosphorylation of tau at Thr205 was shown to confer a protective role against Aβ cytotoxicity 
in vivo.49 ‘Unwanted’ post-translational modifications, such as protein glycation, also 
contribute to protein misfolding. Glycated αSyn50 and tau51 form globule-like deposits, and the 
methylglyoxal-mediated glycation of Aβ enhanced its neurotoxicity in vitro.52 Though the roles 
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of glycation and advanced glycation endproducts (AGEs) in aggregation are yet to be fully 
elucidated, AGE-associated aggregation has been implicated in the pathologies of 
neurodegenerative diseases and a number of cancers.53  
Disruptions to the physiological environment can induce or promote protein aggregation, and 
can even induce amyloid formation without initial unfolding and destabilization of its native 
state.54 Oxidative stress, and the generation of radical oxygen species (ROS), facilitate residue 
oxidation-induced aggregation of proteins such as γD-crystallin,55 linked to cataract formation, 
and tryptophan hydroxylase 2 (TPH2),56 associated with pathologies of PD, under 
physiological conditions. High temperature and low pH are required to induce protein 
misfolding towards amyloid aggregation in naturally non-amyloidogenic proteins, such as 
cow’s milk-derived β-lactoglobulin (bLg).57 Small changes in physiological temperature 
(which can range from 33.4 – 42°C under certain conditions, such as within tumors and 
neurological disease) can also accelerate aggregation of amyloidogenic species: the 
amyloidogenic region of Aβ monomers was shown to be increasingly exposed, i.e. allowing 
more amyloid contact, when increasing environmental temperature from 37 to 42 °C.58 With 
regards to pH, human pmel17 fibrillates only under the mildly acidic conditions present within 
the melanosome, with the formed amyloid fibrils solubilizing at neutral pH.59  
Lastly, the intracellular environment is densely crowded, with 30-40% of its volume taken up 
by biomolecules60 – the roles of biomolecules, and proteins in particular, in amyloidosis is 
discussed in Section 1.3. In general, macromolecular crowding has been shown to accelerate 
the aggregation of αSyn61-62 and apolipoprotein C-II.63 The ionic strength of the milieu also 
contributes to amyloidogenesis, driving β2m aggregation from amorphous to toxic 
amyloidosis.7 Furthermore, the coordination of metal ions such as Cu2+, Zn2+ and Fe3+ with 
amyloidogenic species can trigger aggregation through destabilization of the native protein 
structure and/or facilitating intermolecular amyloid contact through cross-linking with the 
incorporated metal ion.64 As would be expected, environmental stressors can intersect or even 
impede their respective promotional actions on aggregation. Interfacing amyloid species with 
redox-active ions, i.e. Cu2+ and Fe3+, can facilitate ROS-induced aggregation – for example, 
Cu2+ drives the formation of dityrosine dimers of IAPP65 and Aβ,66 – but the phosphorylation 
of Aβ actually limits the action of Cu2+.67 Interestingly, the selection pressure induced by 
aggregate-causing environmental stressors can, in some cases, be advantageous:  exposing E. 
coli to stressors (heat, oxidative stress and antibiotic treatment) that induced the formation of 
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intracellular protein aggregates could instill increased resistance in subsequent generations to 
these conditions comparative to aggregate-free bacteria.68  
In the absence of a strong genetic link to their onset, some amyloid diseases – most prominently 
late-onset diseases such as AD, PD and HD – are ultimately considered diseases of ageing.69 
The triggers of protein misfolding listed above – mutation, post-translational processing, and 
environmental interactions – can be generated or their effects enhanced by the breakdown and 
dysfunction of biological machinery typical of ageing. In yeast, for instance, approximately 
480 proteins have recently been identified as age-related aggregators.70 Weids and colleagues 
screened proteins in S. cerevisiae triggered to aggregate by stressful conditions – oxidative 
stress, heavy metal exposure, and amino acid stressors – significantly overlapped with proteins 
known to aggregate due to ageing; and, additionally, that these stress-induced aggregators also 
aligned with ageing-induced aggregators in C. elegans.71 There is some debate, however, as to 
whether protein aggregation is causative of ageing, or a consequence therein, and thus this 
relationship warrants further investigation. 
Deleterious aggregation is further spurred by the failure of systems designed to correct protein 
misfolding, and remove harmful aggregation species from the circulation. Protein aggregation 
can be ostensibly ‘kept in check’ so long as it is controllable, reversible, and localized 
temporally and spatially – so that, ultimately, local protein concentrations are always kept 
below their critical aggregation-concentration threshold.72 The conservation of this equilibrium 
is known as proteostasis – a complex collection of cellular mechanisms to employ the 
functional benefits of protein aggregation and limit associated pathologies (Fig. 4). Amyloid 
species can build up to overwhelm the cellular systems that maintain proteostasis, but can also 
actively interfere with certain components of these systems, further accelerating their 
cytotoxicity. A cell can attempt to quarantine toxic aggregates within intracellular 
compartments, such as inclusion bodies6 and the Insoluble Protein Deposit (IPOD) in yeast73 – 
ultimately, however, if all internal systems fail and the cell is unable to restore proteostasis, the 
cell can decide to self-terminate to minimize further damage mediated to the local environment 
by uncontrolled protein aggregation.69 
Proteostasis can be essentially grouped into maintenance at two levels: the ‘nucleic acid’ level 
and the ‘protein’ level. At the regulatory level, it is estimated that over 75% of proteins contain 
hydrophobic regions that significantly promote aggregation nucleation74 – consequently, amino 
acids can be encoded adjacent to these regions to counteract aggregation through charge 
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repulsion (arginine, lysine, aspartate, glutamate), the entropic penalty relating to aggregate 
formation (arginine and lysine) or inability to conform to β-sheet structure (proline).75 Two or 
more of these so-called ‘gatekeeping’ residues have been predicted to flank up to 60% of 
aggregation-prone regions in a multiproteome study, with some guarded by up to six.74 
Gatekeeping residues have been identified in amyloid-forming bacterial proteins such as the E. 
coli curli protein CsgA76 and microcin E492 in Klebsiella pneumoniae.77 Interestingly, it has 
been shown that employing this tactic at the regulatory level can provide a ‘barcode’ to be read 
by protein-mediated quality control processes: namely, that chaperones can recognize a pattern 
of charged residues before a hydrophobic region, aiding in the efficacy of processing misfolded 
protein.74 Similarly, the encoding of a KFERQ motif, known as a consensus sequence, directs 
chaperone-mediated autophagy (CMA) for amyloid precursor protein (APP),78 αSyn79 and 
huntingtin (associated with pathologies in HD),80 among others. Tight control can also be 
elicited over the translation of αSyn and APP through an iron response element (IRE) in their 
respective 5’UTR.81-83  
Figure 4: Cellular mechanisms in which to maintain proteostasis, i.e. amelioration or elimination 
of misfolded protein, and how the failure of these systems can result in aggregation-based 
pathologies. Basal state mechanisms associated with proteostasis are represented by green arrows, with 
red arrows representing the pathological state – dashed arrows are impaired processes, and bold arrows 
are increased protein aggregation. Hsp70, heat shock protein of 70 kDa; Ub, ubiquitin; CMA, chaperone-
mediated autophagy; ERAD, endoplasmic reticulum-associated protein degradation; UPS, ubiquitin-
proteasome system; UPR, unfolded protein response; mtUPR, mitochondrial unfolded protein response. 
Reproduced with permission from Trigo et al., 2019.69  
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At the ‘protein’ level, defensive strategies to maintain proteostatic equilibrium fall into three 
main categories: disaggregation and refolding of misfolded protein by molecular chaperones,1 
and, if the chaperone system becomes overwhelmed, targeted destruction of protein aggregates 
by the ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS)84 or the autophagy-lysosome system (ALS).85 
Within the UPS – predominantly responsible for the removal of short-lived proteins (which, 
on average, have a high aggregation propensity86) and over 90% of oxidatively damaged 
protein within the cytosol – damaged and dysfunctional proteins are tagged for destruction with 
ubiquitin and subsequently recognized and degraded by the proteasome. Comparatively, the 
ALS, which disposes of longer-lived proteins and aggregates, involves the activation protein 
complexes encoded by autophagic genes (ATG) to form the autophagosome, which in turn 
leads to lysosomal degradation of dysfunctional protein cargo. In both normal and pathological 
proteostasis, combinations of these pathways are possible, such as in the case of CMA. The 
chaperone system majorly consists of heat shock proteins (Hsp) and small heat shock proteins 
(smHsps), delineated by their kilodalton molecular weight, i.e. Hsp70, Hsp90 and Hsp100,87 
and typically interact with longer-lived, low turnover proteins.86 Hsp70, in particular, has a 
central role in protein folding and proteostasis control – its increased expression has been 
shown to ameliorate toxicity associated with the aggregation of αSyn in an in vivo PD model.88 
However, buildup of αSyn oligomers can conversely limit the chaperone action of Hsp70, 
rendering it unable to functionally fold other protein.89 Hyperphosphorylated tau also facilitates 
the displacement of TDP-43 from cdc37, a co-chaperone of Hsp90, resulting in accumulation 
of TDP-43 fragments in the cytosol which subsequently form inclusions typically associated 
with the pathologies of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and frontotemporal dementia.90 Though 
tau aggregates can subsequently be cleared by the ALS,91 the presence of autophagic vacuoles 
in dystrophic neurites of AD patient brains, a disease also subject to tauopathies, implicates 
that the process is overall malfunctional in the disease state.92 Similarly, there is a tight 
relationship between Aβ and the UPS that contributes to the pathologies in AD, wherein the 
UPS readily degrades Aβ aggregates under endogenous conditions but Aβ species 
competitively inhibit proteasome activity under disease conditions.93 
Individual organelles additionally have their own mechanisms in place to mitigate protein-
misfolding under stress-response, such as the unfolded protein response (UPR) system within 
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and mitochondria (denoted as the mtUPR). The UPR follows 
the aforementioned dual strategies: corrective refolding of proteins mediated by chaperones, or 
their enforced degradation via the ER-associated protein degradation pathway (ERAD). 
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Concordantly, increased Aβ deposition in the brain of mouse models was correlated with the 
downregulation of membralin, a component of the ERAD system.94 Sorrentino and colleagues 
demonstrated cross-species conservation, from C. elegans to human models, of mtUPR-
mediated suppression of Aβ toxicity, and posit that strategies to enhance the mtUPR may rescue 
aggregation-based pathologies in amyloid diseases.95  
1.2 Islet amyloid polypeptide: type II diabetes as an amyloid disease 
1.2.1 Overview 
T2D is a metabolic disease currently affecting approximately 5% of the global adult 
population,96 with prevalence expected to double by 2035.97 Though the major burden of the 
disease is largely preventable through healthy diet and exercise, T2D is predicted to become 
the seventh leading cause of death by 2030.98 A key hallmark during the onset of T2D is 
dysfunction and death of pancreatic β-cells, located within the islets of Langerhans (Fig. 5).99-
101 Once β-cell mass decreases by 40-60%, development of T2D is irreversible.99 
The 37-residue peptide IAPP, also known as amylin, is directly correlated with β-cell loss in 
T2D.102-108 In its native state, IAPP is positively charged and hydrophobic, due to an amidated 
C-terminus and lack of acidic residues, and is ‘intrinsically disordered’ i.e. does not conform
to a rigid, globular morphology. Endogenously, IAPP is co-secreted with insulin by pancreatic
β-cells and has a number of both established and purported functions: centrally, in glycemic
control and energy balance, though new evidence indicates there may be further roles for
amylin in neurodegeneration and cognition.109-110 However, it is highly amyloidogenic, and can
aggregate in a concentration-dependent manner through intermolecular amyloid contact at its
amyloidogenic region, known to be primarily at residues 20-29 (Fig. 6).111 Rodent IAPP
(rIAPP), which does not naturally fibrillate, differs in six amino acids in this region, with the
most important substitutions considered the three proline residues at positions 25, 28 and 29 of
rIAPP,112 due to the capacity of proline to disrupt H-bonding and β-sheet formation.75
Additionally, a His18 residue in IAPP that is replaced by Arg increases the positive charge of
the sidechain in rIAPP under physiological conditions, likely further limiting aggregation.113
Ultimately, the insoluble amyloid fibrils and plaques formed in IAPP amyloidogenesis, present
in 90% of T2D patients, are implicated in the development, progression and burden of the
disease.114 A deviation in IAPP secretion within a single cell could be capable of initiating
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amyloid fibrillation,115 and recent evidence has also suggested that amyloidosis in monomeric 
IAPP can be triggered by existing amyloid species in a prion-like mechanism.116 
Figure 5: Mechanisms of pancreatic β-cell dysfunction as the hallmark of T2D. Reproduced with 
permission from Park & Woo, 2019.101  
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1.2.2 IAPP within pancreatic β-cells 
IAPP is generated via the translational processing of proIAPP, a propeptide whose expression 
is regulated by the glucose-responsive IAPP gene promoter.117 IAPP is capable of undergoing 
further ‘unwanted’ post-translational modifications, such as glycation, which may enhance its 
pathogenicity. For example, glycated IAPP has been shown to undergo more rapid fibrillization 
than IAPP lacking AGEs, and was further capable of expediting the fibrillization of non-
glycated IAPP.118 Gong et al. observed increased local plasma concentration of IAPP and 
amyloid deposition in the kidneys of T2D patients with diabetic nephropathy (DN), 
hypothesizing that IAPP could bind AGE receptors (RAGEs) and potentially trigger 
inflammatory signal transduction pathways, thus contributing to localized cell death.119 
Concordantly, in a study conducted by Abedini and colleagues, RAGEs were shown to be 
upregulated in response to a human IAPP challenge in the islets of transgenic, human IAPP-
producing mouse models ex vivo. Interestingly, RAGEs demonstrated selective binding of 
IAPP intermediate species over fibrillar amyloid, with isolated extracellular ligand-binding 
domains of soluble RAGE (sRAGE) capable of inhibiting IAPP amyloid formation and 
associated cytotoxicity.120 
ER stress has been shown to have a role in β-cell death and dysfunction in diabetes, and has 
been specifically linked to pathological IAPP fibrillization.121-123 IAPP upregulation in vitro 
was associated with the inhibition of autophagy signaling and, in particular, mitophagy – 
resulting in accumulation of damaged mitochondria, ROS production, and rendering β-cells 
more prone to dysfunction and apoptosis induced by ER stress.124 Concordantly, molecular 
Figure 6: Sequence of human IAPP compared to other mammals. The amyloidogenic region of 
human IAPP (20-29) is highlighted, and residue substitutions across species (as compared to human 
IAPP) are in red. Bolded, starred species indicate IAPP can natively form amyloids. The disulfide 
bridge between C2 and C7 is indicated, with the amidated C-terminus denoted in purple and His18 in 
human IAPP labeled in blue. Relative overall sequence conservation across all species, including those 
omitted from this figure, is illustrated below. Adapted with permission from Raleigh et al. 2017.117   
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(GRP78, protein disulfide isomerase: PDI) and chemical (taurine-conjugated ursodeoxycholic 
acid, 4-phenylbutyrate) chaperones have been shown to mitigate IAPP-induced ER stress in 
vitro.125-126 A proteomic study into the contents of the β-cell granules identified a number of 
molecular chaperones sequestered within, including Hsps 5, 70, 72 and 90, in addition to PDIs 
and GRP58.127 In a follow-up study, Chien and co-workers demonstrated that Hsp70 and the 
co-chaperone Hsp40 inhibit IAPP fibrillization in vitro;126 Hsp72 has additionally been shown 
capable of rescuing IAPP pathology in vivo in C. elegans.128 Recently, in fact, a hybrid of 
Hsp70 grafted with IAPP demonstrated cytoprotective effects in pancreatic β-cells against 
IAPP-mediated toxicity in vitro.129 Press and colleagues recently reviewed the current literature 
regarding the role of IAPP in proteostasis, specifically concerning the UPS and ALS.130 There 
is little or conflicting evidence regarding the relationship between IAPP and the UPS, though 
there is some consensus that IAPP can act to impair it – more specifically, inhibiting 
proteasomal activity in addition to downregulating expression of Hsp90 and UCH-L1, a 
deubiquitination enzyme. Similarly, though the ALS plays a role in IAPP clearance, 
fundamental understanding of the impact IAPP in the disease state elicits on ALS is limited – 
though IAPP may interfere with autophagic pathways, the increase in dysfunctional autophagy 
with age may exacerbate IAPP-mediated toxicity. Furthermore, it is not currently known if 
IAPP-associated autophagosome accumulation is due to an increased response to IAPP 
challenge, or, as IAPP aggregates are resistant to proteolytic degradation,131 due to IAPP 
burden impairing lysosomal degradation. 
Upon completion of processing through the ER and Golgi, IAPP is natively stored at millimolar 
concentrations within the high pH environment of the β-cell granules, under conditions which 
favor the retention of monomeric IAPP over amyloidogenesis.132 It has been previously thought 
that insulin, co-stored in β-cell granules at a 100:1 molar ratio to IAPP, is the major inhibitor 
of intracellular IAPP fibrillation.133 Though insulin has been shown to be a potent IAPP 
aggregation inhibitor in vitro,134 hyper-production or -secretion of IAPP is often not 
complemented by upregulation of insulin in vivo, and intercellular concentrations of IAPP have 
been shown to be comparatively heterogeneous.115 Additionally, IAPP is localized nearly 
exclusively in the soluble halo fraction of β-cell granules, whereas insulin forms insoluble 
hexameric crystals within the core.135 Consequently, it is more plausible to postulate that 
additional granule components, co-localized with IAPP, contribute to this crucial role within 
β-cells. Two such candidates include C-peptide, a part of the proinsulin sequence which 
precursors insulin synthesis, and zinc ions (Zn2+).136 Interestingly, Zn2+ concentration within 
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pancreatic β-cells represents one of the highest in the human body, and is maintained by a zinc 
transporter (ZnT8) specific to β-cells.137 Zn2+ is known to form hexamers with insulin, and as 
such is important in effective insulin storage within the β-cell granules.138 It has been recently 
demonstrated that C-peptide, Zn2+, and IAPP form a stable, heteromolecular complex that is 
capable of preventing IAPP fibrillation in vitro, and thus potentially maintain the IAPP native 
state within β-cell granular storage.139  
1.2.3 IAPP amyloidogenesis 
The initiation of IAPP amyloid fibrillation remains a debate of ‘chicken versus egg’: whether 
intracellular amyloidogenesis triggers death of the β-cell and provides a ‘seed’ for larger plaque 
formation extracellularly,115 or if IAPP fibrillation occurs post-secretion within the 
extracellular space, and subsequently leads to β-cell death.104 Conclusive evidence to support 
either hypothesis remains forthcoming. In addition to the question of intracellular versus 
extracellular amyloidogenesis, there has been considerable debate in the literature as to the 
primary IAPP conformation that induces β-cell toxicity23 – namely, monomeric IAPP, 
intermediate species or mature amyloids – and, additionally, the mechanisms thereof. Within 
an in vitro aqueous environment, IAPP fibrillates rapidly, and multiple forms can co-exist at 
any given stage until the amyloid saturation point has been long reached.4 When compared to 
the well-characterized Aβ, which has a slower aggregation rate of days in vitro, isolation of 
different IAPP species to examine their cytotoxic effects has thus far been difficult to 
accomplish,23 further contributing to ambiguity with regards to IAPP toxicity.  
Mature IAPP amyloids have been historically favored as a causative agent of β-cell failure, 
with physical association between plaques and cells posited to result in membrane perturbation, 
production of ROS, and/or apoptosis.22 A Japanese population who produced a mutated form 
of IAPP with an increased aggregation propensity showed that they subsequently developed 
T2D in clinical studies.140-141 Lorenzo et al. identified amyloid-membrane contact triggering 
apoptosis as the primary mechanism of toxicity (Fig. 7A), proposing that β-cell viability is only 
reduced when IAPP concentration is high enough to mediate fibrillization.104 Additionally, 
Schubert and colleagues screened a number of amyloid peptides in B12 cells for production of 
ROS with 2,7-dichlorofluorescin diacetate (DCFDA), and determined that IAPP was correlated 
with ROS production and subsequent loss of β-cell viability, while no such species were 
measured with the non-amyloidogenic rIAPP.108 Furthermore, exposure of pancreatic β-cells 
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to sublethal levels of IAPP aggregates in vitro resulted in ROS-independent upregulation of 
antioxidant enzymes, indicating an in-built defensive mechanism to IAPP-mediated oxidative 
stress.142 There is evidence that amphiphilic amyloid can mediate formation of ion channels or 
pores in the β-cell membrane through its high propensity for contacting and integrating 
phospholipids into growing fibrils, i.e. ‘lipid stripping’, leading to cell death by unregulated 
calcium ion influx or cytosol leakage (Fig. 7B-C).143-147 IAPP fibrils can be phagocytosed in 
vitro but amyloid-associated factors may limit the capacity of macrophages to clear localized 
plaques in vivo, potentiating long-term perturbation of the tissues they are deposited within.131 
In more recent years, however, the focus has shifted to the soluble oligomeric form of IAPP as 
the main toxic species, but considering similar mechanisms of toxicity as were postulated for 
IAPP amyloids. As such, many working paradigms concerning IAPP toxicity have been 
influenced by mechanistic studies of Aβ toxicity in AD – known to be mediated by Aβ 
oligomers23 – in light of the biophysical and biochemical connections between IAPP and Aβ 
fibrillization. This approach remains to be validated, though evidence to suggest a toxic role 
for IAPP oligomers is abundant. Ritzel and coworkers observed that IAPP oligomers mediated 
a disruption in islet architecture ex vivo, impairing cell coupling and insulin secretion and 
inducing apoptosis.107 Research from Kayed et al. and Meier et al. described cell membrane 
permeation induced by IAPP oligomers (Fig. 7B-C), while monomeric IAPP or amyloid fibrils 
showed no adverse effects,105 and prevention of amyloid fibrillization did not mitigate 
toxicity.106 Rifampicin was utilized in the latter study to inhibit the formation of amyloid 
plaques, demonstrating its anti-aggregation properties through Thioflavin-T (ThT) staining – 
an established method to detect amyloid protein. However, Meng and colleagues refuted this, 
revealing that rifampicin had no effect on IAPP fibrillization and demonstrating that the ligand 
could interfere with ThT fluorescence.148 Furthermore, studies interrogating the toxicity of 
Figure 7: Proposed mechanisms of lipid membrane damage elicited by amyloid pathway 
species such as IAPP. A: Non-specific membrane disruption by fibril growth and physical 
perturbation. B: Detergent-like membrane disruption and ‘lipid stripping’ by oligomeric and 
fibrillating species. C: Pore formation by low-order intermediate species. Adapted with permission 
from Owen et al. 2019.147  
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different IAPP species in vivo are predominantly conducted with antibodies, e.g. anti-oligomer 
antibodies such as A11, which can be problematic when applied in a complex environment as 
these antibodies are not sequence-specific – rather, they recognize conformational shape.149 
Given the polymorphic nature of oligomers, and the wealth of biomolecules in vivo that share 
β-rich conformations, the reliability of antibodies to delineate IAPP aggregation species in the 
context of their associated pathogenicity is called into question.23 Collectively, this illustrates 
the limitations of current methodology to characterize IAPP species, and warrants a more 
comprehensive approach towards establishing fundamental tenets of IAPP pathogenicity.  
1.2.4 IAPP pathologies beyond the pancreas 
Per its role in glycemic control, IAPP is capable of crossing the blood-brain barrier (BBB), and 
is ubiquitously present in the circulation. Lack of confinement to the pancreas becomes 
problematic in the context of T2D, as IAPP amyloid deposits have been reported in the 
kidneys,119 heart,150 and brain151 of T2D patients, with associated tissue degradation and health 
complications observed in each case. Srodulski et al. proposed a mechanism for IAPP wherein 
oligomerized IAPP translocated from the pancreas to the brain, mediating damage to the BBB, 
which subsequently allowed diffusion of IAPP oligomers into the brain tissue.151 Indeed, IAPP 
amyloid deposition has been reported in brain blood vessels and perivascular spaces of AD 
patients with or without T2D, causing extensive damage to the surrounding tissue.152 
Interestingly, unchanged or decreased blood plasma concentrations of IAPP have been reported 
in T2D patients, likely due to increasing amyloid accumulation in the pancreas inhibiting the 
translocation of monomeric IAPP.153-154 The reason for this disparity, i.e. between IAPP plasma 
concentration and increased systematic amyloid deposition in T2D, has not been fully 
elucidated. Oskarsson and colleagues posit that IAPP could be expressed within the brain, 
which could contribute to the formation of local Aβ-IAPP co-amyloids.155 Though there is 
some evidence that extra-pancreatic expression of IAPP occurs in several animal models,156-157 
there is no current evidence to suggest a similar mechanism in humans.152  
Compared to other amyloid protein species, including Aβ and αSyn, IAPP is understudied, with 
fundamental knowledge of its endogenous and pathogenic behavior found lacking: further 
interrogation into IAPP at the biological interface should thus be pursued, particularly in light 
of the significant proportion of the global population that are affected by T2D. 
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1.3 Amyloid in the extracellular environment 
1.3.1 Modulation of amyloidosis by extracellular biomolecules 
Post-secretion, amyloid species are introduced to a complex extracellular milieu, with various 
circulating species likely to elicit significant effects on amyloid morphology and cytotoxicity. 
For instance, nucleic acids can mediate aggregation of αSyn, prion protein and Aβ, among 
others,158 and lipids additionally impact amyloid aggregation of various species, from small 
peptides such as Aβ and IAPP to apolipoprotein B, one of the largest proteins present in 
nature.159 How lipids, and more specifically, phospholipids, play a role in amyloidogenesis is 
of particular interest, given the deleterious seeding and conformational change of amyloid 
species on synthetic and endogenous phospholipid bilayers.105, 144-145, 160 In the presence of 
unimolecular lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC), a product of lipid peroxidation and the most 
abundant single-tailed phospholipid in the blood,161 fibrillization of Aβ1-40 was repressed – 
but, surprisingly, a promotional effect was observed on the aggregation of Aβ1-42,162 further 
augmenting its cytotoxicity in vitro.163 Contrastingly, IAPP fibrillization was inhibited in the 
presence of both unimolecular and micellar LPC, with micellar LPC driving IAPP to adopt a 
majority α-helical conformation, as has been reported in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate 
(SDS) micelles.164 The stark contrast in the elicited effect of singular lipids and model 
biomembranes between different amyloid species highlights the necessity to examine amyloid 
interactions at the biological interface on a case-by-case basis, in order to fully reflect the 
complex endogenous environments they inhabit. 
Concordantly, though thousands of proteins have been identified in the circulation,165 few have 
been investigated as non-specific interactors or aggregation inhibitors of amyloid species. 
Human serum albumin (HSA), as the most abundant protein in blood plasma, has been reported 
to bind >90% of circulating Aβ and up to half of Aβ within the cerebrospinal fluid, and act to 
inhibit its fibrillization.166 Recently, HSA also demonstrated the capacity to inhibit amyloid 
aggregation of IAPP and αSyn, in addition to mitigating amyloid-associated hemolysis in 
vitro.167 Extracellular proteins α-casein, lysozyme (Lys), alpha-lactalbumin (aLac), bLg, 
albumin, pyruvate kinase and catalase have been shown to bind non-specifically to Aβ1-40 and 
inhibit its fibrillization in vitro.168-170 Various amyloidogenic species, including Aβ1-40 and 
Aβ1-42 peptides, pulmonary lung surfactant protein C171 and the ageing-associated arterial 
amyloid medin,172 were inhibited through in vitro interactions with proteins with the BRICHOS 
domain (sequence alignments related to BRI proteins associated with British and Danish 
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dementia, in addition to chondromodulin and proSP-C) such as proSP-C,173-174 Bri2,174-175 and 
gastrokine 1.176  
Non-chaperone specific interference of molecular chaperones with amyloidogenesis has also 
been described. α2-Macroglobulin (α2M) and haptoglobin (Hp), glycoproteins with the 
capacity to rescue proteins from stress-induced amorphous aggregation, demonstrated anti-
amyloidosis properties through their association with Aβ1-42, in addition to various other 
aggregating proteins.177 Concordantly, smHsps such as αB-crystallin and Hsp27 prevented 
amyloidogenesis and/or amyloid-associated toxicity through transient interactions with Aβ1-
42,178-179 Aβ1-40 in wild type and a mutant with higher pathogenicity,179 in addition to αSyn.180 
With regards to IAPP, interactions with intracellular components beyond the granular space 
have been reported,181 but, surprisingly, little is known so far concerning the association of 
IAPP with extracellular proteins and their biological and pathological implications. Several co-
factors, including serum amyloid P (SAP) component,182 apolipoprotein E (ApoE)183 and 
glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), in particular heparan sulfate proteoglycans,184 have been shown 
to associate with IAPP amyloid deposits in vivo. GAGs are also known to enhance fibrillization 
of IAPP185-186 and can promote aggregation of incompletely processed IAPP.187 Secretory 
chaperones have additionally demonstrated some capacity to prevent IAPP fibrillation in 
vitro.188 However, association with IAPP does not necessarily affect residual IAPP-mediated 
cytotoxicity – in the cases of ApoE and GAGs, only the latter is implicated in IAPP toxicity.189-
190 This paradigm was further highlighted via the exposure of fibrillating IAPP to aLac and Lys 
as two model protein interactors, with analogous molecular weight and morphology but 
opposing charges, to gauge how their presence impacted IAPP aggregation and associated 
cytotoxicity in vitro.191 Net positively-charged Lys inhibited IAPP aggregation while net 
negatively charged aLac elicited a promotional effect, yet the application of neither protein was 
able to significantly mitigate the cytotoxicity of IAPP.  
Lastly, amyloidogenic peptides have also been found to co-localize, with Aβ, tau and αSyn 
frequently reported to interact and generate enhanced pathologies within in vivo 
neurodegenerative disease models.192-193 Accordingly, circulating IAPP species have been 
shown capable of forming co-amyloids with other extra-pancreatic amyloidogenic peptides. 
For example, residues within the amyloidogenic region of IAPP show a strong binding affinity 
for Aβ.194 IAPP-Aβ cross-seeding and co-amyloid generation has been widely reported,195-197 
particularly in the context of T2D at the interface of neurological disorders and AD. How IAPP 
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contributes to the overall toxicity of these co-amyloids, however, remains unclear. IAPP-Aβ 
co-aggregates have been shown to contain properties intermediate to each respective 
amyloidogenic peptide; Seeliger et al. demonstrated that IAPP-Aβ permeabilized β-cell lipid 
membranes at a slower rate than IAPP alone, but more rapidly than Aβ species.196 Clearance 
of toxic Aβ amyloids in the brain by circulating low order IAPP species has actually been 
proposed as a therapeutic effect of their association.152, 197 However, though IAPP was found 
to co-localize with cerebral and vascular Aβ plaques, Aβ was not detected in IAPP plaques 
isolated from T2D patients.155 Elucidating the interplay of IAPP with extracellular 
biomolecules, in addition to other amyloidogenic species, would shed further light on IAPP 
pathologies, towards developing targeted, effective treatment strategies against T2D. 
1.3.2 Amyloid and the ‘protein corona’ 
The ‘protein corona’ was first coined in 2007 by Dawson, Linse and colleagues to describe the 
fouling of synthetic nanomaterials when exposed to a biological environment, defined therein 
as “proteins compete for the nanoparticle ‘surface,’ leading to a protein ‘corona’ that largely 
defines the biological identity of the particle.”198 In this sense, the enrichment of nanomaterial 
surface-exposed proteins leads to an in vivo response which may not necessarily align with the 
applied nanomaterial’s intended target. In the decade since, elucidating the protein corona of a 
given nanomaterial has become a key point of characterization in order to more accurately 
predict its in vivo behavior.199 Recently, it has been proposed that so-called ‘native’ 
nanomaterials, i.e. biomolecular structures naturally present in vivo, likely form a protein 
corona in the complex extracellular environment, which may have additional implications on 
their biological fate. As of writing, protein corona formation has been reported on virions,200 
collagen matrices,201 unfolded fibronectin,202 protofibrils of a synthetic Aβ1-42 variant,203 and, 
recently, per the author, mature IAPP amyloid fibrils (Fig. 8).191, 204  
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As an emerging field, the general literature on protein-amyloid species interactions do not 
ascribe a ‘coronal’ effect to protein interactors in the case that they have inhibitory action on 
amyloidosis but specific binding mechanics are not elucidated: rather, ‘non-specific’, 
‘transient’ or ‘unknown’ protein-amyloid interactions are reported. Potential coronal 
interference in amyloidogenesis is exemplified in many studies pertaining to amyloid-
molecular chaperone associations. Clusterin, known also as apolipoprotein J and found in all 
disease-associated extracellular amyloid deposits, was capable of inhibiting amyloidogenesis 
of multiple aggregating species in vitro, including Aβ1-42 and αSyn.205 It has been posited that 
the interaction of clusterin with Aβ species enhances its amyloid-associated pathogenicity, as 
loss of clusterin directed amyloid deposition to the cerebrovasculature and relieved hemorrhage 
and inflammation in an AD mouse model in vivo.206 Concordantly, clusterin associated with 
engineered Aβ1-42 protofibrils as a component of its protein corona,203 potentiating clusterin 
as an alternative target for anti-amyloidosis treatment strategies. Aβ1-42 oligomers formed in 
the presence of the chaperone prefoldin (PFD) were shown to elicit approximately 30-40% less 
100 nm 
100 nm 
Figure 8: Formation of the amyloid-protein corona within biological media. Left panels: 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of IAPP amyloid in the absence (top) and presence 
(bottom) of complex biological media in vitro. Right panels: docking simulations of amyloid fibrils 
(dark blue) with identified coronal proteins of IAPP amyloids after exposure to fetal bovine serum 
in vitro. A: alpha-actinin-4; B: protein AMBP; C: neuropilin, in both ‘open’ and ‘closed’ 
conformations; D: serum albumin; E: thrombospondin-1; F: cartilage oligomeric matrix protein. 
Adapted with permission from Pilkington et al. 2018.204  
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cytotoxicity to PC12 cells and murine primary cortical neurons in vitro comparative to 
oligomers generated in its absence, suggesting the interfacing of PFD with Aβ1-42 aggregates 
to form a corona may prevent cytotoxic contact.207 Lastly, DNAJB6, a member of the Hsp40 
family, did not interact with unfolded Aβ1-42 monomers but was able to truncate the 
fibrillization of aggregated species;208 similarly, Hsp104 was also capable of arresting Aβ1-42 
aggregation at multiple stages, but unable to mediate disaggregation of formed aggregates.209 
In this context, the changed identity of the amyloid surface via corona formation presents two 
key paradigms: firstly, limiting amyloid fibrillization through obfuscation of nucleation sites, 
but, antithetically, rendering chaperones unable to interact and perform amyloid 
disaggregation. This underscores the need to interrogate the amyloid-protein corona within 
different environments, and how applied conditions may act to both help and hinder treatment 
strategies.  
Towards a more comprehensive understanding of proteins enriched within the amyloid plaque 
microenvironment in vivo, Liao et al. isolated plaques from clinical patients with AD and 
described the co-localization of 488 proteins with senile plaques from postmortem brain 
tissues, with 26 found conserved between two patients.210 Proteomic analysis characterized the 
plaques as majorly Aβ-based, with tau also identified as a co-amyloid. Non-amyloid proteins 
such as cystatin C, capable of binding soluble Aβ peptides,211 and 14-3-3 proteins, which 
comprise of up to 1% of soluble protein within the brain,212 were identified in the plaques, with 
the zeta isoform found to be the most enriched. As 14-3-3 ζ is known to bind and promote the 
phosphorylation of tau,213 and, accordingly, has been found enriched in tau neurofibrillary 
tangles,214 the presence of tau within these plaques may have influenced its localization, 
indicating that co-amyloids – and their relative makeup, with regards to ratios of different 
amyloid species – likely impact the diversity of enriched ligands. Furthermore, the increased 
localization of a number of lysosomal ATPases and cathepsin D to the AD plaques comparative 
to the surrounding tissue implicated the plaque interior as an area of high proteolytic activity. 
Overarchingly, the AD plaque-localized proteins Liao and colleagues identified pertained to a 
number of biological processes, including cell adhesion, inflammation, membrane trafficking 
and proteolysis, thus potentiating interference in these mechanisms elicited by these plaques 
through artificial enrichment of specific proteins within the local microenvironment.  
The first in vitro characterization of amyloid-protein corona formation in biological media, 
wherein corona formation was tracked under different environmental conditions and coronal 
proteins identified through proteomic analysis, was performed on IAPP amyloid fibrils in vitro 
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by the author and colleagues,204 as a follow-up study to an initial examination of protein corona 
formation of IAPP fibrils in the presence of single model protein interactors.191 Singular protein 
interactors were able to induce fibril conformational change and mitigate low-level cytotoxicity 
elicited in primary cells in vitro;191 accordingly, the amyloid-protein corona in complex media 
was found extensive and nonuniform, and further induced changes in morphology of cultured 
pancreatic β-cells.204 Concordantly, proteins from the amyloid corona formed in complex 
media generally favored fibrillar conformations and structural plasticity (Fig. 8), and pertained 
to roles in a variety of biological processes, including focal adhesion, ECM-receptor 
interaction, the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway and metabolism. Remarkably, exposure of 
amyloids to the same biological media under different conditions, i.e. flow, generated divergent 
coronae, further illustrating how factors within the local microenvironment may influence 
plaque composition. Interestingly, the enrichment of APP was conserved under these 
parameters, a continued testament to the high propensity of amyloid-fated species to co-
localize. Further examination of enriched proteins in plaques in vivo in tandem with the 
controlled interrogation of amyloid-corona formation conditions in vitro can build a 
fundamental understanding of how amyloid, as a scaffold for protein interactors, may elicit a 
biological impact beyond the scope of short-term cytocidal action, and further reveal as-yet 
undiscovered pathologies of amyloid-associated disease. 
1.4 Anti-amyloidosis strategies: from nano to micro 
1.4.1 Overview and models 
Amyloid inhibition is essentially achieved through the introduction of exogenous ligands or 
chaperones to disrupt and/or outcompete the self-assembly of amyloid proteins from initiating 
nucleation, driving toxic intermediate species off-pathway or sequestering them for 
degradation, and, lastly, the disaggregation or remodeling of mature fibrils into nontoxic 
amorphous aggregates. In principle, this can be accomplished by introducing engineered 
nanoparticles (NPs) that mediate – in no particular order – hydrogen bonding (H-bonding), 
hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions, as well as π stacking, either individually or in 
combination with amyloid proteins. In practice, however, controlling such an array of 
interactions through nanomaterials design (for both the core and the surface) and synthesis 
remains a major challenge, further complicated by the necessity of installing the nanoparticles 
with good dispersity, biocompatibility and bioavailability in vitro and in vivo.  
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Over the last decade, there has been an active search for efficacious anti-amyloidosis agents. 
A myriad of nanomaterials and small molecules, from simple polyphenols to complex 
nanostructures with a range of different surface chemistries, have been screened in vitro for 
their capacity to mitigate amyloidosis, with the majority of anti-amyloidosis studies – from 
benchtop to clinic – focused on Aβ aggregation.215 An overview of nanomaterials utilized to 
combat amyloid aggregation, in addition to prototypical experimental models to which they 
are applied, is shown in Figure 9. Recent efforts have not shown a trend towards a particular 
material – rather, multiple species are still being explored in vitro towards their application in 
vivo.  
Assessing anti-amyloidosis candidates in vitro involves immortalized and primary cell lines 
from humans, mice, and sometimes bacteria, frequently undertaken in static, 2D conditions, 
but additionally can be performed under flow216 and/or in a 3D microenvironment.217-218 Cells 
can also be co-cultured to generate organoids, towards a more realistic biological environment 
– for example, mimicking pancreatic islet biology through the co-culture of α-cells, β-cells and
epithelial cells in a specific ratio to investigate IAPP-elicited cytotoxicity and its amelioration
by a given treatment strategy.219
Figure 9: Selected anti-amyloidosis agents and model systems of amyloidosis. Reproduced with 
permission from Ke et al. 2019.215   
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In vivo models exploited to investigate amyloidosis can range from the nematode C. elegans to 
recent studies utilizing zebrafish (Danio rerio),215 and, more rarely, non-human primates.220 
Rodent models, primarily mice and occasionally rats, are the most frequently utilized in vivo 
platform for anti-amyloidosis research. However, these models can differ from human biology 
in key areas that are essential to mimic human disease – for instance, the non-amyloidogenic 
nature of rIAPP.117 Consequently, to best approximate the conditions of human disease, two 
overarching strategies are utilized: firstly, generating transgenic (tg) mice to overexpress 
human amyloidogenic proteins or peptides, optionally excising affected organs and applying 
treatment strategies ex vivo; secondly, direct injection of human amyloid species into the 
circulation or specific tissues of wild-type (WT) animals to produce disease pathologies. To 
evaluate the burden of disease in these models, animal behavior is assessed in addition to tissue 
damage and amyloid deposition, and, specifically, the presence of neurotransmitters such as 
acetylcholine esterase, serum glutamate and GABA (γ-amino butyric acid) for AD, tyrosine 
hydroxylase for PD, and insulin levels for T2D can be monitored as indicators for each 
respective disease.221-222  
1.4.2 Small molecules 
Small molecules, both natural and synthetic, are capable of complexing with amyloid proteins 
or intercalating into the amyloidogenic regions of aggregating species, resulting in effective 
inhibition of amyloid aggregation.11, 223 Plant-derived polyphenols, including resveratrol, 
curcumin and epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG), are additionally cytoprotective due to their 
antioxidant properties, capable of scavenging amyloid-associated ROS and thereby preventing 
lipid peroxidation of cell membranes. 
Discrete molecular dynamics simulations indicate that resveratrol and curcumin are capable of 
forming IAPP-polyphenol nanoassemblies.224 EGCG has been shown to intercalate between 
beta sheets of fibrillating IAPP via π-π stacking and hydrophobic interactions, and capable of 
driving amyloid aggregation off-pathway.11 How their anti-aggregation properties correlate to 
mitigation of IAPP toxicity, however, can vary – resveratrol-stabilized IAPP oligomers were 
found toxic to β-cells in vitro,225 whereas a reduction in cytotoxicity was reported for IAPP and 
other amyloidogenic peptides stabilized by the polyphenols 1,2,3,4,6-penta-O-galloyl-β-D-
glucose226 and EGCG227 respectively. Polyphenols have additionally been investigated for 
amyloid-remodelling properties: EGCG has been shown to cleave IAPP fibrils without 
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changing their morphology,11 with remodelled species delegated off-pathway and so unable to 
refibrillate.228 Bieschke et al. demonstrated that EGCG-mediated remodelling of Aβ and αSyn 
rendered them unable to reform fibrils, and conferred reduced cytotoxicity in vitro.227  
The molecular promiscuity229 and poor aqueous solubility of polyphenols, however, limit their 
direct application in vivo – consequently, polyphenolic compounds are frequently utilized as 
anti-amyloidosis agents in the context of a payload delivered by a carrier nanoparticle. For 
example, in an APPswe/PS1dE9 AD mouse model, EGCG loaded into polyethylene glycol 
(PEG)-functionalized poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) NPs, ostensibly intended to target 
the brain, was able to cross the BBB when given orally to mice – but was additionally found 
present in every other organ. Furthermore, no specific pathway was shown to be employed by 
the EGCG-loaded NPs to cross the BBB. Regardless, treatment did result in significant 
amelioration of spatial learning and memory and other AD pathologies, including a notable 
rise in synapses and decreased neuroinflammation in addition to a reduced presence of Aβ(1-
42) species and overall plaque load.230 Synthesis of biocompatible, targeted nanostructures with
analogous properties to small molecules, e.g. aromatic and tertiary hydroxyl groups, may
present superior efficacy as anti-amyloidosis agents.
1.4.3 Metallic and semi-conducting nanomaterials 
Metallic and semi-conducting NPs, including gold (AuNPs),231 silver (AgNPs),232 cadmium 
telluride (CdTe),233 iron oxides (IONPs),232 zinc oxides (ZnO NPs)234 and ceria nanocrystals,235 
among others, have been widely applied in anti-amyloidosis treatment strategies. Gold 
nanoparticles (AuNPs), in particular, have been frequently exploited, given both their inert 
nature and their capacity to bind amyloid cysteines, potentiating their development as both 
inhibitors and indicators of amyloid aggregation.231 For example, improved acquisition and 
retention of special learning and memory in addition to neural survival was observed in Aβ-
treated mice after the application of citrate-coated AuNPs.236 Zhang et al. examined the anti-
amyloidosis capacity of AuNPs coated with a metal-phenolic network, comprising of tannic 
acid coordinated with various metal ions (Al3+, Fe3+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+), and demonstrated 
that AuNPs coated with a cobalt-tannic acid network were most effective in inhibiting Aβ1-40 
fibrillization in vitro, likely due to the specific geometry of the cobalt-tannic acid network 
favoring interactions with histidine and methionine residues in Aβ peptides.237 Recently, 
AuNPs functionalized with sonicated β-sheet rich bLg amyloid acted as probes for fibrillating 
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IAPP, wherein dark-field microscopy visualized the T-cell mediated phagocytosis of AuNP-
decorated fibrils through the intrinsic surface plasmon resonance (SPR) property of gold.238 
Similarly, quercetin-modified gold-palladium NPs promoted clearance of Aβ through inducing 
autophagy in SH-SY5Y cells.239 Gladytz et al. have recently interfaced AuNPs with amyloid 
proteins, hypothesizing that the amyloid aggregation of IAPP and prion protein SUP35 hinged 
on a balance between peptide-nanoparticle and peptide-peptide interactions.240 Specifically, 
anionic citrate-coated AuNPs intercalated with cationic IAPP through stronger Coulombic 
interactions, while PEG-coated AuNPs adsorbed onto IAPP fibrils via binding forces weaker 
than those involved in IAPP self-assembly.  
Magnetic NPs (MNPs), such as superparamagnetic IONPs, NPs with a metallic core (i.e. 
nickel, zinc, cobalt) or magnetic doping agent (e.g. gadolinium; Gd), are effective T2 contrast 
agents for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).241 The complexation of MNPs with a targeting 
motif can allow them to act as theranostics, for both the detection and mitigation of 
amyloidoses. Gd-based NPs grafted with the nanobody B10AP specifically targeted IAPP, Aβ 
and TTR amyloid deposits ex vivo in murine pancreas, brain and stomach tissue sections, 
respectively.242 PEGylated superparamagnetic IONPs were conjugated with an oligomer-
specific scFv antibody (W20) and, after intravenous injection into PD and HD mouse models, 
were demonstrated by MRI to be capable of targeting amyloid oligomers in the brain.243 In 
separate studies, IONPs222 and Gd-doped PLGA NPs with a curcumin cargo and cationic 
carrier peptide (K16ApoE)244 were complexed with the plaque-binding antibody IgG4.1, and 
visualized through MRI to penetrate the BBB and localize to Aβ plaques in the murine 
cerebrovasculature. In the latter work, however, nonspecific immune reactions and 
meningoencephalitis were observed during human pre-clinical studies.245 Bypassing extra-
circulatory in vivo contact may present a more biocompatible route for anti-amyloidosis 
treatment: Kim and colleagues utilized an innovative ‘magnetic dialysis’ methodology to 
cleanse toxic Aβ species from the blood of 5XFAD mice.246 Blood was first extracted from the 
femoral artery, and circulating Aβ species captured by magnetite/ceria NPs within in a closed 
system – subsequently, with the aid of a magnet and peristaltic pump, magnetite/ceria NPs with 
bound Aβ were sequestered, allowing ‘cleansed’ blood to return to the mouse via the jugular 
vein. Treated mice demonstrated decreased levels of circulating Aβ and additionally did not 
develop spatial working memory deficits.  
Physiological metals are known to have key roles in both regular and dysfunctional cellular 
biology. Cysteines, for example, can complex with heavy metal ions – exploited in functional 
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amyloid-based biomaterials for wastewater purification and iron fortification247-248 – and recent 
studies have demonstrated the potential for amyloids to act as pseudo-enzymes via the 
sequestration of metal ions,249 potentially altering materials that interface with the amyloid 
surface. Polyoxometalates (POMs) have been demonstrated to effectively inhibit Aβ in 
vitro,250-251 with POM-Dawson derivatives functionalized with histidine-chelating metals (Cu, 
Fe, Ni, Co, Mn) shown further capable of crossing the BBB in rodent models in vivo.251 
However, as metallic and metal oxide NPs have the capacity to release metal ions, several of 
which – notably, Fe3+, Cu2+ and Zn2+ – are known to impact amyloidosis in vivo, further 
investigation is warranted to assess whether ion leakage may be exploited to combat amyloid-
associated pathologies. A recent study demonstrated that, while IONPs stabilized by PEG and 
phosphorylcholine (PC) had little impact on IAPP fibrillization in vitro, Fe3+ ions strongly 
inhibited amyloid aggregation.232 On the other hand, limiting ion release or leaching through 
particle surface coating can be beneficial: consider the case of zinc, where Zn2+ ions have been 
shown to promote formation of toxic oligomers during amyloidosis.252 Utilizing hen’s egg 
white lysozyme (HEWL) as the amyloid model, Ban & Paul demonstrated that ZnO NPs 
capped with starch induced less β-sheet formation and reduced amyloid-associated cytotoxicity 
in vitro comparative to bare NPs.234 Consequently, amyloid aggregation inhibition achieved 
through concentration-dependent application of certain metallic or semi-conducting NPs may 
be induced through increased local ion concentration, rather than mediated by the surface 
properties of the particles themselves.  
1.4.4 Carbon-based and inorganic nanomaterials 
Carbon-based nanomaterials, comprised of infinitely repeating aromatic structures and 
including fullerenes,253 graphene oxide (GO),254-255 carbon nanotubes (CNTs)256-257 and 
quantum dots (QDs),258-259 have shown efficacy in sequestering amyloid species and reducing 
amyloid-associated cytotoxicity in vitro.256 Surface functionalization of carbonaceous 
materials is generally required, however, to improve their biocompatibility and provide stable 
dispersion within the aqueous in vivo environment. Accordingly, aqueous solubility was 
conferred to fullerene derivatives via functionalization with phenylbutyric acid, aminocaproic 
acid and thiocarboxylic acid, with each construct demonstrating effective anti-amyloidosis 
properties and low acute toxicity in mouse models in vivo.253 Concordantly, graphene or GO 
nanosheets can provide scaffolds for effective scavenging of toxic amyloid species255 and/or 
surface functionalizations260 to enhance anti-amyloidosis detection, targeting and delivery. For 
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example, He et al. interfaced fluorescently-tagged resveratrol with GO to create a FRET-based 
probe for effectively detecting Aβ amyloid species in vitro, towards a potential method to 
screen for AD.260 Though not carbon-based, MoS2 and WS2 nanosheets are graphene-like in 
their physical structure, i.e. composed of vertically-stacked 2D layers: MoS2 was able to 
modulate the aggregation of amyloidogenic Aβ33-42 and IAPP20-29 fragments,261 while WS2 
scavenged Aβ1-40 monomers and permitted dissolution of bound aggregates upon near-
infrared radiation.262 The large size of these nanomaterials can, however, limit their practicality 
at the biological interface.  
Recently, multi-walled CNTs functionalized with bLg amyloid fragments were able to form a 
bLg-IAPP double protein corona through H-bonding and hydrophobic interactions by 
sequestering toxic IAPP species pre-injected into zebrafish embryos, effectively neutralizing 
their pathogenicity.257 Hybridization of carbon-based materials with amyloids even has 
applications outside the scope of nanomedicine and into biotechnology, e.g. for developing 
conductive nanowires256 and the selective removal of fluoride from contaminated 
waterways.263 CNTs require careful design and functionalization to be effective at the 
biological interface, however, given the capacity for longer, rigid structures (i.e. with a high 
aspect ratio) to induce ‘frustrated phagocytosis’ – thus pertaining to a long circulation lifetime 
– in addition to oxidative stress caused by the partitioning of CNTs through the lipid cell
membrane.264-265 Shorter, tangled CNTs may thus be more biocompatible, but, due to a smaller
available surface area, likely pose less effective amyloid scavengers.
On the other hand, graphene QDs, due to their small size, good biocompatibility and intrinsic 
photoluminescent properties, provide promising candidates for the development of anti-
amyloidosis biosensors. Huang and colleagues demonstrated that graphene QDs were able to 
track Aβ aggregation in vitro, providing an analogous kinetic profile to ThT for probing 
amyloid fibrillization.266 Furthermore, nonfunctionalized graphene QDs were able to 
translocate across the BBB and induced the clearance of amyloid from αSyn-treated WT 
mice,221 additionally mitigating IAPP-associated toxicity in zebrafish larvae in vivo.259 
However, given that the surface of carbon-based materials is highly fouling in lieu of stealth 
polymer functionalization,256 consideration should be taken to protein corona formation when 
materials are introduced to the biological interface, and how it may impact their trafficking and 
behavior in vivo. 
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Given the left-handedness of most major amyloid species under physiological conditions,267 
chirality presents a novel mesoscopic target for anti-amyloidosis strategies. Direct chiral 
modulation of Aβ1-42 aggregation and associated in vitro cytotoxicity was demonstrated by 
enantiomeric carbon dots synthesized from L-lysine over those synthesized by D-lysine.268 
Accordingly, right-handed silica nanoribbons provided a nucleation site for IAPP, allowing 
fibrillization to occur perpendicularly to the ribbon axis, consequently rescuing zebrafish larvae 
from IAPP-associated toxicity.269 In addition to nanoribbons, mesoporous silica NPs (MSNs) 
are well-established as vehicles for drug delivery in nanomedicine, and have recently been 
explored for their capacity to mitigate amyloidosis.270 For example, defect-related luminescent 
MSNs, surface-modified by chitosan and conjugated to the small peptide NF(NMe)GA(N-
Me)IL, inhibited IAPP fibrillization and associated generation of ROS, further demonstrating 
intervention of this nanocomposite stabilized the mitochondrial membrane potential in INS-1 
cells in vitro.271  
1.4.5 Biomimetic nanomaterials 
The utilization of nanostructures either directly constructed of or synthetically mimicking 
native biomolecular components can ensure robust biocompatibility and low immunogenicity, 
thus allowing safe passage of so-called ‘biomimetic’ nanomaterials through complex biological 
milieu. Chitosan NPs, derived from the degradation of crustacean chitin shells, were conjugated 
with the peptide KLVFF via a PEG cross-linker, with a Beclin-1 protein also attached to induce 
autophagy.272 KLVFF, a ‘β-sheet breaker’ derived from Aβ1-42, selectively targeted Aβ 
plaques in APPswe/PS1dE9 mice via H-bonding between NP-bound KVLFF and the twin 
sequence inherent in Aβ aggregates. The NP-amyloid complex was then effectively 
endocytosed and degraded through the ALS, resulting in the clearance of approximately 59% 
of insoluble and 32% of soluble Aβ in vivo, respectively, and restored memory deficits within 
the mice. Mirror image phage display identified two peptides, TGNYKALHPHNG (TGN) and 
QSHYRHISPAQV (QSH), predicted to target the BBB and Aβ fibrils. Conjugation of the 
peptides to PEGylated polylactic acid NPs resulted in concentration of the NPs at Aβ plaques 
in the hippocampus after intravenous injection into Aβ-treated nude adult mice.273 Mitigation 
of AD-associated behavioral and memory deficits, however, was not assessed in this approach. 
HSA nanoparticles were used to encapsulate and deliver the drug andrographolide, derived 
from the Asian medicinal plant Andrographis paniculate, across the BBB to target Aβ plaques 
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in the brain of TgCRND8 mice. Though this approach did not succeed in counteracting Aβ 
aggregation and toxicity, significantly reduced oxidative stress levels were reported in treated 
mice.274 Ma and colleagues developed a xenograft mouse model of immunoglobulin light-chain 
amyloidosis (LC), and, selecting 306-O18B3 lipidoid nanoparticles as model candidates for 
anti-LC gene therapy, they demonstrated that NP-encapsulated siRNA targeting κ LC constant 
region-encoding mRNA was capable of reducing circulating LC in the mice after 8 days of 
daily injections.275 Lastly, bridging the gap between lipid and protein, apolipoprotein E3 
(ApoE3) and high-density lipoproteins (HDLs) were complexed to generate biomimetic 
‘nanodiscs’. These nanodiscs demonstrated stealth properties upon intravenous administration 
into Aβ-treated WT mice, avoiding the accumulation of a protein corona within the plasma and 
cerebrospinal fluid as they crossed the BBB via ApoE3 specific receptors, and specifically 
targeted low order Aβ species, subsequently promoting clearance of Aβ from astrocytes and 
microglial cells.276  
1.4.6 Polymeric nanomaterials 
Polymeric NPs have facilely tuneable structures, allowing the generation of NPs with a diverse 
range of properties. Given the propensity for cationic nanomaterials to undergo protein fouling 
and inflict membrane damage, anionic or neutrally charged polymeric materials may prove 
superior agents for combating amyloidosis. For example, Aso and colleagues functionalized 
poly(propylene imine) core dendrimers with a maltose-histidine shell, neutralizing the positive 
charge of the amino groups and subsequently demonstrating improved biocompatibility and 
BBB penetration in APP/PS1 mice, in addition to mediating neuroprotectivity against AD 
pathologies.277 Tuning the hydrophobicity of polymeric NPs is also necessary to both (1) 
promote hydrophobic interactions of the NP with the amyloidogenic region of aggregating 
species while (2) allowing effective dispersion of the NPs in aqueous solution, as posited by 
Evgrafova and colleagues, who demonstrated that inhibition of Aβ1-40 was best achieved 
through balancing the hydrophobic and hydrophilic properties of polymeric anti-amyloidosis 
candidates.278 
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Though several types of polymeric NPs have been investigated as for the inhibition of 
amyloidogenic peptides,277-282 a paucity of data exists for IAPP. Poly-ε-caprolactone NPs were 
designed with an IAPP cargo towards an in vivo system of controlled IAPP release, allowing 
the endogenous functions of IAPP to be performed while maintaining its localized 
concentration below the aggregation threshold, and were able to regulate glycemia in fasting 
mice over 36 h.283 As IAPP aggregation-inhibition agents, hydrophobic, neutrally charged 
NiPAM:BAM co-polymers have shown some efficacy in inhibiting IAPP fibrillization,284 and 
OH-terminated polyamidoamine (PAMAM-OH) dendrimers were recently shown to interact 
with IAPP within the amyloidogenic region, preventing IAPP fibrillization through amyloid 
contact and mitigating cytotoxicity in vitro and in mouse islets.285 Interestingly, some neutral 
polymers have been shown to promote amyloid aggregation, particularly at higher 
concentrations, likely due to molecular crowding – recently, for example, PEG 12 polymer was 
shown to promote fibrillization of αSyn, increasing with increasing concentration of PEG in 
solution.280 The promotion of amyloid aggregation, however, is not necessarily correlated with 
increased cytotoxicity – through reducing the lifetime of toxic oligomeric species via their 
Figure 10: Star polymers sequester IAPP and provide a scaffold to promote fibrillization, 
generating ‘stelliform’ amyloids. Top panel: simplified cartoon scheme of poly (2-hydroxyl ethyl 
acrylate) stars interacting with IAPP monomers. Bottom panel: TEM imagery of stelliform amyloids, 
as nanostructures with compact cores and radiating fibrils, highlighted in green with the diameter of 
the core indicated. Upper panel reproduced with permission from Pilkington et al. 2017.290  
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conversion to fibrils, a net reduction in amyloid-associated toxicity may be observed, and could 
provide an alternative treatment strategy for amyloidosis. Accordingly, anionic sulfated 
dendrimers prevented IAPP-associated cytotoxicity in β-cells in vitro, with dendrimer-
mediated modulation of the amyloid pathway dependent on dendrimer morphology: G0 
dendrimers were shown to inhibit amyloidogenesis, whereas G1 dendrimers enhanced it, 
through providing a scaffold that promoted IAPP amyloid contact and aggregation.286  
Despite the potential of dendrimers as effective anti-amyloidosis agents, their synthesis is 
expensive and labour intensive, limiting their practical application in IAPP research. 
Hyperbranched and star polymers, on the other hand, lack the cost and difficulty of synthesis 
of dendrimers and other polymeric species, yet are capable of analogous structural complexity, 
potentiating their development as treatment agents for amyloid-associated pathologies. For 
example, a hyperbranched PEG polymer containing a dopamine moiety was effective in 
inhibiting the fibrillization of αSyn in vitro.280 Star polymers have historically been utilized for 
engineering and materials science applications, while their usage in a biological context is 
relatively new287 – a frequent application within the scope of nanomedicine being the delivery 
of interference RNA for anti-cancer purposes288 and for diabetic-related wound healing289 in 
vivo. In pancreatic β-cells in vitro, and additionally ex vivo in mouse islets, poly (2-hydroxyl 
ethyl acrylate) star polymers were shown to accelerate IAPP fibrillization through formation 
of a polymer-IAPP ‘stelliform amyloid’ complex (Fig. 10), resulting in a significant reduction 
of IAPP-mediated cytotoxicity.290 This reflects the aforementioned rapid fibrillization kinetics 
of pmel17 in melanogenesis, as an endogenous mechanism to reduce the lifetime of toxic 
intermediate species.34 Thus, the development of hyperbranched and star polymers with 
aromatic or hydroxyl terminal moieties as novel anti-IAPP agents may provide an effective 
approach for mitigating the toxic effect of IAPP in T2D.  
1.5 State-of-the-art and current paradigms in amyloid science 
1.5.1 State-of-the-art in amyloid technologies and anti-amyloidosis strategy 
Amyloid science represents a diverse field, and encapsulates not only the interrogation of 
amyloid pathologies, but additionally harnessing amyloids for use in engineering and 
nanotechnology beyond the scope of associated disease – namely, taking the pathological and 
rendering it functional. Reches & Gazit pioneered the use of modified amyloidogenic peptides 
as scaffolding for nanomaterial production, utilizing Aβ-diphenylalanine ultrashort peptides 
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assembled into nanotubes to internally cast silver nanowires, subsequently 'breaking' the cast 
via enzymatic digestion and revealing discrete nanowires with long persistence length.14 
Fifteen years later, Jain et al. fibrillized ultrashort dipeptides into an amyloid-like hydrogel 
which was utilized as a staging area for the synthesis of rectangular platonic gold nanoparticles, 
attaining size control through tuning pH.291 Bacillus subtilis biofilms generated through tunable 
TasA amyloid fibrillization can be 3D printed into diverse shapes for a wide variety of 
applications in biomedicine;292 similarly, fibrillization under certain conditions allows αSyn to 
form flat sheets that may have potential in biosensing.293 Amyloid oligomers have even been 
exploited as NPs to target macrophages.294 With regards to IAPP, a synthetic nanovaccine for 
Chikungunya fever was generated by merging the amyloidogenic region (20-29) of IAPP with 
an 18mer antigenic sequence from a glycoprotein exposed on the Chikungunya viral envelope. 
The fibrillization of the synthetic nanovaccine, facilitated by IAPP20-29, provided superior 
surface area for IgG response and macrophage uptake in immunized mice.295 Increased 
manipulation of the intrinsic properties of amyloid species comes hand in hand with new 
insight into fundamental aspects of their fibrillogenesis and toxic states, towards understanding 
and combating amyloid pathologies. 
Within the biomedical context of amyloid science, a theory recently gaining traction is that 
bacteria may contribute to the development and/or pathologies of a number of amyloid-
associated diseases.296 Of particular interest is how bacterial infection and the microbiota 
contribute to AD development,297 but these could also have implications in T2D.298-299 The 
capacity for bacterial toxins to interface with neurodegenerative disorder was recently 
illustrated through the delivery of superparamagnetic IONPs and thioflavin S – neither capable 
of crossing the BBB under normal circumstances – to Aβ plaques within the brain of mouse 
models, as facilitated by their complexation with the toxin lipopolysaccharide (LPS).300 LPS 
was able to induce inflammation at the BBB of 5XFAD mice, consequently allowing uptake 
of the Aβ-targeting materials – however, this effect was only seen in ageing mice, not in young 
or wild-type mice, potentiating that the BBB in older models is more susceptible to leakiness 
upon inflammation. Accordingly, systemic inflammation induced by LPS also impacted the 
health of older models: highlighting both the risk of the approach and the implications of the 
role of bacteria in neurodegenerative disease. Anti-amyloidosis, on the other hand, may offer 
new solutions to multi-drug resistance (MDR), a paramount challenge for modern medicine 
due to the antibiotic-focused global pharmaceutical industry.  
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CRISPR-Cas9 presents a new frontier for a wide range of gene therapy applications, and has 
found recent application in the field of amyloid science. Sun et al. demonstrated that β-cleavage 
of APP to generate toxic Aβ species can be redirected to neuroprotective α-cleavage through 
the editing of APP at the extreme C-terminus, and that this methodology is well-tolerated in 
human iPSC-derived neuronal cells and in vivo within mouse models. CRISPR-Cas9 
amphiphilic nanocomplexes were further utilized by Park and colleagues to target β-secretase 
1 (Bace1), an enzyme required for the production of Aβ peptides through APP cleavage. This 
approach was able to rescue AD pathologies in two mouse models (5XFAD and App knock-in 
mice) of AD.301 Harnessing nanotechnology to target the source of protein aggregation rather 
than the outcome could be highly effective in ameliorating the pathologies of amyloid diseases, 
particularly for mutation-induced amyloidoses.43 
Overall, the development and application of novel and innovative anti-amyloidosis agents, 
from molecular tweezers302 to plasmon-activated water,303 generates a broad catalogue of 
treatment strategies to potentially bring to the market. Exploiting the propensity for amyloids 
to sequester other amyloid species and co-fibrillate presents such a venture: from prion-
functionalized AuNPs304 and Aβ1-40 tethered to MNPs305 for Aβ-sensing, to protein-capped 
NPs against tau,306 and recent work with inexpensive, biocompatible bLg amyloid fragments 
absorbed to NPs that, when administered to the circulation of zebrafish, crossed the BBB to 
sequester Aβ in the brain and mitigate its toxicity.307 Further utilizing the promotion of amyloid 
protein fibrillization to combat its associated toxicity could provide a new treatment strategy 
for amyloid-associated pathologies, particularly for IAPP. Though the application of NPs to 
deliberately enhance amyloid aggregation in order to decrease toxic oligomer lifetime has been 
explored for Aβ,223, 308-309 anti-amyloidosis candidate design has trended overarchingly towards 
inhibition strategies for IAPP. This strategy was applied successfully via the application of 
poly (2-hydroxyl ethyl acrylate) star polymers to promote IAPP fibrillization, wherein the 
formation of polymer-IAPP complexes mitigated IAPP-associated cytotoxicity in pancreatic 
β-cells and mouse islets.290 Biocompatible polymeric nanostructures with facile synthesis 
therefore represent an understudied class of nanomaterials with potential development as 
effective agents against IAPP pathologies in T2D.  
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1.5.2 Prevailing issues and future directions in amyloid science 
As of 2016, 51 FDA-approved medicinal NPs and 77 NP products were in clinical trials for a 
wide range of applications,310 yet decades of research has produced only one candidate against 
amyloid disease to clear the clinic and seek FDA approval to enter the market.311 
Overarchingly, efforts to develop anti-amyloidosis technologies are likely stymied by two key 
issues: a lack of fundamental knowledge of how amyloid species and NPs interact with each 
other and the surrounding milieu at the biological interface, and, furthermore, a lack of 
appropriate models for the interrogation of these conditions at pre-clinical stages.  
Firstly, in light of recent failures of antibody-based strategies to promote the clearance of 
amyloid species in clinical trials,312 it was hypothesized that the amyloid surface may prove 
highly heterogeneous and thus difficult to specifically target due to obfuscation by circulating 
proteins. Indeed, the first investigations into the amyloid-protein corona191, 204 revealed that 
amyloid species form a nonuniform, viscoelastic corona capable of remodeling mature fibrils, 
and that proteins absorbed to the amyloid surface have roles in a number of key metabolic and 
biological functions. These insights were supported by proteomic profiling of in vivo 
plaques,210 and provide new implications for the endogenous state of mature amyloid fibrils 
and plaques within different areas of the body, in addition to how enriched proteins may 
influence the biological processes of the local environment. Consequently, further 
characterization of amyloid plaques in different microenvironments could provide novel 
targeting strategies for anti-amyloidosis treatment agents. 
Autosomal dominant mutations in APP, PSEN1 or PSEN2 are causative of early onset familial 
AD (FAD), and represent < 1% of AD cases – yet these mutated forms of APP and PS1 are 
expressed in all major transgenic rodent models of AD.220 Similarly, in rodent models 
transgenic for human IAPP, multiple copies of the transgene can be expressed – in one case, 
up to 74 copies were recorded313 – with the IAPP gene promoter found 2-5× more responsive 
to glucose challenge than under endogenous conditions, causing artificial overexpression of 
IAPP.314-315 3D cultures, including spheroids and organoids, represent an alternative to the use 
of animal models. Recently, Choi and coworkers developed a human neural stem cell 3D model 
of FAD supported by a gel matrix, demonstrating that the bioengineered tissue deposited Aβ 
into the gel, with plaques forming after 5-6 weeks.218 Remarkably, tau neurofibrillary tangles 
were also observed a week later, representative of clinical pathologies in human AD yet never 
replicated in animal models of the disease. Low volume microfluidic platforms further reduce 
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waste while providing a highly controlled platform to investigate the behavior of amyloid 
species and NPs under flow. For example, a dynamic flow sandwich immunoassay utilizing 
antibody-conjugated AuNPs to detect captured protein within multi-channel microfluidic chips 
allowed detection of Aβ and tau at femtomolar levels.216  
Ultimately, in order to attain successful translation of anti-amyloidosis agents from in vitro to 
in vivo, fundamental aspects of the nature and behavior of amyloid in complex biological 
environments must be elucidated. Providing a complex microenvironment that more accurately 
approximates human biology, while benefiting from the tight control of an in vitro platform, 
endogenous amyloid and/or NP interactions can be more effectively addressed.  
1.6 Context of thesis 
In this introduction, it has been established that elucidating the mechanics of IAPP amyloid 
aggregation and associated pathologies in their native context has, for decades, been obfuscated 
by the complexity of the biological milieu to which they are introduced post-secretion from 
pancreatic β-cells – from the pancreatic extracellular space to the circulation, and beyond, to 
pathologies in tissues and organs throughout the body that contribute to the symptomatic 
burden of T2D. Though oligomers have been cited as the key mediators of amyloid-associated 
cytotoxicity for other amyloids, this paradigm is still contested for IAPP. Moreover, the rapid 
fibrillization of IAPP has presented a challenge for the characterization of intermediate species, 
with morphologies described in theory but not in practice. Given, further, that fibrillating and 
mature IAPP amyloid interface with a complex extracellular environment – consisting of 
numerous circulating proteins and lipids – its impact on the structure and biological behavior 
of IAPP species has been found lacking. For example, the ‘protein corona’ described for 
synthetic nanomaterials interfacing with a biological environment had yet to be demonstrated 
for an endogenously generated, proteinaceous nanomaterial such as amyloid. 
As a result of knowledge gaps regarding IAPP at the biological interface, numerous studies 
utilizing a wide variety of nanomaterials towards mitigating IAPP pathologies have not, at the 
time of writing, succeeded in clinical translation. The majority of anti-amyloid research utilizes 
inhibition of fibrillization as a strategy, with a ‘fibrillization promotion’ approach far less 
frequently employed. Considering the effective application of this strategy in nature through 
nontoxic melanogenesis, an approach utilizing a biocompatible polymeric nanostructure, e.g. 
a star polymer, designed with aromatic and hydroxyl moieties to effectively sequester IAPP 
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species and, additionally, acting to promote IAPP fibrillization, could present a new agent and 
a new strategy to be employed towards mitigating IAPP-mediated toxicity in T2D.   
Concordantly, this thesis aims to bridge the gap between fundamental knowledge and practical 
application in the context of IAPP aggregation and associated cytotoxicity, through gaining 
deeper understanding of an understudied amyloidogenic peptide towards strategies to mitigate 
its pathologies. Herein, fundamental mechanisms and biological interactions of IAPP 
amyloidosis and associated pathway species are established, and this knowledge utilized to 
advise the design and application of an anti-amyloidosis agent. These paradigms are explored 
over three experimental chapters, as outlined in two key aims: 
1. Establish fundamental paradigms of IAPP species at the biological interface
a. Characterize the morphology and associated cytotoxicity of IAPP species in
vitro
b. Examine the modulation of IAPP fibrillization and biological behavior by the
extracellular environment utilizing model proteins, lipids and ultrasmall
membranes in vitro
c. Explore the formation of an ‘amyloid-protein corona’ within a model complex
biological milieu in vitro
2. Explore a new strategy and agent for mitigation of IAPP-mediated cytotoxicity
a. Design and assess the efficacy of a star polymer to inhibit IAPP-mediated
toxicity in vitro and ex vivo
The experimental section of this thesis is thus structured as follows: first, the fibrillization 
pathway of IAPP is interrogated and intermediate species characterized (Chapter Two, Aim 
1A). Second, IAPP amyloid pathway species are explored at the in vitro biological interface: 
with regards to their cytotoxic impact on primary cells and their interactions with model 
proteins, lipids and ultrasmall membranes (Chapter Two, Aim 1B). The formation of the 
‘amyloid-protein corona’ in a complex in vitro environment (Aim 1C) is then explored in-depth, 
through a biophysical and proteomics-based study published in ACS Nano (Chapter Three). 
Lastly, the novel synthesis of a poly (2-hydroxyl ethyl acrylate) ‘PHEA’ star polymer and its 
capacity to mitigate IAPP-mediated cytotoxicity in pancreatic β-cells in vitro, in addition to 
mouse islets ex vivo (Aim 2), is described in Chapter Four, as published in 
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Chapter Two: Model Interactions of Amyloid Protein Species 
Preamble: Fundamental insight into IAPP amyloid aggregation in model environments in vitro 
(Aims 1A & 1B) was first sought to provide context for further studies of amyloid behavior 
within complex environments (Chapter Three) and how nanomaterials might be designed to 
mimic endogenous mechanisms of IAPP amyloidosis inhibition (Chapter Four). Selected data 
in this chapter has been published as Xing, Y.; Pilkington, E. H. et al. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 
2017, 19, 30627 (Fig. 4), reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies; and 
Pilkington, E. H. et al. Sci. Rep. 2017, 7, 2455 (Figs. 5 & 6), as indicated in respective figure 
captions. All experiments and analyses presented herein were undertaken by the candidate, 
excepting FibreApp fibril persistence length analysis in Figure 5E, which was performed by 
Dr. Aleksandr Kakinen. 
2.1. Chapter abstract 
The amyloid aggregation of islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP) is associated with dysfunction 
and death of pancreatic β-cells, a hallmark of type 2 diabetes (T2D), but is capable of further 
damage to extra-pancreatic tissues due to the propensity of circulating IAPP species to 
translocate throughout the body. Though studies have been conducted with Alzheimer’s-
associated amyloid-beta (Aβ) and Parkinson’s-associated alpha-synuclein (αSyn), the rapid 
amyloidosis of IAPP has previously limited characterization of amyloid pathway species, with 
respect to their morphology and associated cytotoxicity. Through timepoint-based high 
resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM), a diverse profile of IAPP intermediate 
species was generated, including a biannular oligomer morphology that has not been previously 
reported. A cytotoxicity assay, utilizing primary human umbilical vein endothelial cells 
(HUVECs) to provide a more accurate approximation of vascular tissue encountered by 
circulating IAPP in vivo, demonstrated differential cytotoxic effects of thioflavin T (ThT)-
probed IAPP species, with early and intermediate IAPP species proving highly deleterious in 
both ‘fresh’ and preincubated states regardless of different fibrillization kinetics, and mature 
amyloid plaques eliciting low-level cytotoxicity.  
A number of biophysical studies have highlighted membranes, both biological and synthetic, 
as eliciting a promotional effect on Aβ, αSyn and IAPP, through electrostatic and hydrophobic 
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interactions between amyloidogenic species and the lipid membranes. Utilizing a ThT kinetic 
assay, TEM and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, micellar lysophosphatidylcholine 
(LPC), the most abundant lysophospholipid in the blood, is shown to inhibit IAPP amyloid 
aggregation through nonspecific interactions while elevating α-helical peptide secondary 
structure. This surprising finding suggests a native protective mechanism against IAPP 
aggregation in vivo.  
The ubiquity of extracellular proteins in both the pancreatic islets of Langerhans and the 
vascular circulation belies an impact on fibrillating and amyloid IAPP, though the effects of 
protein association with IAPP species are largely unknown. Two homologous proteins, cationic 
lysozyme (Lys) and anionic alpha-lactalbumin (aLac), both of which can be found in the 
circulation, were examined for their capacity to modulate IAPP behavior in a controlled in vitro 
environment. Biophysical characterizations and a cell viability assay revealed distinct effects 
of Lys and aLac on IAPP amyloid aggregation, fibril remodeling and associated cytotoxicity, 
pointing to the role of a protein ‘corona’ in conferring the biological impact of amyloidogenic 
peptides. Collectively, this chapter provides fundamental characterizations and interactions of 
IAPP aggregation species individually and with model proteins, lipids, and ultrasmall 
membranes within a controlled in vitro environment, towards understanding endogenous 
behaviors of IAPP and its associated pathologies in vivo. 
Figure 1. Simplified scheme of the amyloid fibrillization pathway (blue), in addition to off-
pathway or native/unfolded species (red). 
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2.2. Introduction 
IAPP is a 37-residue peptide hormone that, along with insulin, plays an essential role in 
glycemic control.1 The soluble, monomeric peptide is stored at millimolar concentrations in 
the islets of Langerhans before being released to the bloodstream. However, IAPP is 
aggregation prone sans the stabilization of insulin, physiological metal ions, low pH,2-7 or their 
complexation with zinc and C-peptide8 per endogenous inhibitory measures employed by 
pancreatic β-cells.9 Lacking a stabilizing microenvironment, in vitro studies have revealed that, 
at micromolar concentrations, IAPP can readily fibrillate into amyloids within hours – 
accumulating evidence has implicated IAPP amyloid aggregation as a key causative agent of 
pancreatic β-cell death and, subsequently, the development of T2D, a debilitating disease 
impairing 368 million people worldwide.10  
Earlier studies ascribed IAPP amyloids as the toxic species,11-12 while more recent studies 
pointed to IAPP oligomers as the causative toxic agent for β-cell loss.13 The ambiguities 
surrounding IAPP toxicity largely stem from the difficulty in isolating IAPP monomers from 
oligomers, protofibrils and amyloids due to the rapid fibrillization kinetics of the peptide, as 
well as the complex intra- and extra-cellular environments of the IAPP species where peptides, 
proteins, lipids and fatty acids occur in abundance.13 Intermediate species, spanning the breadth 
of the amyloid fibrillization pathway from monomer to fibril (Fig. 1), further complicate IAPP-
induced pathogenicity. The structural diversity in IAPP oligomeric species,14 wherein < 10% 
are predicted to have the β-rich secondary structure associated with eliciting cytotoxicity,15 in 
addition to the rapid rate in which they progress from low order structures into higher order 
fibrils and protofibrils, dynamically changing conformation16-17 and facilitating the nucleation 
of other fibrillating species,9, 18 all present particular challenges for their characterization. The 
presence of IAPP fibrils and plaques in the extracellular space of the islets of Langerhans 
further suggests a role of cell membranes in inducing aberrant IAPP aggregation. Cell 
membranes as well as lipid vesicles have generally been shown to promote IAPP 
aggregation,19-30 as also observed for Aβ and αSyn in neurodegenerative disorders.31-32 
Conversely, IAPP disrupts membrane integrity through lipid extraction or pore formation.24, 26, 
30-31 On the molecular level, the binding between IAPP and a lipid interface is initiated by the 
N-terminus of the peptide, through electrostatic interaction with the anionic lipids and
facilitated by hydrophobic interaction engaging the lipid bilayer and the amphiphilic peptide
oligomers, protofibrils and fibrils.16-17, 19-23, 25
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In consideration of the changing conformation and hydrophobicity of IAPP during its 
fibrillization process, it is reasonable to postulate that the molecular ligands encountered by 
IAPP from cradle to grave may exert effects on the physical and biological identities of the 
IAPP species. Surprisingly, little is known concerning IAPP-protein interactions and their 
biological and pathological implications. IAPP amyloid deposition in vivo has been associated 
with various co-factors, including apolipoprotein E (ApoE),33 serum amyloid P (SAP) 
component,34 and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), in particular heparan sulfate proteoglycans.35 
The fibrillization of IAPP has been shown to be enhanced by GAGs,36-37 which can further 
augment aggregation of incompletely processed IAPP.38 IAPP fibrillization in vitro has also 
been inhibited, to varying extents, by secretory chaperones and serum albumins.37, 39-40 Protein-
IAPP association is not necessarily correlated with mitigation of IAPP-mediated cytotoxicity, 
as is evidenced with ApoE and GAGs, wherein only the latter is implicated in IAPP toxicity.41-
42
In this chapter, fundamental questions into the native state and behaviors of IAPP amyloid 
species are explored, utilizing controlled in vitro environments as a platform for elucidating 
endogenous processes in complex in vivo milieu. Firstly, a structure-based analysis of 
intermediate fibrillar species generated during a 24-hour period in aqueous solution was 
undertaken using TEM. Four distinct morphologies were identified – spherical, annular, 
biannular and complex aggregates – and additionally profiled by diametric size. Furthermore, 
by lowering the reaction temperature, the progression of intermediates to a predominantly 
fibrillar state was delayed, allowing for selection of reaction conditions that favor 
predominantly oligomeric species (e.g., 4 h at 4 oC) for use in comparative studies. 
Concordantly, an in vitro toxicity study was performed on three IAPP populations: monomeric 
IAPP, oligomeric/fibrillating IAPP, and mature IAPP amyloid. Utilizing HUVECs, a primary 
endothelial cell line corresponding to cells present in the vasculature that may interface with 
circulating IAPP, fibrillization and associated cytotoxicity of each IAPP species was compared. 
Under the applied conditions, monomeric and fibrillating IAPP species had near-identical 
toxicity profiles, demonstrating sigmoidal kinetics and an endpoint toxicity value of ~60%, 
despite notable differentiation in their fibrillization behavior. IAPP amyloid elicited around 
~20% cytotoxicity, giving precedence to early and intermediate species of IAPP as causative 
of the majority of cell damage and death within an initial period of exposure.  
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In order to assess the impact of circulating proteins and lipids on IAPP behavior, model proteins 
and lipids were introduced to early (‘fibrillating’ or ‘fresh’) IAPP and mature amyloid IAPP, 
and their impact on IAPP fibrillization, morphology and associated cytotoxicity were explored 
for the first time.43-44 In the first study, the effects of zwitterionic LPC on IAPP aggregation at 
both below and above its critical micelle concentration (CMC, 40-50 μM)45 were examined. 
LPC, a product of lipid peroxidation, is the most abundant single-tailed phospholipid in the 
blood (234 μM)46 as well as a signaling molecule in the cell membrane. At concentrations 
above the CMC, such as in the blood, LPC molecules render ultra-small micelles (~4 nm in 
diameter)47-48 in size similar to that of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). From the perspective of 
a model membrane the zwitterionic LPC micelles mimic the largely neutral pancreatic β-cell 
membranes (97.5% neutral, plus 2.5% anionic lipids)49 more closely than the anionic SDS that 
has been used as a model system for examining protein-membrane interactions. The 
fibrillization of IAPP in the presence of linear and micellar LPC was quantified by a ThT 
kinetic assay and high-resolution TEM, with the changing secondary structure of IAPP in the 
presence of linear and micellar forms of the lipid probed with CD spectroscopy. A surprising 
inhibition effect of LPC micelles on IAPP amyloid aggregation was revealed, characterized by 
a prolonged lag time, a reduction in the β-sheet content at saturation in favor of majority α-
helical conformations, and sparse formation of soft, braided IAPP fibrils.  
Lastly, the interactions of the two IAPP populations with two model proteins, Lys and aLac, 
was examined, in order to determine how the binding of amyloid species with model circulatory 
proteins affects their biological fate. Lys and aLac are homologous proteins with similar 
tertiary structures (14 kDa, 41% helical and 9% β-sheets) while carrying opposite net charges. 
Lys is an enzyme commonly found in saliva and tears responsible for hydrolyzing 
peptidoglycans in bacterial cell wall, while aLac from mammal milk regulates lactose 
biosynthesis. Both Lys50 and aLac51 can also be found in circulation. ThT assay and high-
resolution TEM were used to assess IAPP aggregation and fibril remodeling, and a viability 
assay with HUVECs was performed to evaluate the toxicities of fresh IAPP and IAPP amyloids 
in the presence of the model proteins. Specifically, co-incubated with IAPP peptides at a 1:1 
molar ratio, Lys inhibited IAPP aggregation with no visible fibril formation while aLac induced 
amorphous aggregation containing significant β-sheet content. TEM imaging revealed that 
both aLac and Lys bound mature fibrils and binding of aLac led to fibril softening. Surprisingly, 
the cell viability study indicated that Lys enhanced but aLac reduced the cytotoxicity of IAPP 
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peptides, whereas binding of either Lys or aLac with mature IAPP fibrils mitigated the fibril 
toxicity.  
This controlled in vitro study has revealed the polymorphic nature of intermediate IAPP 
aggregation species in addition to the contrasting effects of proteins and lipids on IAPP 
amyloidogenesis, fibril remodeling and cytotoxicity, depending on the physicochemical 
properties as well as the relative concentrations between the proteins and IAPP peptides – 
pointing to a natural defense mechanism of biological systems in mitigating the toxicities 
elicited by amyloidogenic species.  
2.3. Results and discussion 
2.3.1. Profiling IAPP fibrillization species and their associated toxicity in vitro 
2.3.1.1. Characterization of IAPP intermediate species 
Kinetic fluorescence-based studies of IAPP aggregation can indicate increasing β-sheet content 
over time but do not provide information about aggregate species morphology, particularly 
which populations are dominant at a given point in time. This study utilized TEM to 
characterize the formation of nonfibrillar IAPP aggregates, with regards to their size and 
morphology, during amyloidosis in a controlled environment. When monomeric IAPP was 
applied to aqueous solution at room temperature, nonfibrillar, globular aggregates were initially 
generated (Fig. 2A; 30 min) but a transition to fibrillar species was observed after 2 h of 
incubation, concordant with ThT assays of IAPP fibrillization kinetics (Figs. 4A & 5A). Non-
fibrillar aggregates were gated into four categories based on their morphology: spherical, 
annular, biannular and complex aggregates (Fig. 2B). Spherical aggregates averaged around 
22 nm in diameter, with annular and biannular species doubling in size to 44 nm and 48 nm 
respectively. Complex aggregates exhibited the broadest range of species, averaging a diameter 
of 63 nm, though the diametric variation of spherical species represented the largest 
proportional standard deviation (± 10 nm). Interestingly, some larger (100-400 nm) species 
with complex surface structure were observed across multiple timepoints at both 4 oC and RT, 
potentially corresponding to off-pathway amyloid ‘particulates’52 (Fig. S1A). Given the 
extensive and heterogeneous population of oligomers predicated by secondary nucleation in 
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amyloidosis,18 reports of oligomer formation in vitro with regards to size have varied – one 
review defines oligomers as smaller than 50 nm, generally consisting of under 50 misfolded 
monomer units.52 Sedimentation velocity experiments have previously failed to detect IAPP 
oligomeric species under 100 units associating with mature fibrils, positing that IAPP 
intermediates form larger structures than those observed for Aβ1-42.53 Indeed, the observation 
of aggregates > 50 nm here supports this hypothesis, and further investigation in vivo will 
determine if endogenous IAPP aggregates pertain to an analogous profile.  
Annular oligomers, pertaining to ‘doughnut’ or ‘cylinder-like’ morphologies, have been 
previously reported for IAPP in addition to a number of amyloidogenic54-55 and artificially 
Figure 2. Characterization of IAPP intermediate aggregates by TEM. A: Fibrillization of IAPP 
(25 µM) in aqueous solution over time at either RT or 4 oC. Scale = 200 nm. B: Identification of 




fibrillated56 species under various conditions. Previous in vitro studies of annular IAPP 
oligomer formation have either been investigated in a surface-mediated context, i.e. at a lipid 
membrane interface,55 or omitted their morphological characterization.57 Herein annular 
oligomeric IAPP is characterized in vitro in the absence of lipid membrane catalyzation. The 
presence of annular structures is in line with the observance of so-called ‘β-barrel’ oligomers,15 
which are purported to instigate pore formation when interfaced at the cell membrane and thus 
contribute to amyloid-associated pathologies. The low sample size of these morphologies in 
the population, comparative to spherical and complex aggregates (see section 2.5.3.1, Materials 
and Methods) correlates with the low abundance of β-barrel species within an aggregate 
population predicted by computational studies, estimated to comprise less than 10% of 
aggregates.15 Biannular oligomers, to the candidate’s knowledge, have not been previously 
reported elsewhere. Oligomerizing Aβ1-42 generated a few biannular oligomers by 24-28 
hours (Fig. S1B), implicating these structures are not unique to IAPP.  
Ultimately, the lack of nonfibrillar aggregate populations by 24 h at room temperature (Fig. 
2A; RT), where fibrillar species overwhelmingly dominate, likely indicates that the observed 
aggregate morphologies are on-pathway species, given the saturation point of IAPP 
fibrillization is reached within several hours in aqueous solution at room temperature.58 The 
wealth of diversity of IAPP intermediate species revealed in this study potentiates that a 
thorough, fine-grained approach to their characterization in further studies could provide 
further insight into computational and theoretically predicted amyloid aggregation mechanics. 
Finally, reducing the environmental temperature to 4 oC favored the production of lower-order 
aggregate species (Fig. 2A; 4 oC), extending the observable ‘lag’ period of amyloidosis up to 
7 h before fibrillar aggregates were observed as the majority population. These observations 
are concordant with the energy landscape for amyloidosis: specifically, that a reduction in 
temperature and thus a reduction in the kinetic energy facilitating intermolecular interactions 
between lower-order oligomeric species limits their further transition into mature fibrils. 
Though detailed methodologies for the preparation of different pathway species of Aβ have 
been published,59-60 efforts to generate discrete populations of IAPP aggregates have often 
relied on the introduction of a foreign stabilizing agent.61 Pre-incubating IAPP at a low 
temperature thus presents a facile, practical approach for curating intermediate populations.   
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Figure 3. Visualizing and quantifying in vitro fibrillization and cytotoxicity of IAPP species. 
A: Fluorescence microscopy of IAPP species (25 µM), either fresh (lyophilized monomers), oligos 
(low order aggregates, pre-incubated for 4 h in aqueous at 4 oC) and amyloid (mature fibrils, pre-
incubated for ~2 weeks in aqueous at room temperature) incubated with HUVECs after 24 h. 
Propidium iodide (PI) indicates dead cell nuclei, and the formation of β-rich amyloid is probed by 
thioflavin T (ThT), as then quantified in the right-hand panels. Scale = 100 µm. Statistical 
significance, as calculated by a 2-way ANOVA with Tukey’s correction, is comparative to control: 
** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.0001. Error bars represent standard error of mean (SEM), n = 3. B: 
Fibrillization of fresh and oligomeric IAPP over 24 h demonstrating the kinetic profile of endpoint 
data seen in A, i.e. β-rich amyloid formation (ThT fluorescence intensity) juxtaposed against cell 




2.3.1.2. Cytotoxicity and fibrillization kinetics of IAPP species in primary endothelial cells 
Given the diversity of IAPP pathway species able to be generated, the impact of different 
populations on in vitro primary cell viability and how it correlates with IAPP fibrillization over 
time was assessed. Fibrillating IAPP species were delineated as ‘fresh’ IAPP, i.e. lyophilized, 
monomeric IAPP directly dissolved into solution, and ‘oligomeric’ IAPP, i.e. majority-
intermediate populations generated through the pre-incubation of IAPP in aqueous solution for 
4 h at 4 oC, in addition to non-fibrillating, mature IAPP amyloids (at least one week old to 
eliminate oligomers and protofibrils). ThT was utilized as a probe for the generation of β-sheet 
rich aggregates, indicative of amyloid fibrillization (Fig. 3, in green). Both fibrillating IAPP 
populations demonstrated a significantly increased ThT fluorescence by 24 h comparative to 
the control (Fig. 3A), each displaying a prototypical sigmoidal increase in fluorescence over 
time (Fig. 3B). Though endpoint ThT fluorescence was conserved across the populations, 
notable differentiation was observed in their kinetic profiles. ‘Fresh’ IAPP underwent a lag 
phase of 5 h before progressing to exponential aggregation, and finally achieving saturation at 
~18 h; contrastingly, oligomeric IAPP had a lag time of only 1 h, reaching saturation by 
approximately 16 h. As IAPP intermediate populations pertain to amyloid ‘seeds’ that can be 
utilized to propagate fibril growth and initiate the nucleation of further seed aggregates (Fig. 
1), the unfavorable energetics of the lag phase were more readily overcome, allowing the IAPP 
oligomer samples to proceed more rapidly into the saturation phase compared to IAPP 
monomers. As expected, mature IAPP amyloid, in the absence of nucleating ‘seeds’, did not 
undergo further fibrillization, and maintained a steady fluorescence value of ~600 AU over 24 
h (Fig. S2A). Though multiple ThT-labeled plaques are clearly visible in solution (Figs. S3 & 
3A), statistical analysis did not deem the overall fluorescence significantly differentiated from 
background levels, potentially due to some free-floating aggregates not interfacing with cells 
at the analysis focal plane.  
Membrane-impermeable propidium iodide (PI) traffics to the nucleus upon disruption of the 
cell membrane and complexes with fragmented DNA as an indicator of cell apoptosis (Fig. 3, 
in red). Overall, fibrillating species, i.e. fresh and intermediate populations, elicited the most 
toxic effect in vitro. IAPP amyloid did not display evolving cytocidal action on HUVECs over 
24 h, maintaining a consistent value of PI-positive cells at 15-20% of the population (Fig. S2), 
found significantly differentiated to the untreated cells in the ThT- control group (Fig. S2A; p 
< 0.05 by two-way ANOVA). Fibrillating IAPP species, on the other hand, were highly 
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Figure 4. Effects of micellar (> CMC) and non-micellar (< CMC) LPC on IAPP fibrillization and 
amyloid remodeling. Concentrations of IAPP (25 µM), LPC < CMC (25 µM) and > CMC (2 mM) were 
fixed in all experiments. (A) ThT fluorescence assay of IAPP and LPC alone (both above and below the 
CMC) or as mixed samples, with sigmoidal least-squares fit (dotted lines); error = SEM. (B) TEM imaging
of IAPP and IAPP amyloids after 24 h incubation with or without LPC, scale = 100 nm. (C) IAPP secondary
structures in the presence and absence of LPC as determined through circular dichroism spectroscopy. Lines
are intended to guide the eye. (D) Diameter frequencies of IAPP amyloid fibrils with Gaussian least-squares
fit, ****p < 0.0001 (one-way ANOVA, n = 100). Reproduced with permission from Xing, Pilkington et al.
2017.44
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deleterious, and appeared to seed and propagate along the cell membranes, accumulating for 
several hours prior to the death of the associated cells (Fig. 3B, images). Interestingly, 
monomeric IAPP appeared to form more concentrated deposits comparative to a more even 
distribution of the IAPP intermediate population across sampled areas (Fig. 3A, images), 
highlighting the role of cell membranes in accelerating amyloid fibrillization of localized 
aggregating species. Given that preformed seeds may not necessarily permeabilize the cell 
membrane,57 the fibrillization of IAPP intermediate populations herein potentially represents a 
balance between surface-assisted nucleation at the interface of the intermediate species 
themselves (i.e., secondary nucleation) in addition to at the lipid cell membrane.  
Assessing cell death over time rather than taking an endpoint value allowed the kinetics of 
IAPP-associated cytotoxicity to be visualized and compared between species. Accordingly, 
though fibrillization progressed more rapidly for the preincubated oligomeric IAPP, cell death 
kinetics were conserved between fresh IAPP and IAPP oligomers (Fig. 3B), with exponential 
death rates reached ~ 6 h post IAPP-exposure and both stabilizing at around 60% by ~ 18 h. 
The good correlation between IAPP fibrillization and cell death, particularly with regards to 
‘fresh’ IAPP, leads further credence to membrane disruption as a major mechanism of IAPP-
induced cytotoxicity – indeed, previous studies have demonstrated that monomeric IAPP 
elicited the largest shift in membrane fluidity in pancreatic β-cells in vitro comparative to 
oligomeric and mature amyloid IAPP.62 Conversely, for oligomeric IAPP, as a mixed 
population of complex intermediate species (Fig. 2), the mechanisms of its elicited cytotoxicity 
at the cell membrane may be similarly diverse. Pore formation, ‘lipid stripping’ and physical 
perturbation have all been proposed as mechanisms of amyloid-associated cytotoxicity at the 
interface of lipid membranes,24, 26, 30-31 as facilitated by different aggregate species:63 
accordingly, intermediate population demographics15 likely determine which mechanism 
predominates. For example, preformed annular oligomers of αSyn and Aβ elicited less 
membrane permeabilization than spherical aggregates, though the effect of IAPP annular 
species was not reported.57 Consequently, the generation of intermediate species under 
different conditions may have different roles in IAPP-associated pathologies, in particular 
given the propensity for extra-pancreatic translocation of toxic IAPP species, and merits further 
investigation in vivo.  
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Figure 5. IAPP fibrillization inhibition and amyloid remodeling by lysozyme (Lys) and α-lactalbumin 
(aLac). (A) Thioflavin T (ThT) fluorescence assay shows IAPP fibrillization in the presence of Lys and 
aLac over 14 h. (B) TEM images of IAPP fibrillization inhibition (upper panel) and IAPP amyloid 
remodeling (lower panel) mediated by Lys and aLac at a 1:1 molar ratio after incubation in Milli-Q water 
for 24 h at 25 
o
C. Formation of a visible IAPP-aLac precipitate (upper middle panel, inset) and soft aLac-
amyloids (lower middle panel, white circles) are shown. Scale = 200 nm. (C) Circular dichroism (CD) 
shows β-sheet content of IAPP in the presence of aLac and Lys, in addition to aLac and Lys controls, over 
48 h. (D, E) Analysis of IAPP amyloid fibril diameter (D) and persistence length (E) in the presence or 
absence of Lys and aLac. IAPP concentration = 25 μM for all experiments. **** p < 0.0001 (unpaired t-
test, n = 100). Reproduced with permission from Pilkington et al. 2017.43 
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2.3.2. Biophysical characterizations of protein and lipid binding on IAPP aggregation and 
fibril remodeling 
2.3.2.1. Effects of LPC binding on IAPP fibrillization and remodeling 
Biophysical characterizations revealed the differential effects of micellar and non-micellar 
LPC on IAPP fibrillization, and additionally, their capacities in remodeling of mature IAPP 
amyloids (Fig. 4). Native fibrillization of IAPP, which formed semi-flexible amyloid fibrils in 
aqueous solution over 24 h, was notably inhibited by micellar LPC (Fig. 4B). ThT fluorescence 
indicated a reduction in the β-sheet content formed by IAPP in the presence of micellar LPC 
by 24 h, compared to the IAPP control (Fig. 4A). Non-micellar LPC induced a lag time of only 
~10 min and the saturation point was reached ~2 h before the IAPP control. This effect has also 
been observed with Aβ, where LPC below the CMC was capable of reducing the fibril lag and 
elongation times of Aβ1-42, yet showed no notable increase in fibrillization after saturation 
was reached in each case.64 Anionic non-micellar lipids, including SDS65 and lysophosphatidic 
acid (LPA),66 have demonstrated the capacity to promote fibrillization and fibril elongation of 
β2-microglobulin (β2M) at a neutral pH, though zwitterionic LPC did not mediate any 
significant effect.  
The interaction of micellar LPC with IAPP, in contrast, greatly reduced IAPP fibrillization, 
both in terms of fibrillization kinetics and overall amyloid formation by 24 h. CD spectroscopy 
revealed the transition of peptide secondary structure from random coils to β-sheets over 24 h 
(Fig. 4C). In the presence of non-micellar LPC, an increase in β-sheet content of ~15% was 
observed for IAPP by 24 h, while the α-helical content (< 10%) showed negligible variations 
over the experimental period. In contrast, interactions of IAPP with LPC micelles induced an 
immediate transition from β-sheets to α-helices (39.2%). Within the IAPP-LPC micelle 
complex, IAPP random coils remained stable over 24 h (~ 33%). In contrast, Patil et al. 
observed that upon complexation with SDS micelles, IAPP residues 5-28 were present in the 
α-helical conformation, with residues 5-19 embedded in the hydrophobic core, and the known 
amyloidogenic region (residues 20-29) positioned on the surface of the micelle at the lipid-
solvent interface.25  
Given the limited capacity for inter-peptide interactions between micelle-bound IAPP, 
disruption of IAPP fibrillization is expected. Indeed, visualization of IAPP amyloid fibrils after 
24 h in aqueous solution demonstrated significant structural polymorphism of IAPP fibrils in 
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the presence of micellar LPC by TEM imaging (Fig. 4B) and subsequent analysis of fibril 
diameter (Fig. 4D). Large, braided amyloid fibrils larger than 30 nm in diameter were observed 
(Fig. 4B), displaying a significantly broadened distribution compared with the IAPP control or 
IAPP treated with non-micellar LPC (Fig. 4D), though fewer fibrils were seen. The fibrils 
appeared softer, with a persistence length of 458 ± 13 nm based on FiberApp statistical 
Figure 6. Viability of HUVECs exposed to 25 μM IAPP and amyloids in the presence of α-
lactalbumin (aLac) and lysozyme (Lys) after 24 h. (A) Bright-field images reveal extensive cell death 
in the presence of fibrillating IAPP, and some loss of cells with IAPP amyloids. (B) The calcein-AM 
viability assay demonstrates high toxicity of IAPP (left) and, to a lesser extent, IAPP amyloids (right). 
Significant mitigation of toxicity in amyloids was observed when pre-treated with aLac and Lys. Scale = 




analysis,67 compared with that of 2,885 ± 60 nm for the IAPP control.68 Below the CMC, LPC 
remodeled amyloid fibrils into filaments of thinner width (Fig. 4D). Micellar LPC (Fig. S4, 4-
5 nm in size) did not remodel pre-formed fibrils, but similarly to their effect on fibrillating 
IAPP, individual fibrils were observed to closely associate, belying the 'glue-like' effect of LPC 
micelles on mature amyloids. The strong LPC-fibril binding suggests that LPC could coat the 
fibril and bundle multiple fibrils into a braided structure as observed in TEM (Fig. 4B). This 
can also explain the slightly reduced ThT intensity but increased β-sheet content observed for 
IAPP fibrillization in the presence and absence of LPC < CMC (Fig. 4A vs. 4C, middle panel), 
as the strong binding of LPC monomers onto IAPP fibrils and protofibrils would sterically 
hinder ThT dye from binding thereby reducing its fluorescence. Concordantly, the combined 
ThT, CD and TEM results suggest that unimolecular LPC accelerated IAPP binding.    
2.3.2.2. ThT and CD assay quantifications of IAPP fibrillization inhibition by proteins 
IAPP, aLac and Lys were incubated with the amyloid-sensitive ThT dye to quantify the rate 
and kinetics of IAPP fibrillization over 14 h (Fig. 5A), in addition to visualizing change in 
protein secondary structure up to 48 h through CD spectroscopy (Fig. 5C). It was demonstrated 
that IAPP alone remained in the energetically unfavorable nucleation, or lag, phase up to 5 h, 
before entering the elongation phase, and by 14 h was within the saturation phase (Fig. 5A). 
This is in turn was complemented by an increase of IAPP β-sheet content from 35.4% at 0 h to 
50.7% after 48 h (Fig. 5C), indicative of increasing prevalence of β-sheet rich amyloid species. 
The secondary structure of IAPP mixed with aLac showed analogous increase in β-sheets to 
the IAPP control after 48 h (Fig. 5C), which was not complemented in aLac in the absence of 
IAPP. Comparative to IAPP alone, however, IAPP-aLac did not show evidence of sigmoidal 
fibrillization, and the increase in ThT fluorescence followed a more linear trend (Fig. 5A). 
IAPP-aLac also attained the largest increase in ThT fluorescence overall, indicating a 
promotional effect of aLac on IAPP aggregation. The non-sigmoidal fibrillization trend, 
however, was consistent in all experiments, with the combined intensity and kinetics 
observations therefore suggesting formation of unstructured, amorphous IAPP aggregates in 
the presence of aLac. In contrast, complete inhibition of IAPP was observed in the presence of 
Lys over the 14 h sampling period for ThT (Fig. 5A); concordantly, no increase in percentage 
of IAPP β-sheet structure in IAPP:Lys was seen after 48 h (Fig. 5C). Each protein consequently 
mediated opposing effects on IAPP fibrillization, both in terms of β-sheet content and kinetic 
behavior. 
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2.3.2.3. High-resolution TEM imaging of IAPP fibrillization inhibition and remodeling by 
proteins 
TEM imaging was performed to complement ThT analysis through visualization of the 
aggregation products (Fig. 5B, upper panel), and also to examine IAPP amyloid remodeling 
mediated by aLac or Lys (Fig. 5B, lower panel). The TEM images were further analyzed with 
statistical software to determine the morphological and mesoscopic changes of mature IAPP 
amyloid fibrils incubated with aLac or Lys, including fibril diameter (Fig. 5D) and persistence 
length (fibril stiffness) (Fig. 5E).  
By 24 h incubation of IAPP alone, both long fibrils and smaller protofibrillar aggregates 
appeared (Fig. 5B, upper panel). Neither of these structures were observed in the presence of 
aLac or Lys, however. Specifically, IAPP fibrillization was completely inhibited by Lys, with 
only a few small, worm-like structures present after 24 h. Electrostatic repulsion between the 
positively charged IAPP and Lys likely compromised IAPP-IAPP interactions. In comparison, 
the IAPP-aLac mixture was mainly present as large amorphous aggregates after 24 h, which 
were also observed as off-white precipitates in solution (Fig. 5B upper panel, inset). Based on 
the ThT assay (Fig. 5A), the amorphous aggregates were significantly β-sheet rich. 
Considering the opposing charges of IAPP and aLac, it is likely that electrostatic attraction 
with aLac strongly perturbed IAPP self-assembly into fibrils, while favored formation of 
amorphous structures. Alternatively, formation of non-fibrillar species has been observed in 
both IAPP and Aβ amyloidogenesis when monomers interact with hydrophobic surfaces.69-70 
This suggests that IAPP-aLac could act as a seed, promoting contact between monomeric or 
low-order oligomeric IAPP species, yet directing aggregation off-pathway.  
Mature IAPP amyloids formed by IAPP alone after 30-60 days of incubation were long and 
semi-flexible (Fig. 5B, lower panel). The presence of some shorter species is attributed to the 
cross-linking and subsequent gelation of mature IAPP amyloids,71 which can result in some 
fibril breakage during pipetting from the stock. Statistical analysis of these fibrils revealed an 
average diameter of ~ 8.9 nm (Fig. 5D) and an average persistence length of ~2,100 nm (Fig. 
5E). When incubated with aLac and Lys, IAPP amyloids underwent remodeling, as indicated 
by changes in fibril diameter and morphology compared to IAPP amyloids alone (Fig. 5B, 
lower panels). Both aLac and Lys interacted with the fibrils, mediating a significant shift in 
average fibril diameter (Fig. 5D) from approximately 9 nm (IAPP amyloid control) to 12 nm 
(aLac) and 15 nm (Lys), correspondingly. Interestingly, interaction with aLac halved the 
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persistence length of amyloid fibrils (Fig. 5E) indicating significant fibril softening, while no 
difference was seen in IAPP stiffness with Lys binding.  
The endogenous inhibition of Aβ1-40 fibrillization mediated by several non-chaperone 
proteins, including aLac and Lys, has been previously reported.72 It was shown that 
fibrillization of the negatively charged Aβ was inhibited by aLac and Lys at a ~ 1:1 molar ratio, 
yet both proteins were unable to promote disaggregation of pre-formed Aβ fibrils. In the case 
of IAPP, although both aLac and Lys inhibited the fibrillization, aLac promoted the formation 
of large amorphous aggregates with significant β-sheet content while Lys prevented any 
formation of aggregates that could be detected by either ThT and TEM imaging. The 
differential impact on IAPP amyloid aggregation and remodeling of IAPP amyloids by aLac 
and Lys suggests that both electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions between proteins and 
IAPP can alter the intrinsic properties of IAPP amyloids. As such, it is likely that IAPP 
amyloids can facilitate interactions with a multitude of components in the environmental 
milieu. Formation of a ‘protein corona’73-74 on IAPP amyloids in vivo is likely to have a 
significant effect on IAPP amyloid toxicity, and merits further investigation. 
2.3.3. Effects of protein binding on the viabilities of fresh IAPP and IAPP amyloids 
Bright-field imaging (Fig. 6A) showed healthy control HUVECs as highly confluent and 
endothelial-like in morphology. Microscopic examination was additionally complemented by 
the calcein-AM assay (Fig. 6B) for quantitative measurement of cell viability against an 
untreated control. Large-scale cell damage and death was observed with IAPP, regardless of 
the presence or absence of aLac or Lys (Fig. 6A, middle row). Viability data (Fig. 6B, left 
panel) for IAPP (22% viability), IAPP-aLac (29%) and IAPP-Lys (7%) further demonstrated 
that aLac and Lys, though capable of inhibiting IAPP fibrillization, had no mitigating effect on 
the peptide toxicity. In fact, the IAPP-Lys mixture showed notably higher toxicity in HUVECs 
compared to IAPP alone, suggesting that Lys binding might increase the half-life of toxic low-
order IAPP species towards eliciting further damage to exposed cells (Fig. 5). The reduced 
toxicity of IAPP-aLac mixture was likely due to the fact that the formed amorphous aggregates 
were very large and precipitated (Fig. 6B, IAPP-aLac inset), reducing their exposure and 
subsequent toxic effects to cells.  
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Interestingly, different phenomena were observed when aLac and Lys were incubated with 
IAPP amyloids. Large deposits of mature amyloid aggregates were seen with each condition 
(Fig. 6A, lower row); however, extensive cell destruction, as visualized with IAPP, was not 
present. In amyloid-aLac and amyloid-Lys, healthy cells were observed. This effect is 
corroborated by the viability data (Fig. 6B, right panel); the relatively lower level of toxicity 
mediated by IAPP amyloids (47% viability) was significantly reduced in the presence of both 
aLac (81% viability) and Lys (85% viability). Therefore, these results suggest that the 
formation of aLac or Lys ‘corona’ on the amyloid fibril surface likely screened the amyloid-
cell interactions and thus reduced the low levels of amyloid fibril-induced cytotoxicity.  
2.4. Conclusions 
It is often said that one is a product of their environment. Collectively, these studies aimed to 
elucidate the behavior of IAPP fibrillization species within a model environment, and how 
representative lipids and proteins therein can impact the structure, morphology and induced 
cytotoxicity of these aggregation products, towards a more complete understanding of IAPP at 
the biological interface.  
Amyloidosis, as a complex process with a variety of intermediate species produced in the 
exponential phase of fibrillization before fibrillar species dominate the saturation phase, is 
further complicated in the case of IAPP – given its rapid fibrillization in aqueous media, 
characterization of intermediate aggregates is challenging. A high-resolution electron 
microscopy-focused study into IAPP fibrillization within a controlled environment revealed a 
wide variety of intermediate aggregates, including spherical and annular morphologies 
prototypical of amyloidosis in various species,54-56 but additionally biannular aggregates, 
revealing a new conformational morphology to be explored. Furthermore, monomeric and 
oligomeric IAPP demonstrated near-identical cytotoxicity profiles in primary endothelial cells 
in vitro regardless of the more rapid fibrillization kinetics of the intermediate population: 
potentiating that the known capacity of IAPP to mediate cytotoxic cell membrane disruption at 
the lipid interface is likely facilitated by diverse mechanisms, directed by proportions of 
different intermediate conformations adopted by IAPP in a given population. In a previous 
study, the candidate and co-workers explored the complex nature of IAPP fibrillization species 
and their associated toxicities.62 It was demonstrated that fibrillating, stabilized oligomeric and 
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mature amyloid IAPP species played different roles in eliciting toxicity to pancreatic β-cells in 
vitro. This study supports this narrative with a different cell line and hence a different in vitro 
IAPP environment, and additionally provides new insight. 
The uncovered phenomenon of IAPP aggregation inhibition by micellar LPC offers a new 
mechanism to the existing models of IAPP intracellular stabilization by insulin, low pH, metal 
ions,2 or by zinc-C-peptide-IAPP complexation.8 Unlike cell membranes and SDS micelles, 
which are net negatively charged, zwitterionic LPCs readily disperse in water as ultrasmall 
micelles which are then shown to interface with IAPP, subsequently inhibiting its aggregation. 
Some LPC species have been demonstrated to be five times more concentrated within β-cell 
secretory granules comparative to other cellular compartments – these are then downregulated 
40-60% after glucose stimulation,75 potentiating a connection between LPC abundance and
IAPP activity. Consequently, these unique physicochemical characteristics exhibited by LPC
may be crucial to IAPP stabilization in vivo, and could further advise the design and
development of small molecules and nanoparticles against amyloidosis.
The binding of cationic IAPP to both cationic Lys and anionic aLac further illustrates the 
capacity for extracellular, circulating protein to differentially impact amyloid pathologies. 
Thousands of circulating proteins have been identified in vivo;76 consequently, given the 
intrinsically disordered nature and high conformational flexibility of IAPP peptides, IAPP 
likely has the capacity to interface with numerous plasma proteins through electrostatic and 
hydrophobic interactions. Furthermore, depending on their physicochemical properties, 
proteins binding to IAPP may have drastically different effects on IAPP amyloidosis. For 
example, aLac and IAPP co-aggregated forming a large IAPP-aLac molecular complex driven 
by strong binding affinity and opposite charges. The large aggregates formed by IAPP and 
aLac mixture elicited low toxicity to HUVECs – Lys, on the other hand, could bind and 
stabilize IAPP intermediate species, where increased electrostatic repulsion prevented further 
aggregation of these clusters.43 Stabilization of low molecular weight oligomers of IAPP by 
their associations with Lys resulted in increased toxicity of IAPP as toxic oligomers were 
transiently formed. Interestingly, protein binding of IAPP fibrils – i.e. formation of amyloid 
coronae – always reduced the relatively low toxicity of the fibril, suggesting a new mechanism 
for mitigating IAPP toxicity in vivo.  
Despite the general binding of IAPP with globular proteins and the potential of proteins in 
promoting toxic IAPP species at comparable protein/IAPP concentrations, a crowded 
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environment with abundant globular proteins may inhibit the formation of IAPP oligomers. 
Interestingly, although not directly related to this study, it has been shown in the literature that 
whey protein α or β caseins, usually present in the form of micelles through mutual 
hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions, show a chaperone-like activity in inhibiting Aβ and 
insulin from aggregation through mechanisms not yet understood.77-79 Conversely, however, 
IAPP has recently been shown to form toxic oligomers in plasma through interactions with 
glucose and low-density lipoproteins.80 Further exploration is necessary to fully elucidate 
environmental proteins that may contribute to IAPP toxicity both in the pancreas and in 
circulation. Together, this new protein corona paradigm facilitates our understanding of the 
fate and transformation of IAPP in vivo, which may have consequential bearings on IAPP 
glycemic control and T2D pathology. 
2.5. Materials and Methods 
2.5.1 Materials 
Human islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP) (disulfide bridge: 2-7; MW: 3,906; 37-residue: 
KCNTATCATQRLANFLVHSSNNFGAILSSTNVGSNTY; > 95% pure by HPLC) was 
obtained as lyophilized powder from AnaSpec. Lysozyme (Lys) (from chicken egg white; MW: 
14,300), α-lactalbumin (aLac) (calcium depleted, from bovine milk; MW: 14,178), and L-α-
Lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC; from Glycine max, >99% pure by TLC) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich. LPC derived from soybean is primarily composed of unsaturated C-18 fatty 
acids; typically, 40-60% linoleic, 25-30% palmitic, 10-12% oleic, 7-10% stearic and 4-6% 
linolenic acid. IAPP, aLac and Lys were weighed on a Cubis MSE balance (Sartorius, 0.01 mg 
resolution), dissolved in Milli-Q water (pH 6.5) to a concentration of 200 µM and used 
immediately for zeta potential, ThT, TEM and viability assay sample preparations. Pre-formed 
IAPP amyloids (30-60 days old in Milli-Q water, room temperature) were kept at a stock 
concentration of 200 μM. The stock solution of LPC was 16 mM in Milli-Q water. Thioflavin 
T (ThT) dye (Sigma) was dissolved in Milli-Q water to form a 250 μM stock solution 
immediately prior to use in ThT sample preparations unless otherwise specified. Calcein-AM 
(Sigma) and propidium iodide (PI) dyes (Thermo Fisher) were kept in a 1 mM stock solution 
in DMSO and 1.5 mM stock in water, respectively, and stored at -20 oC. 
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2.5.2. Thioflavin T (ThT) assays 
IAPP alone (25 µM) or in the presence of micellar (25 µM) and non-micellar (2 mM) LPC, 
aLac (25 µM) or Lys (25 µM), was mixed with 25 µM ThT dye in a black/clear bottom 96-
well plate (Costar), with the remaining volume made up to 100 µL with Milli-Q water where 
necessary. ThT fluorescence (excitation: 440 nm/emission: 485 nm) was then read every 10 
min for 24 h (144 time points) on an EnVision plate reader (Perkin Elmer) for IAPP-LPC 
studies, a Flexstation 3 plate reader (Molecular Devices) every 5 min for a total of 14 h (169 
time points) for IAPP-protein studies (both at 25 oC), and hourly on an Operetta High-Content 
Imaging System (Perkin Elmer) for 24 h (24 time points) at 37 oC for IAPP characterization 
studies, as paired with an in vitro viability assay (see Propidium iodide live-dead assay, section 
2.5.5.2). Error represents the standard error of mean of two (IAPP-LPC, IAPP-proteins) or 
three independent (IAPP characterization studies) experiments. Data was fit to a sigmoidal 
curve (least squares) using Prism (GraphPad) where required. 
2.5.3. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and analysis 
Carbon-coated formvar copper grids (400 mesh, ProSciTech) were glow discharged to promote 
hydrophilicity. A 10 µL aliquot of the sample to be imaged was placed on the grid and allowed 
to adsorb for 60 s. The remaining solution was then drawn off and the grid washed twice in 10 
µL of Milli-Q water. The grid was then touched to 5 µL 1% uranyl acetate (in Milli-Q water), 
the solution immediately drawn off, and the grid then placed onto a 5 µL droplet of 1% uranyl 
acetate to stain for 15 s. Any remaining liquid was then drawn off and the sample allowed to 
dry. Grids were imaged using Tecnai TF20 (FEI), Talos L120C (FEI) and JEOL 2000FX 
transmission electron microscopes.  
For IAPP characterization experiments, lyophilized monomeric IAPP (25 µM) was incubated 
in aqueous solution (PBS, pH 7) at either 4 oC or room temperature for 24 h, with samples 
taken for imaging at 0 min (data not shown), 30 min, 2 h, 4 h, 7 h, and 24 h. Grids were not 
glow-discharged for these studies. For the experiments concerning IAPP and model interactors, 
IAPP, IAPP amyloids, aLac, Lys, monomeric LPC (25 μM; all materials 1:1 by mass) and 
micellar LPC (2 mM; IAPP:LPC = 1:40 by mass) were incubated in Milli-Q water at 25 oC for 
24 h prior to imaging.  
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2.5.3.1. Morphological and statistical analysis of IAPP species imaged using TEM 
The size distribution profiles of IAPP aggregate species were generated using Digital 
Micrograph software (GMS3, Gatan), and Gaussian modelling of size distributions was applied 
in Prism (GraphPad, v. 7.01). For IAPP characterization experiments, lower order aggregates 
were gated into four distinct categories based on their morphologies – spherical (sphere shaped, 
no ‘pores’ or irregular structures), annular (pertaining to a singular pore), biannular (pertaining 
to two distinct pores), and complex (multipore, and/or demonstrating irregular globular 
structure). Size analysis was performed for each group, with sampling capped at 200 individual 
aggregates (spherical); for less common species, the sample pool was 126 (complex) 60 
(annular) and 19 (biannular), respectively. 
The distributions of fibril diameters for IAPP amyloids, IAPP-aLac, IAPP-Lys and IAPP-LPC 
were determined through randomly sampling > 100 points on the amyloid fibrils. Statistical 
significance was calculated via unpaired t-tests, utilizing the Holm-Sidak method for multiple 
comparisons, for protein binding experiments, and a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s correction 
was utilized for IAPP-LPC. Values wherein p < 0.05 were considered to be statistically 
significant. 
The mesoscopic parameters of fibril persistence length (λ) and contour length (l) in the presence 
and absence of the proteins were analyzed with software FiberApp67 by Dr. Aleksandr Kakinen. 
The FiberApp open-source code was developed from statistical polymer physics for the 
structural analysis of filamentous and macromolecular objects. The persistence length λ reflects 
the rigidity of a polymer and is mathematically defined via the bond correlation function (BCF) 
in 3D or 2D as the length over which angular correlations in the tangential direction decrease 
by a factor of e. Here the λ values of IAPP fibrils were estimated from the average values 
determined by the BCF, mean-squared end-to-end distance (MSED) and mean-squared 
midpoint displacement (MSMD) methods. The contour length corresponds to the end-to-end 
length of a polymer along its contour. The values of persistence length and contour length were 
obtained based on statistical analysis of 290 fibrils.  
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2.5.4. Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy 
Experiments were performed on a Chirascan CD spectrometer (Applied Photophysics), with 
spectra read from 190-260 nm. Prior to sample loading, a baseline with no cuvette was run. 
300 µL of 25 µM IAPP in Milli-Q water, alone or in the presence of LPC above (2 mM) and 
below (25 µM) the CMC, aLac (25 µM) or Lys (25 µM) was placed in a cuvette with a 0.1 cm 
pathlength and CD analysis was run at 0 h, 2.5 h and 24 h (LPC) or 0 and 48 h (aLac, Lys) time 
points after incubation at room temperature. Between samples, cuvettes were washed more 
than 5× with distilled water. Final spectra were an average of three reads, which were then 
normalized against background signal and, for IAPP:protein or IAPP:LPC samples, against 
individual protein/LPC controls at each respective timepoint. Data were then de-convoluted 
with CDNN software to give a final relative percentage content of secondary structure. 
2.5.5. In vitro biological assays 
2.5.5.1. Cell culture 
Primary human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs), sourced from pooled donors and 
available commercially through Lonza, were seeded into a black/clear bottom 96 well plate 
(Corning) at a density of 1.0 x 105 cells/well in 200 μL EGM (Lonza) and incubated overnight 
(37 oC, 95% humidity, 5% CO2) or until 70-80% confluency was reached. Media was refreshed 
every 24-48 h during cell growth, with old media then removed before experimentation. 
2.5.5.2. Propidium iodide live-dead assay 
For IAPP characterization studies, 150 µL of media containing 1 µM propidium iodide (PI; 
Thermo Fisher) was added to wells and allowed to equilibrate with cells in the dark at 37 oC, 
5% CO2, 95% humidity for ~ 30 min. IAPP stock solutions (200 µM) were mixed 1:1 with ThT 
(200 µM) and allowed to equilibrate before 50 µL of each sample was then added to each well 
to make a final volume of 200 µL (final concentration IAPP and ThT = 25 µM). ‘Fresh’ IAPP 
was lyophilized monomers dissolved directly into solution; IAPP ‘oligos’ was lyophilized 
monomers pre-incubated at 4 oC for 4 h with gentle shaking; IAPP amyloid was lyophilized 
monomers pre-incubated for > 1 week at room temperature. The plate was then imaged on an 
Operetta High-Content Imaging System (PerkinElmer) at 37 oC, 5% CO2, 95% humidity for 
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24 h, with 5 readings at regions of interest in each well taken with a 20× lens every hour. PI 
was read at 535 nm excitation/617 nm emission, and 430 nm excitation/460-480 emission was 
utilized for ThT (refer to Thioflavin T (ThT) assays, section 2.5.2).  
2.5.5.3. Calcein-AM viability assay 
The calcein-AM live cell assay was used to provide quantitative data on cell viability. Calcein-
AM is a colorless dye in aqueous solution, but fluoresces brightly in the green spectrum when 
cellular esterases cleave off the AM group. IAPP, IAPP amyloids, aLac and Lys (100 μM) were 
incubated in Milli-Q water for 24 h at 25 oC prior to addition to cells. Media was refreshed and 
pre-incubated IAPP, IAPP amyloids, aLac and Lys were added to final concentrations of 25 
μM. For control cells, an equal volume of Milli-Q water was added to each well. Samples were 
added to wells in triplicate and incubated for 24 h (37 oC, 95% humidity, 5% CO2). Bright-
field images were taken prior to calcein-AM viability testing with a Nikon TS100 bright-field 
microscope, equipped with a DS-Fi1 CCD camera (Nikon) and Digital Sight software (Nikon). 
Media was then aspirated from wells, cells were gently washed 3× in warm HBSS (Gibco), and 
100 μL aliquots of 2 μM calcein-AM dye in HBSS were added to each well. The dye was 
incubated with cells for 30 min at 37 oC before endpoint fluorescence was read (excitation: 485 
nm/emission: 538 nm) on a Flexstation 3 plate reader (Molecular Devices). Though lysozyme 
is capable of non-specific esterase activity,81 a separate control confirmed the fluorescence of 
calcein-AM was not affected. 
2.5.5.4. Statistical analysis 
All data were analyzed using Prism (GraphPad, v. 7.01), with values considered statistically 
significant if p < 0.05. 
For the PI live-dead assay, PI positive cells were calculated within sampling areas as an 
estimate of total well counts from total cell count vs PI-positive nuclei, utilizing digital phase 
contrast mapping to define nuclear and cell boundaries. A two-way ANOVA was performed 
utilizing Tukey's correction for multiple comparisons to compare cytotoxicity elicited by IAPP 
species at 24 h, and unpaired t-tests were performed (24 h timepoint) using the Holm-Sidak 
method for multiple comparisons to confirm the presence of ThT did not impact overall 
viability of control and IAPP-treated cells (refer to Fig S2).  
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For the calcein-AM viability assay, percentage viability of cells was calculated through direct 
comparison of calcein-AM fluorescence intensity with control cells (100% viable) after 
correcting for background fluorescence. Error bars represent the standard error of mean. A one-
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Chapter Three: Profiling the Serum Protein Corona of Fibrillar 
Human Islet Amyloid Polypeptide 
This chapter pertains to a published work, reprinted with permission from Pilkington, E. H.; 
Gustafsson, O. J. R.; Xing, Y.; Hernandez-Fernaud, J.; Zampronio, C.; Käkinen, A.; Faridi, 
A.; Ding, F.; Wilson, P.; Ke, P. C.; Davis, T. P., Profiling the Serum Protein Corona of 
Fibrillar Human Islet Amyloid Polypeptide. ACS Nano 2018, 12, 6066-6078. Copyright 2018 
American Chemical Society. 
https://doi.org/10.1021/acsnano.8b02346 
Preamble: In Chapter Two, it was demonstrated that IAPP aggregation species interact with 
model proteins, lipids and lipid micelles in vitro, and the capacity of these biomolecules to 
impact intrinsic physicochemical properties and biological behaviors of these species was 
established. In particular, proteins and lipids exerted conformational remodeling and reduced 
associated cytotoxicity upon binding to mature amyloid fibrils, resulting in the first report of 
the ‘amyloid-protein corona’. In this chapter, these initial findings are further expanded 
through the interrogation of the amyloid-protein corona in vitro in complex biological media 
(Aim 1C), as fibrils and plaques would be natively exposed to within the extracellular milieu 
in vivo.  
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ABSTRACT: Amyloids may be regarded as native nanomaterials that
form in the presence of complex protein mixtures. By drawing an
analogy with the physicochemical properties of nanoparticles in
biological fluids, we hypothesized that amyloids should form a protein
corona in vivo that would imbue the underlying amyloid with a
modified biological identity. To explore this hypothesis, we charac-
terized the protein corona of human islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP)
fibrils in fetal bovine serum using two complementary methodologies
developed herein: quartz crystal microbalance and “centrifugal
capture”, coupled with nanoliquid chromatography tandem mass
spectroscopy. Clear evidence for a significant protein corona was
obtained. No trends were identified for amyloid corona proteins based
on their physicochemical properties, whereas strong binding with IAPP
fibrils occurred for linear proteins or multidomain proteins with
structural plasticity. Proteomic analysis identified amyloid-enriched proteins that are known to play significant roles in
mediating cellular machinery and processing, potentially leading to pathological outcomes and therapeutic targets.
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Chapter Four: Star Polymers Reduce Islet Amyloid Polypeptide 
Toxicity via Accelerated Amyloid Aggregation 
This chapter pertains to a published work, reprinted with permission from Pilkington, E. H.; 
Lai, M.; Ge, X.; Stanley, W. J.; Wang, B.; Wang, M.; Käkinen, A.; Sani, M.-A.; Whittaker, 
M. R.; Gurzov, E. N.; Ding, F.; Quinn, J. F.; Davis, T. P.; Ke, P. C., Star Polymers Reduce
Islet Amyloid Polypeptide Toxicity via Accelerated Amyloid Aggregation. 
Biomacromolecules 2017, 18, 4249-4260. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.biomac.7b01301 
Preamble: In Chapters Two and Three, fundamental understanding of IAPP species at the 
biological interface was achieved through characterizing the aggregation pathway and 
exploring the interactions of pathway species with natively circulating biomolecules in both 
model and complex environments. Drawing specifically on knowledge gained in Chapter 
Two, wherein fibrillating IAPP species demonstrated significantly higher cytotoxicity in vitro 
cytotoxicity in primary human endothelial cells comparative to mature IAPP amyloid (Aim 
1A), with the charge of model interactors providing no significant differentiation to the toxic 
effect of oligomeric IAPP (Aim 1B), Chapter Four highlights the application of ‘fibrillization 
promotion’ as an effective strategy for mitigating IAPP-associated cytotoxicity. Herein, the 
design and synthesis of a polymer-based anti-amyloidosis agent – poly (2-hydroxyl ethyl 
acrylate) ‘PHEA’ stars – is described (Aim 2), comprised of aromatic moieties and terminal 
hydroxyls towards the sequestration of fibrillating IAPP, and carrying a neutral charge to 
enhance its biocompatibility. The cytoprotective capabilities of the PHEA stars against IAPP 
in vitro and ex vivo are demonstrated, through sequestering toxic intermediate IAPP species 
and enhancing their fibrillization towards noncytotoxic mature IAPP amyloid – presenting a 
new agent and new strategy towards mitigating IAPP pathologies in T2D.  
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ABSTRACT: Protein aggregation into amyloid fibrils is a
ubiquitous phenomenon across the spectrum of neuro-
degenerative disorders and type 2 diabetes. A common
strategy against amyloidogenesis is to minimize the popula-
tions of toxic oligomers and protofibrils by inhibiting protein
aggregation with small molecules or nanoparticles. However,
melanin synthesis in nature is realized by accelerated protein
fibrillation to circumvent accumulation of toxic intermediates.
Accordingly, we designed and demonstrated the use of star-
shaped poly(2-hydroxyethyl acrylate) (PHEA) nanostructures for promoting aggregation while ameliorating the toxicity of
human islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP), the peptide involved in glycemic control and the pathology of type 2 diabetes. The
binding of PHEA elevated the β-sheet content in IAPP aggregates while rendering a new morphology of “stelliform” amyloids
originating from the polymers. Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations revealed that the PHEA arms served as rodlike
scaffolds for IAPP binding and subsequently accelerated IAPP aggregation by increased local peptide concentration. The tertiary
structure of the star nanoparticles was found to be essential for driving the specific interactions required to impel the accelerated
IAPP aggregation. This study sheds new light on the structure−toxicity relationship of IAPP and points to the potential of
exploiting star polymers as a new class of therapeutic agents against amyloidogenesis.
■ INTRODUCTION
Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2D) is a metabolic disease affecting
5% of the global population.1 Extensive research indicates that a
major factor in the development and pathogenesis of T2D is
dysfunction of human islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP), a 37-
residue peptide cosecreted with insulin from pancreatic β-cells,
which undergoes fibrillization to form amyloid plaques found in
90% of T2D patients.2,3 The toxic IAPP aggregation products
are also capable of eliciting systemic damage in T2D patients
with evidence of cardiac dysfunction and neurological deficits
mediated by IAPP deposition increasing the burden of
disease.4,5 Concordantly, there is a crucial need for the
development of treatment agents that are capable of mitigating
IAPP-associated toxicity in vivo to reduce the morbidity of T2D
and prevent its development in prediabetics.
Aggregation inhibition with the use of small molecules as
well as metal, carbon, and polymeric nanoparticles (NPs)6−9
has been a major strategy against amyloid-mediated toxicity.
Polymeric NPs, specifically, have been explored as protein
aggregation inhibitors utilizing their tunable hydrophobicity as
well as their capacity for initiating H-bonding.10−13 For
example, antiprion activity has been demonstrated by
phosphorus dendrimers, maltose-based glycodendrimers
(mPPI), poly(propyleneimine) PPI, and poly(ethylenimine)
hyperbranched polymers.12−20 Of the myriad forms of
polymeric NPs, hyperbranched polymers and dendrimers
have demonstrated strong efficacies as antiamyloid
agents,11,12,15,21−26 though anti-IAPP applications have only
been explored recently. PPI glycodendrimers and lysine
dendrimers have been investigated as anti-Aβ aggregation
agents,22,23 and hyperbranched PEG-based polymers with a
dopamine moiety were found to be capable of inhibiting α-
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synuclein (αS) aggregation.11 Anionic low-generation den-
drimers have been shown to modulate IAPP fibrillization and
associated toxicity,24 and inhibition of IAPP fibrillization and
toxicity in vitro and ex vivo has recently been demonstrated by
our team with OH-terminated polyamidoamine dendrimers
(PAMAM-OH).26
Curiously, the amyloidogenesis of melanocyte protein
Pmel17 in the human system is entirely nonpathogenic.27
The rapid fibrillization of Pmel17, which transitions from
monomeric form to mature amyloid fibrils within 3 s, is a
cytoprotective mechanism, namely, through reducing the half-
life of toxic intermediate products (i.e., oligomers and
protofibrils) to favor the formation of nontoxic, mature
amyloid fibrils. Indeed, this effect has been shown to extend
to pathogenic amyloids; mice overexpressing the Alzheimer’s-
related amyloidogenic peptide amyloid-β (Aβ) with the “Artic”
mutation, correlated with the acceleration of Aβ fibrillization,
demonstrated higher plaque loading with lower or negligible
impact on behavioral function comparable to mice expressing
wild-type Aβ.28 The concept of fibrillization promotion, rather
than inhibition, thus provides a biomimetic and perhaps
counterintuitive strategy in the mitigation of amyloid
cytotoxicity.
Amyloid aggregation promotion as a strategy for mitigating
cytotoxicity has thus far only been reported for a selected few
small molecules.29,30 Specifically, high-throughput screening
identified aromatic small molecules capable of promoting Aβ
fibrillization to provide a cytoprotective effect, including the
orcein-related molecule O430 and the compound 2002-H20.29
Small molecules, however, are imperfectly suited as antiamyloid
agents when utilized without modifications to confer targeting
specificity, as they frequently display molecular promiscuity.31
In this study, we synthesized and demonstrated the use of
poly(2-hydroxyethyl acrylate) (PHEA) star polymers32 as an
anti-IAPP agent capable of cytoprotective rescue of pancreatic
β-cells through the promotion of amyloid aggregation. PHEA
stars were synthesized using a reversible addition-fragmentation
chain-transfer (RAFT) polymerization methodology and were
designed to mimic the chemistry of small molecule aggregation
promoters through the incorporation of hydroxyls and aromatic
rings via the RAFT end-groups.33,34 The PHEA stars were
weakly negatively charged, each possessing a hydrodynamic size
of ∼12 nm and containing on average 12 arms. Through
biophysical characterizations, we demonstrated a significant,
positive correlation between amyloid aggregation promotion
induced by PHEA stars and reduction in IAPP-mediated
cytotoxicity both in vitro and ex vivo and additionally identified
a new amyloid morphology, named “stelliform amyloids”,
formed by coaggregation of IAPP and PHEA stars at a molar
ratio of 5:1. Atomistic discrete molecular dynamics (DMD)35
simulations revealed that the PHEA stars possessed rigid arms
different from the porous and micellar PAMAM dendrimers.
The rodlike arms served as linear scaffolds for IAPP binding
and further accelerated the nucleation of β-sheet aggregates by
increased local peptide concentration. Each arm of the PHEA
stars could nucleate the fibrillization of IAPP resulting in the
stelliform amyloid morphology. This study opens the door to
the design and application of a new class of agents against
amyloid diseases.
■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Materials. 2-Hydroxyethyl acrylate (HEA) was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich and deinhibited by passing through a column of basic
alumina. S,S′-Dibenzyl trithiocarbonate (DBTC), N,N′-methylenebis-
(acrylamide) (X) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Azobis-
(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN) was purified by recrystallization from
methanol before use. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was purchased
from Merck Millipore and used as received. Human islet amyloid
polypeptide monomers (IAPP; disulfide bridge: 2−7; MW: 3,906; 37
residue: KCNTATCATQRLANFLVHSSNNFGAILSSTNVGSNTY;
>95% pure by HPLC) were obtained in lyophilized powder form
from AnaSpec and were made up to a 200 μM stock immediately prior
to an experiment or allowed to fibrillate at 25 °C for >5 days to
produce mature IAPP amyloids. All materials were weighed out on a
Cubis MSE balance (Sartorius, 0.01 mg resolution) and made up fresh
in Milli-Q water prior to experiments unless otherwise specified.
Thioflavin T (ThT) dye (Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared fresh for each
experiment at a 250 μM stock solution. Propidium iodide (PI) dye
stock solution (1 mg/mL in water) was stored at −20 °C.
RAFT Synthesis of Poly(2-hydroxyl ethyl acrylate) Stars.
Synthesis of Poly(2-hydroxyl ethyl acrylate) (p(HEA)) Homopol-
ymer. Three homopolymers of PHEA were prepared by RAFT
polymerization with molecular weights of 4,000, 8,000, and 16 000 g/
mol.
The synthesis of PHEA 1 (Mn = 4000 g/mol) was carried out using
the following stoichiometry: [DBTC]:[HEA]:[AIBN] = 1:38:0.1. In
brief, 2-hydroxyethyl acrylate (4.00 g, 0.034 mol), DBTC RAFT agent
(0.27 g, 9.12 × 10−4 mol), AIBN (15.4 × 10−3 g, 9.38 × 10−5 mol),
and DMSO (26 mL) were placed into a 50 mL round-bottom flask
equipped with a magnetic stirrer bar and capped with a rubber septum.
The reaction mixture was deoxygenated for 1 h at 0 °C with nitrogen
gas. The sealed deoxygenated reaction vessel was placed in a preheated
oil bath at 70 °C, and the polymerization was carried for 4 h with
stirring. Polymerization was stopped by placing the vessel in ice to
cool. The product was analyzed by 1H NMR and GPC. The monomer
conversion was determined to be approximately 88% by NMR, thus
resulting in a Mw of 4141 g/mol. By integrating the peaks associated
with the benzyl group (7.1−7.4 ppm) and the hydroxyl group in the
PHEA repeat unit (δ = 4.8 ppm), the Mn(NMR) is found to be 4374 g/
mol. Per arm, there are 32 units of the PHEA monomer because the
homopolymer constitutes 64 units. The molecular number and
polydispersity index were determined by GPC to be 8,276 Mn and
1.30, respectively.
A similar procedure was employed for the synthesis of PHEA 2 (Mn
= 8000 g/mol) using the following stoichiometry: [DBTC]:[HEA]:
[AIBN] = 1:75:0.1. In brief, 2-hydroxyethyl acrylate (4.00 g, 0.034
mol), DBTC RAFT agent (0.13 g, 4.58 × 10−4 mol), AIBN (7.2 ×
10−3 g, 4.38 × 10−5 mol), and DMSO (26 mL) were placed into a 50
mL round-bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer bar and
capped with a rubber septum. The reaction mixture was deoxygenated
for 1 h at 0 °C with nitrogen gas. The sealed deoxygenated reaction
vessel was placed in a preheated oil bath at 70 °C, and the
polymerization was carried for 4 h with stirring. Polymerization was
stopped by placing the vessel in ice to cool. The product was analyzed
by 1H NMR and GPC. The monomer conversion was determined to
be approximately 85% by NMR, thus resulting in an Mn(th) of 7716 g/
mol. By integrating the peaks associated with the benzyl group (7.1−
7.4 ppm) and the hydroxyl group in the PHEA repeat unit (δ = 4.8
ppm), the Mn(NMR) is found to be 7729 g/mol. Per arm, there are 32
units of the PHEA monomer; therefore, the homopolymer constitutes
64 units. The molecular number and polydispersity index were
determined by GPC to be 14,688 Mn and 1.24, respectively.
The synthesis of PHEA 3 (Mn = 16,000 g/mol) was achieved in a
similar method as above using the following stoichiometry: [DBTC]:
[HEA]:[AIBN] = 1:144:0.1. In brief, 2-hydroxyethyl acrylate (4.91 g,
0.042 mol), DBTC RAFT agent (0.085 g, 2.93 × 10−4 mol), AIBN (5
× 10−3 g, 3.04 × 10−5 mol), and DMSO (32 mL) were placed into a
50 mL round-bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer bar and
capped with a rubber septum. The reaction mixture was deoxygenated
for 1 h at 0 °C with nitrogen gas. The sealed deoxygenated reaction
vessel was placed in a preheated oil bath at 70 °C and the
polymerization was carried for 6 h with stirring. Polymerization was
terminated by placing the vessel in ice to cool. The product was
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analyzed by 1H NMR and GPC. The monomer conversion was
determined to be approximately 91% by NMR, thus resulting in an Mw
of 15,553 g/mol. By integrating the peaks associated with the benzyl
group (7.1−7.4 ppm) and the hydroxyl group in the PHEA repeat unit
(δ = 4.8 ppm), the Mn(NMR) is found to be 15,961 g/mol. The
molecular number and polydispersity index were determined by GPC
to be 26,676 Mn and 1.24, respectively.
Synthesis of PHEA Star. A typical PHEA star synthesis is carried
out as follows. The synthesis of PHEA star was conducted using the
following stoichiometry: [PHEA 2]:[HEA]:[AIBN]:[XL] =
1:12:0.4:18. In brief, a 1.86 mL aliquot (250 mg equivalent) of the
solution above, AIBN (1.60 mg, 9.76 × 10−3 mol), methylene
bis(acrylamide) (77.09 mg, 0.5 mol), and 930 μL of DMSO were
added into a glass vial equipped with a magnetic stirrer bar and capped
with a rubber septum. The reaction mixture was deoxygenated for 30
min at 0 °C with nitrogen gas. The sealed deoxygenated reaction
vessel was placed in a preheated oil bath at 70 °C, and the
polymerization was carried for 24 h with stirring. Polymerization was
terminated by placing the vessel in ice to cool.
Purification was conducted by dialysis against water with a MWCO
of 14 kDa for 2 days and then lyophilization. The product was
analyzed by GPC, and its molecular number and polydispersity index
were determined to be 85,500 Mn and 2.18, respectively. With the
given Mn values from GPC, the star was calculated to have 12 arms. In
theory, the molecular weight of the star is 47,295 g/mol.
Analysis Methods. 1H Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectros-
copy. 1H NMR spectra were recorded at 400 MHz on a Bruker
UltraShield 400 MHz spectrometer running Bruker Topspin, version
1.3. Spectra were recorded in DMSO-d6.
Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC). GPC was performed
using a Shimadzu modular system comprised of a SIL-20AD automatic
injector, a RID-10A differential refractive-index detector, and a 50 ×
7.8 mm guard column followed by three KF-805L columns (300 × 8
mm, bead size: 10 μm, pore size maximum: 5000 Å). N,N′
-Dimethylacetamide (DMAc, HPLC grade, 0.03% w/v LiBr) at 50
°C was used for the analysis with a flow rate of 1 mL min−1. Samples
were filtered through 0.45 μm PTFE filters before injection. The GPC
calibration was performed with narrow-polydispersity polystyrene
standards ranging from 500 to 2 × 106 g mol−1.
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). DLS was carried out on a
Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS Series running DTS software (laser, 4
mW, λ = 633; angle 173°). The polydispersity index (PDI) used to
describe the average diameters and size distribution of prepared stars
was determined via a cumulants analysis of the measured intensity
autocorrelation function using the DTS software. Samples were filtered
using 0.45 μm PTFE syringe filter to remove contaminants/dust prior
to the measurement.
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy-Attenuated Total
Reflectance (FTIR-ATR). ATR-FTIR measurements were performed
using a Shimadzu IRTracer 100 Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer with a GladiATR 10 single reflection ATR accessory.
Spectra were obtained in the midinfrared region of 4000−600 cm−1 at
a resolution of 8 cm−1 (512 scans) and analyzed using LabSolution IR
software.
Thioflavin T Assay. Aliquots of IAPP (final concentration of 25
μM), ThT dye (25 μM), and PHEA polymers (5, 1, or 0.2 μM) were
added directly to wells of a black/clear bottom 96-well plate (Costar)
and mixed thoroughly. The final well volume of 100 μL was made up
using Milli-Q water where necessary. The plate was run on a
Flexstation 3 plate reader (Molecular Devices) with samples excited at
440 nm and the emission read at 485 nm every 5 min for a total of 14
h (169 readings).
Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectroscopy. Experiments were
performed on a Chirascan CD spectrometer (Applied Photophysics)
with spectra read from 190 to 260 nm. Prior to sample loading, a
baseline with no cuvette was run. Then, 300 μL of 25 μM IAPP in
Milli-Q water alone or in the presence of PHEA (5 μM), was placed in
a cuvette with a 0.1 cm path length, and CD analysis was run at 0, 2.5,
and 24 h time points. Between samples, cuvettes were washed more
than 5× with distilled water. Reads are an average of 3 repeats. Raw
data were offset to zero and normalized against the spectra of Milli-Q
water for IAPP spectra and against PHEA alone for IAPP-PHEA mixed
samples. Data were then deconvoluted with CDNN software to give a
final relative percentage content of secondary structure.
Transmission Electron Microscopy. Samples were placed in
Eppendorf tubes at a final IAPP concentration of 25 μM and
incubated for 24 h at 25 °C. An aliquot (10 μL) was placed on 400
mesh carbon-coated Formvar copper grids (ProSciTech) that were
glow-discharged to promote hydrophilicity. Samples were adsorbed
onto the grid for 60 s, then drawn off using filter paper. Grids were
washed twice with 10 μL of Milli-Q water. Five microliters of 1%
uranyl acetate (in water) was then utilized to twice-stain grids by
touching one droplet and immediately drawing the stain off, and then
placing the grid atop the second droplet to stain for 15 s. TEM images
were obtained on a Tecnai TF20 transmission electron microscope
(FEI) with an UltraScan 1000 (2k × 2k) CCD camera (Gatan).
Determination of Fibril Morphology. Fibril tracking and analysis
were performed with software FiberApp36 to determine the
morphology and mesoscopic parameters of persistence length (λ)
and contour length (l) of IAPP fibrils. FiberApp was developed from
statistical physics and enables structural analysis of tubular and
macromolecular objects. The persistence length λ reflects the stiffness
of a polymer and is mathematically defined via the bond correlation
function (BCF) in 3D or 2D as the length over which angular
correlations in the tangential direction decrease by a factor of e.37
Here, the λ values of IAPP fibrils were estimated using the BCF, mean-
squared end-to-end distance (MSED), and mean-squared midpoint
displacement (MSMD) methods and presented as averaged values
determined by the three methods. The contour length corresponds to
the end-to-end length of a polymer along its physical contour. The
values of persistence length and contour length were obtained based
on statistical analysis of 1,243 fibrils.
Cell Culture and Viability. Insulin-producing βTC6 cells (ATCC)
were cultured in complete DMEM (ATCC; 15% FBS). For viability
assays, a 96-well plate (Corning) was coated with 70 μL of 70 μg/mL
poly-D-lysine for >10 min; then, the wells were washed 3× in 100 μL
of HBSS. Cells were seeded at a density of ∼50,000 cells per well in
200 μL of complete media and incubated at 37 °C in 5% CO2 for 3
days. Fresh IAPP or mature IAPP amyloids (200 μM stock) were
preincubated together with PHEA polymers (40, 8, and 3.2 μM
stocks) at a 1:1 v/v ratio for 24 h at room temperature. Prior to cell
treatment, the media was aspirated, and the wells were washed 1× in
100 μL of HBSS. One micromolar propidium iodide (PI; AnaSpec)
dye solution was made up in complete media containing 1% penicillin/
streptomycin, and 150 μL aliquots were added to each of the wells.
The cells were returned to the incubator for 30 min to equilibrate with
the dye solution. Each sample treatment was then added to the wells in
triplicate, in addition to an IAPP control made up fresh immediately
prior to adding to the wells (final well volume: 200 μL; final IAPP
concentration: 25 μM). The cells were imaged on an Operetta High-
Content Imaging System (PerkinElmer) utilizing standardized
excitation/emission settings for PI with images of five areas within a
single well taken every hour for 24 h. Total cell counts per well were
estimated using phase-contrast mapping within sampling areas. Cell
death over time was expressed as %PI positive cells within the total cell
count.
Ex Vivo Viability. C57BL/6 male mice (age 10−14-week-old) were
maintained at St. Vincent’s Institute animal care facility on a 12 h light-
dark cycle in a temperature-controlled room and obtained food and
water ad libitum. Uniformly sized mouse islets from C57BL/6 mice
were handpicked into 1 cm Petri dishes containing 1 mL of 25 μM
hIAPP, 5 μM PHEA, or a combination of both and cultured for 48 h.
At the end of the culture period, islets were dispersed with trypsin and
resuspended in 250 μL of hypotonic buffer containing 50 μg/mL of
propidium iodide, which stained nuclear DNA. The cells were
analyzed by fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS), and cell death
was identified by their subdiploid DNA content as previously
described.38 The study was conducted at St Vincent’s Institute
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Statistics. Where applicable, data were analyzed using a one-way
ANOVA with Tukey’s correction with p < 0.05 considered statistically
significant.
DMD Simulations and Simulation Setup. DMD is a special form
of molecular dynamics, where discrete step functions instead of
continuous functions are used to mimic the constraints. The united-
atom representation with all polar hydrogen and heavy atoms was used
to model IAPPs and PHEA polymers. An adapted Medusa force field35
with an implicit solvent model was used to describe the nonbonded
interatomic interactions, including van der Waals, solvation, hydrogen
bonding, and electrostatic terms. The Debye−Hückel approximation
with a Debye length of ∼10 Å was applied to capture the screened
electrostatic interactions. Anderson’s thermostat was used to maintain
temperature, which was fixed at 300 K in all simulations. The DMD
program is freely available to academic users at the Molecules in
Action Web site (http://moleculesinaction.com), and all simulation
parameters can be obtained upon request. Given the stochastic nature
in the dynamics of a multimolecular system and the nucleation-
dependent aggregation kinetics, we performed multiple independent
long simulations with different starting configurations (e.g., random-
ized velocities, intermolecular distances and orientations) to ensure
sufficient sampling and avoid potential bias associated with initial
configurations. Thermodynamic and kinetic prosperities were then
obtained by analyzing all the independent runs for each molecular
system.
All the PHEA model structures were constructed with the
Avogadro39 molecular builder software and energy minimized with
the MMFF94s force field.40 MedusaScore,41 an extension of the
Medusa force field,42 was adapted to model the polymers in addition
to IAPP. The MedusaScore was parametrized on a large set of ligands
and was transferrable to different molecular systems. The predictive
power of MedusaScore has been validated in various benchmark
studies, including recent community structure−activity resource
(CSAR) blind ligand−receptor docking prediction exercises.43,44
For each 2-arm PHEA (Figure S3A), we performed 20 independent
simulations at 300 K with different starting configurations. Each
independent simulation lasted 300 ns, and thus, an accumulative 6 μs
simulation was obtained for the polymer model. We used the last half
of all simulations and computed the radius of gyration (Rg) values of
the modeled polymers. For the 8-arm PHEA (Figure S3C), 20
Figure 1. Synthesis and preliminary characterization of PHEA stars via RAFT polymerization. (A) Synthesis of PHEA stars using a symmetrical
RAFT agent. (B) Gel permeation chromatograms for the PHEA arm (orange) and star (gray). (C) Size distribution by number from dynamic light
scattering for PHEA stars.
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independent simulations were performed at 300 K with different
starting configurations, each of which lasted 200 ns.
The IAPP (PDB ID: 2L86) structure was obtained from PDB.
Counterions Cl1− were introduced to achieve a neutral charge
condition if necessary. For systems containing six IAPPs (with and
without a 6-arm PHEA as shown in Figure S3B), the peptide
concentration was maintained by fixing the dimension of the
simulation box as 120 Å, and periodic boundary conditions were
applied. For each of the multimolecular systems, 20 independent
simulations starting with different intermolecular distances and
orientations were performed at 300 K, and each run lasted 100 ns.
Secondary structure analyses were performed using the dictionary
secondary structure of protein (DSSP) method. For each snapshot
structure, the secondary structure, such as helix, sheet, coil, and turn,
for each residue was obtained. An empirical sigmoidal function
= − + − − +y I I k t t I( )/(1 exp( ( )))max min 0 min (1)
was adopted to fit the kinetics of the total number of residues in the β-
sheet conformation, where fitting parameters A, B, t0, and k
corresponded to the max and min values of aggregation, the midpoint
time of aggregation, and the elongation rate, respectively. The lag time
was determined as
= −t t k2/lag 0
In the potential of mean force (PMF) calculation, normalized
sigmoidal function, Qfibrillization = 1/(1+ exp(−k(t − t0))), was used
to quantify the extent of fibrillization for each independent simulation.
For a given snapshot, the distribution of IAPP oligomers was analyzed,
where any two peptides interconnected by at least one intermolecular
heavy atom contact (the cutoff of 0.55 nm) was defined to belong to
an oligomer. The size of an oligomer, noligomer, was defined by the
number of IAPP peptides forming the aggregate. The two-dimensional
PMF (or effective free energy) was computed according to
= −K T P n QPMF ln ( , )B oligomer fibrillization (2)
where KB is the Boltzmann constant, T corresponds to the simulation
temperature 300 K, and P(noligomer, Qfibrillization) is the probability of
finding a peptide in an oligomer with the size of noligomer and the extent
of fibrillization Qfibrillization at the time.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Characterization of PHEA Stars. PHEA
stars were synthesized with constitutive elements similar to
those observed in small molecule aggregation promoters.
Specifically, the stars were designed to incorporate aromatic
rings (on the distal end of the star arms) and pendant hydroxyls
on the side chains of the arms. To actualize these design
criteria, we chose S,S′-dibenzyltrithiocarbonate (DBTC) as the
RAFT agent and employed in the polymerization of 2-
hydroxethyl acrylate (Figure 1A). The polymerization was
carried out in DMSO at 70 °C using AIBN as the radical
initiator. To provide a suitable array of arm molecular weights
for the subsequent star formation, we first synthesized three
PHEA homopolymers with varying degrees of polymerization
to approximately 80−90% conversion. The Mn of the
homopolymers was determined via 1H NMR analysis by
comparing integrals for the peaks at δ = 7.1−7.4 ppm
(corresponding to the benzyl leaving group of the RAFT
agent, i.e., the polymer end group) with the integral for the
peak corresponding to the hydroxyl group in the PHEA repeat
unit (δ = 4.8 ppm). These results agreed well with the
theoretical molecular weights determined from the ratio of the
monomer to RAFT agent (see Table S1). GPC analysis of the
various PHEA homopolymers revealed unimodal peaks with an
acceptable dispersity of 1.2−1.3, although of course the Mn
values from GPC differed considerably from those determined
above due to calibration of the GPC against polystyrene
standards.
The solutions of arm polymers (including unreacted HEA)
were then used to form the PHEA stars by adding
methylene(bis(acrylamide)) at various molar ratios and a
further aliquot of AIBN and then heating at 70 °C for 24 h.
Samples were taken periodically during the reaction with a
further aliquot of AIBN injected after 12 h. A library of different
core-cross-linked stars were formed with the results tabulated in
Table S2. It is worth noting that the symmetrical nature of the
RAFT agent used (DBTC) gave rise to arm polymer in which
the thiocarbonylthio moiety was in the middle of the polymer
chain. As such, subsequent introduction of the difunctional
monomer (to facilitate formation of the cross-linked core)
occurred in the middle of the arm polymer. The consequence
of this architecture is that the final stars had an arm molecular
weight that was half the value of the starting “arm” material. To
our knowledge, this is the first time that this approach (i.e., the
use of a symmetrical RAFT agent such as DBTC) has been
employed in the preparation of star polymers. The resulting star
polymers were analyzed by gel permeation chromatography to
identify the best conditions for star formation. For all systems,
there was a shift in the GPC trace for the PHEA homopolymer
to shorter retention times, reflecting successful chain extension,
with this shift typically most pronounced for higher ratios of
cross-linker to polymer (Figure 1B; for [P]:[M]:[X] = 1:12:16
and Mn(GPC)
arm = 14,500 g mol−1). Estimation of approximate
arm number could be made by dividing the Mn(GPC) for the star
by 1/2 Mn(GPC) for the arm. The factor of 1/2 is introduced
into this equation because of the symmetry of the chain transfer
agent, as noted above. For each series, higher ratios of cross-
linker led to higher arm numbers. It should be noted, however,
that these values are only indicative of the true arm number due
to the potential underestimation of molecular weight when
applying GPC to hyperbranched materials. Moreover, the
indicative nature of this approach is clearly evident in that the
arm number should only ever be even given the symmetrical
nature of the RAFT agent. Importantly, the use of DBTC as a
RAFT agent for the HEA polymerization and the subsequent
formation of star from DBTC-derived PHEA led to somewhat
broader molecular weight distributions than have been achieved
using other star polymer systems.33 Although there is evidence
in the literature that varying the solvent for star formation can
improve arm incorporation and minimize polydispersity,33 the
scope for optimization of the current system was limited by the
intransigent solubility of the stars in most solvents: we observed
that the resulting materials were soluble only in DMSO or
water. Even then, some difficulty was encountered when
attempting to redisperse the star in these solvents after
lyophilization. We attribute this effect to hydrogen bonding
between the arms and as such allowed a minimum of 72 h for
the polymer to equilibrate after redispersing in water.
From the GPC data, the star with the clearest shift to higher
molecular weight accompanied by maintenance of a relatively
unimodal molecular weight distribution was observed for the
system where Mn(GPC)
arm = 14,500 g mol−1 and [P]:[M]:[X] =
1:12:16. Analysis of this material by dynamic light scattering
(Figure 1C) indicated a number-average hydrodynamic radius
of approximately 9.8 nm for the stars when dispersed in water,
which is consistent with other water-soluble star polymers
synthesized via RAFT polymerization. Spectroscopic evaluation
of these same PHEA stars was also conducted with the
recorded 1H NMR spectrum confirming that the desired
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aromatic and hydroxyl moieties were present in the final
polymer structure (Figure 2A). FTIR analysis before and after
star formation provided further evidence of the high proportion
of OH groups in the star in addition to demonstrating the
presence of the methylene(bis(acrylamide)) linking groups in
the star core (Figure 2B). Specifically, the emergence of peaks
associated with amide CO stretch (1,645 cm−1) and amide
N−H stretch (1,547 cm−1) provide clear evidence that the
amide cross-linking groups were successfully incorporated into
the star structure.
Modulation of IAPP Fibrillization by PHEA Polymers.
The thioflavin T (ThT) assay utilizes the amyloidophilic ThT
dye to provide a measurement of both the extent and kinetics
of amyloid fibrillization over time. The control IAPP was shown
to fibrillate with a nucleation period of ∼2 h followed by an
exponential period of ∼12 h before reaching saturation at 14 h
(Figure 3A). Incubation of PHEA with IAPP at molar
concentrations of 1:5 and 1:25 had a promotional effect on
IAPP fibrillization both for the star NPs and their constituent
subunits, referred to as “arms” (Figure S1), with the largest
increase in ThT fluorescence observed at 1:5. Following the
trend of increasing fibrillization with increasing concentration
of PHEA, the energetically unfavorable nucleation period was
also shown to significantly decrease with increasing concen-
tration of PHEA, falling from ∼3.5 h in the IAPP control to less
than 30 min with the highest concentration of PHEA. The
reduction in IAPP lag time was also demonstrated through
circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, wherein the presence of
PHEA to IAPP at the 1:5 ratio notably promoted the
amyloidogenic conversion of random coil content to β-sheets
(Figures 3B and Figure S3). Over 2.5 h, β-sheet conversion in
IAPP:PHEA 1:5 (25−34%) was 2.3× more rapid than that of
IAPP alone (29−33%), and concordantly, IAPP contained 25%
higher β-sheet content at 24 h in the presence of PHEA (55%)
compared to that of IAPP alone (44%). This shift in
prototypical IAPP aggregation kinetics, in addition to the
Figure 2. (A) 1H NMR spectrum of purified PHEA stars recorded in DMSO-d6 (400 MHz). The phenyl end-groups are evident at δ = 7.2−7.3 ppm.
(B) FTIR-ATR spectra for the PHEA arm (orange) and star (blue).
Figure 3. (A) ThT fluorescence of IAPP in the presence of PHEA stars over 24 h. Dotted lines represent sigmoidal curve fitting (least-squares fit);
error is SEM (n = 2). (B) Secondary structure transitions in IAPP mapped by circular dichroism at 0, 2.5, and 24 h time points. Lines are intended to
guide the eye. The concentration of IAPP in all experiments is 25 μM.
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promotion of fibrillization overall, presents a case for rapid local
sequestration of IAPP seeds by PHEA, whereas a lower PHEA
concentration ratio would isolate aggregation “hotspots” and
thus limit fibril elongation but promote coaggregation and thus
enhance fibrillization at higher PHEA concentrations.
Stelliform Amyloid Formation and Amyloid Remodel-
ing by PHEA. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
imaging complemented ThT and CD analyses for fibrillating
IAPP, allowing further analysis of persistence and contour
length of amyloid fibrils generated after 24 h in aqueous
solution in the presence and absence of PHEA. After 24 h,
IAPP amyloidogenesis reached the saturation phase, and long,
semiflexible fibrils can be observed by TEM with some shorter
species still present (Figure 4A). Once fibril elongation and 3D
cross-linking occurred at >5 days of amyloidogenesis, amyloids
formed in-solution hydrogels, and generally, shorter species
were absent.45 “Stelliform amyloids” were observed when
PHEA was incubated with IAPP at a 1:5 molar ratio (Figure
4A). These amyloids were characterized by a central nucleation
“core”, ranging from smaller clusters of 50−150 nm to
micrometers in diameter. Fibrils of low persistence (average
of 891.9 nm compared with that of 2,885 ± 60 nm for the IAPP
control6,7) and contour length (<1,350 nm) were additionally
observed radiating out from the core, forming the full stelliform
structure of ∼0.5 μm in diameter for smaller cores and
micrometers in diameter for larger cores with some macro-
scopic aggregates visible in solution (Figure 4A).
With lower concentrations of PHEA, the fibrillization
products generally trended toward matching the structural
morphology of IAPP alone (Figure 4B). IAPP amyloid fibrils
with significantly reduced contour lengths were produced with
increasing PHEA concentration, indicating polyphenol-like
stabilization of growing fibrils through H-bonding; hydrophobic
and π−π interactions by PHEA46 may have terminated fibril
elongation, resulting in a fibril population with predominantly
low contour lengths. As fibril elongation is mediated by amyloid
seeds, the extensive exponential periods observed in the ThT
assay (Figure 3A) could be indicative of the PHEA-IAPP
Figure 4. (A) TEM imaging of fibrillating IAPP (IAPP) and mature IAPP amyloids (Amyloid) in the presence and absence of PHEA stars after 24 h
incubation. Stelliform amyloids are seen at PHEA:IAPP 1:5. Scale = 100 nm. (B) Structural analysis of amyloid fibrils visualized in (A). IAPP
concentration in all experiments is 25 μM.
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complex rapidly sequestering amyloid seeds to render large
populations of shorter fibrils, thus depleting the available
seeding population to perform elongation. Interestingly,
however, the shift in fibril persistence length induced by stars
versus arms varied greatly; stars induced softer fibrils, whereas
those generated in the presence of arms were notably stiffer.
The capacity of PHEA to remodel IAPP amyloids was also
assessed after coincubation for 24 h and demonstrated a similar
trend. Amyloids were reduced in persistence length upon
exposure to PHEA stars with the most notable effect seen as
soft, limp fibrils “bundling” at PHEA:IAPP 1:5. Conversely,
negligible amyloid remodeling was observed in the presence of
PHEA arms. These observations could be attributed to the
differences in morphology and surface physicochemical proper-
ties of the stars and arms.
Stelliform IAPP Amyloids Are Cytoprotective in Vitro
and ex Vivo. IAPP-mediated cytotoxicity was assessed in an
insulin-producing pancreatic β-cell line over a 24 h period
(Figure 5A) and ex vivo in mouse islets after 48 h (Figure 5B).
PHEA stars were completely biocompatible at all concen-
trations tested. In vitro, IAPP alone typically began to induce
cytotoxicity at ∼6 h post-treatment with cell death progressing
exponentially up until the 20−24 h mark to an end point
toxicity value of 38%. When incubated with IAPP at 1:25 and
1:125 ratios, PHEA stars delayed the progression of IAPP
toxicity by ∼2 h and reduced IAPP-mediated toxicity overall
compared to that of the IAPP control. However, with PHEA
stars:IAPP 1:5, cells were 94% viable after 24 h, and low levels
of cytotoxicity were only observed more than 15 h post
incubation. Per their aromatic structures,31 PHEA arms
successfully mitigated IAPP cytotoxicity at all concentrations
tested (Figure S2). The cytoprotective capacity of PHEA stars
at a 1:5 ratio to IAPP was also seen ex vivo, where mouse islets
treated with IAPP in the presence of the highest concentration
of PHEA stars (∼8% relative cell death) demonstrated a
significant reduction in toxicity compared to that of IAPP alone
(64%) after 48 h treatment.
The near-complete mitigation in IAPP-mediated toxicity
observed both in vitro and ex vivo when IAPP was incubated
with PHEA stars correlated with stelliform amyloid formation
at the PHEA:IAPP ratio of 1:5, as observed in Figure 4A. Likely
the key to the cytoprotective nature of stelliform amyloids lies
first in their mechanism of formation and additionally in terms
of the structure itself. First, oligomeric and low-order
protofibrillar species formed as intermediates during IAPP
amyloidogenesis are widely considered responsible for the
majority of IAPP-mediated cytotoxicity3 with far less toxicity
attributed to amyloid fibrils.28 Seeding of IAPP oligomers to the
plasma membrane of pancreatic β-cells resulted in destabiliza-
tion of the lipid membrane47 and cell death through “lipid
stripping”.48 Concordantly, rapid sequestering of toxic low-
order IAPP species through the formation of stelliform
amyloids mediated by PHEA stars would reduce the local
population of toxic species around the cell membrane.
Lastly, it has also been purported that the cytotoxicity of
amyloid fibrils is mediated through partitioning of the
hydrophobic, stiff fibrils into the cell membrane, leading to
disruption of the membrane and production of radical oxygen
species.47,49,50 The structure of stelliform amyloids, with a
compact core and vastly reduced persistence and contour
Figure 5. Protective effect of PHEA stars against IAPP-mediated cytotoxicity in pancreatic beta cells and islets. (A) In vitro cytotoxicity of fibrillating
IAPP and mature IAPP amyloids in the presence and absence of PHEA in βTC6 cells over 24 h. Error = SEM (n = 3). (B) Ex vivo cytotoxicity of
fibrillating IAPP and IAPP:PHEA at a 1:5 molar ratio in mouse islets after 48 h incubation. Flow cytometry data is representative of n = 5
experiments summarized in the graph. Error = SEM. ****p < 0.0001, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s correction.
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lengths of radiating fibrils, would be unable to effectively
partition into the lipid bilayer51 and would also readily form a
protein corona52,53 within the extracellular milieu through
electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, further limiting any
amyloid contact with cellular membranes. Importantly, we
observed complete protection from IAPP-induced cell death in
primary mouse islets treated with PHEA stars at a 1:5 molar
ratio.
In Silico Study of the PHEA Polymers and Their
Effects on IAPP Aggregation. To complement the
experimental findings, we examined the structural properties
of model PHEA polymers by all-atom DMD simulations35 (see
Experimental Methods, ESI). We first studied 2-arm PHEA
polymers (Figure S4A) with different degrees of polymerization
(DP) and computed their corresponding radius of gyration
(Rg) values (Figure S4D). The data revealed an approximately
linear dependence of Rg on DP (up to ∼40, Figure S4D),
suggesting that the PHEA stars were rather rigid. The
autocorrelation analysis of the polymer dynamics in simulations
resulted in an estimated Kuhn length of ∼36 repeats (Figure
Figure 6. Aggregation free energy landscapes of IAPP without (A) and with (B) PHEA. Three-dimensional potentials of mean force (PMFs) with
respect to IAPP oligomer size and degree of fibrillization were used to derive the free energy landscapes in front and top views. Snapshot structures
with IAPP in cartoon and PHEA polymers in stick are shown to illustrate the basins and saddles of the energy landscapes.
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S4E), which confirmed the rigidity of the PHEA stars. To
evaluate the structure and dynamics of PHEA stars, we studied
an 8-arm PHEA model with molecular compositions
resembling the experimental data (Figure S4C) in all-atom
DMD simulations. A rapid equilibration in terms of Rg and
ellipticity was observed (Figure S4F). The average Rg of the 8-
arm polymer was ∼4.5 nm, consistent with the experimentally
measured hydrodynamic radii (Figure 1C). The high ellipticity
value (close to 1) suggests that the 8-arm PHEA adopted a
nonspherical conformation as illustrated by a typical snapshot
3D structure (e.g., the inset of Figure S4F). Because of the high
rigidity, the interactions between different arms were found
minimal beyond the covalent cross-links. Therefore, the all-
atom DMD simulations revealed a different morphology of the
PHEA stars from that of PAMAM dendrimers, which feature a
micellar structure with a porous interior for encapsulating small
molecules54 and IAPP peptides.26
To provide molecular insight into IAPP-PHEA binding and
its effect on IAPP self-association, we performed DMD
simulations on two sets of molecular systems with one
containing six IAPP peptides along with a 6-arm PHEA
polymer (Figure S4B) and another of six peptides alone as the
control (see Experimental Methods in the ESI). We first
monitored the size of the largest IAPP aggregates as a function
of the simulation time and noted that the presence of PHEA
indeed accelerated the self-association clusters in silico (Figure
S5A). On the basis of the last 25 ns of the simulations where
the largest IAPP aggregates were formed, the binding
probability of each IAPP residue with PHEA indicated that
both polar and nonpolar residues of IAPP could bind PHEA,
though hydrophobic and aromatic residues showed a slightly
higher binding propensity (Figure S5B). As a result, the
generally nonspecific attraction between IAPP and PHEA led to
the accumulation of peptides on PHEA arms, and the increased
local peptide concentration accelerated the aggregation of IAPP
consistently with a previous coarse-grained computational
study.55 We also examined the secondary structure of IAPPs
and their binding with PHEA along the simulation trajectories
(e.g., one of the independent simulations shown in Figure S6),
where a general trend of correlation between IAPP-PHEA
binding and β-sheet formation in IAPP aggregates was evident.
Comparison-average secondary structure contents of the last 25
ns between simulations with and without PHEA (Figure S5C
and D) suggest that the PHEA binding did not significantly
affect the structures of the aggregates other than accelerated
IAPP self-association (Figure S4A).
Next, the kinetics of β-sheet formation were analyzed for
simulations of IAPPs with and without PHEA. The total
number of IAPP residues in the β-sheet conformation followed
sigmoidal-like kinetics (i.e., a lag phase followed by rapid
growth/elongation and saturation as in Figure S7A) resembling
experimentally observed aggregation kinetics. As expected for a
nucleation-dependent process, each of the independent
simulations rendered different lag times and elongation rates
(see the fitting analysis in the Experimental Methods). The
presence of PHEA significantly reduced the aggregation lag
times (Figure S7B) and broadened the distribution of the
elongation rates (Figure S7C), further suggesting that PHEA
binding accelerated the nucleation of β-sheet aggregates and
induced heterogeneity in β-sheet elongation, respectively.
Additionally, the potential of mean force (PMF; i.e., the
effective aggregate free energy landscape in Figure 6) was
computed with respect to the size of IAPP oligomers, noligomer,
and the degree of IAPP fibrillization, Qfibrillization (for details, see
Experimental Methods in the ESI). Two major basins, one
corresponding to IAPP monomers and oligomers with little β-
sheets (e.g., highlighted as a,b in Figure 6A and α,β in Figure
6B) and the other denoting IAPP aggregates with high amounts
of β-sheets (e.g., e,f in Figure 6A and ε,ζ in Figure 6B), could be
observed in both IAPP aggregation free energy landscapes with
and without PHEA stars. The saddles connecting the two
basins corresponded to the aggregation pathways and
intermediates (e.g., c,d in Figure 6A and γ,δ in Figure 6B).
The presence of the PHEA star rendered the non-β-sheet basin
shallower and the saddle broader (i.e., more pathways/routes
toward final β-rich aggregates in Figure 6B), which accounted
for the reduced aggregation lag times (Figure S7B) and
heterogeneity in β-sheet elongation rates (Figure S7C).
■ CONCLUSIONS
Inspired by the mechanism of Pmel17 amyloidogenesis, we
have developed and established that a polymeric star nano-
particle, PHEA, is capable of mitigating IAPP-mediated toxicity
both in vitro and ex vivo through PHEA-mediated promotion
of IAPP aggregation and formation of a unique “stelliform
amyloid” morphology. Unlike the porous PAMAM-OH
dendrimers, which inhibited both IAPP aggregation and toxicity
through peptide sequestration,26 the possession of high rigidity,
long arm length, and rich aromatic moieties of PHEA stars
facilitated rapid deposition and fibrillization of IAPP monomers
into amyloid fibrils. Subsequently, this amyloid structure
elicited significantly reduced toxicity in a pancreatic β-cell line
and in mouse islets when compared to the long, semiflexible
fibrils typically formed by IAPP. In light of the observation that
both PHEA arms and stars elevated IAPP aggregation while
mitigating IAPP toxicity, whereas dendrimers and hyper-
branched polymers have been predominantly shown in the
literature to inhibit amyloid protein aggregation,11−18,21−26 it is
plausible to attribute the observed phenomenon chiefly to the
structure and physicochemical properties of the PHEA.
Nonetheless, the shape/morphology of the PHEA stars was
likely a contributing factor in the IAPP-PHEA interaction, as
reflected by the difference in IAPP fibril stiffness associated with
PHEA stars versus arms. Shortening of the oligomer lifetime
through amyloid aggregation promotion represents a potential
strategy to be explored within the larger context of amyloid
research,56 although implementation of such a strategy in vivo
remains a challenge given the stochastic nature of secondary
nucleation of amyloid proteins. This study has shed new light
on the IAPP structure−toxicity relationship and presents an
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Chapter Five: Conclusions 
Amyloidosis, with its associated dysfunction and damage elicited to cells and tissues, is a 
hallmark of a number of metabolic and neurodegenerative diseases.1 IAPP represents an 
understudied amyloidogenic peptide, with regards to its role within the scope of pancreatic β-
cell failure and T2D, and beyond, as circulating toxic amyloid species translocate throughout 
the body.2 This thesis presented a streamlined biophysical, biochemical and toxicological 
investigation of IAPP amyloidosis, IAPP species and their biological interactions within a 
tightly controlled in vitro environment towards facilitating the design of effective anti-
amyloidosis agents. 
For assigning the associated toxicity of amyloidosis to specific pathway species, the ‘oligomer 
hypothesis’ has long been the reigning paradigm.3 This theory was largely based on studies 
that pertained to well-characterized amyloid species such as Aβ and αSyn, whose slow 
fibrillization kinetics allow for more facile gating and consequent interrogation of discrete 
monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar populations comparative to the more rapidly aggregating 
IAPP. Characterization of IAPP amyloid pathway species in Chapter Two of this thesis 
ultimately aligned with this hypothesis: through the effective in vitro isolation of intermediate 
populations sans foreign stabilizing agents, early intermediate species elicited significantly 
higher cytotoxicity in primary cells comparative to mature amyloid species. Additionally, in 
Chapter Two, the impact of model proteins, lipids and ultrasmall membranes on amyloidosis 
was explored in vitro, demonstrating that each biomolecule had the capacity to modulate IAPP 
fibrillization, yet was unable to ameliorate its intrinsic cytotoxicity. IAPP interfaced with these 
model interactors adopted novel morphologies, potentiating an array of native states of IAPP 
in a biological milieu, beyond the fibrillar structures prepared in absence of interacting factors 
in vitro. Notably, utilizing model proteins with analogous molecular weights and globular 
structures yet opposing charges further demonstrated that the charge of IAPP interactors is not 
a major factor impacting the cytotoxic behavior of the net positively charged IAPP fibrillating 
species. Consequently, targeting cationic anti-amyloid agents towards net negatively charged 
amyloids, such as Aβ and αSyn, may not be a strategy worth the cytotoxic trade-off of the 
cationic agents themselves.  
Thus, two key findings in Chapter Two – the cytotoxicity of fibrillating IAPP species nullified 
upon reaching the mature amyloid state, and the charges of interactors of fibrillating IAPP 
having negligible impact on toxicity mitigation therein – advised the strategic approach utilized 
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for mitigation of IAPP-mediated cytotoxicity: firstly, enhancing the fibrillization of IAPP in 
order to reduce the half-life of toxic intermediate species through their incorporation into 
nontoxic mature amyloid morphologies, and, secondly, providing a neutral charge to the anti-
amyloid agent utilized for superior biocompatibility. Consequently, the novel synthesis of 
‘PHEA’ star polymers, designed with aromatic moieties and terminal hydroxyls to maximize 
amyloid contact, resulted in near-complete mitigation of IAPP-associated cytotoxicity in 
pancreatic β-cells in vitro and in mouse islets ex vivo. Indeed, cytotoxic IAPP intermediates 
were effectively scavenged from solution by PHEA stars, with the hydrophobic-hydrophobic 
IAPP-star binding interactions effectively facilitated by the rigid star polymer branches – 
further providing a scaffold for rapid fibril propagation to generate nontoxic ‘stelliform’ 
amyloids. Thus, the promotion of IAPP fibrillization presents an alternative approach to 
aggregation inhibition as the predominant anti-IAPP amyloidosis strategy currently employed. 
Moreover, star polymers represent an inexpensive and highly tunable class of nanomaterials to 
be further explored as anti-amyloidosis agents. 
Though this thesis has established fibrillating IAPP species as the major cytotoxic species 
within the amyloid pathway, and thus through bypassing the toxic intermediate stage via a 
‘fibrillization promotion’ strategy IAPP-associated toxicity can be effectively ameliorated, the 
role of the amyloid fibril in IAPP pathogenesis should not be so readily discarded. While the 
‘oligomer hypothesis’ can be correlated to cell dysfunction and tissue damage in the short term, 
the research presented herein underscores a longer-term impact of amyloid plaques in vivo. The 
binding and remodeling of IAPP amyloid fibrils by model proteins in Chapter Two conferred 
a protective effect against low-level amyloid-associated cytotoxicity in vitro – again, regardless 
of charge – demonstrated, for the first time, the potential biological impact of an ‘amyloid-
protein corona.’ Association of a single protein, from either a native or foreign source, has been 
demonstrated to significantly impact a nanomaterial’s biological properties. For example, Aβ 
amyloid fibril association with human immunodeficiency virus envelope protein Tat highly 
enhances the neurotoxicity of the complex beyond the capacity of either ligand alone4 – 
accordingly, endogenously available clusterin, upregulated in AD, has been found enriched in 
Aβ plaques in vivo, impacting both their localization and pathology.5 Upon further 
interrogation within a complex biological milieu in Chapter Three, it was revealed through 
biophysical and proteomic analyses that IAPP amyloid forms extensive, nonuniform coronae 
of proteins involved in a number of biological niches, with fibrillar conformations and 
structural plasticity pertaining to the most favorable binders while no trends were observed in 
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the charge or hydrophobicity of coronal proteins, further supporting observations in Chapter 
Two. Remarkably, variation in coronal proteins was seen when amyloids were exposed to the 
same media under different biological conditions, implicating both a complex architecture of 
permanent-transient interactors, and, consequently, a unique biological identity conferred to 
plaques localized to different areas of the body.  
The ‘amyloid-protein corona’ studies in Chapters Two and Three support in vivo observations 
of protein enrichment to amyloid plaques, giving detailed context to clinical profiles. 
Chaperone proteins and proteolytic species found highly localized to amyloid deposits, as 
observed in Liao and colleagues’ proteomic analysis of plaque-enriched proteins within AD 
patient tissues,6 could present a failed mechanism by the body to disaggregate amyloid fibrils, 
resulting instead in a highly proteolytic environment that likely impacts the local populations 
of circulating protein. Such ‘downstream’ effects would not be observed in short term studies, 
where the duration of experiments is within hours to days in vitro. Indeed, rodents, as the 
predominant animal model utilized in in vivo studies of amyloidosis, have a lifespan of a mere 
couple of years, whereas insoluble amyloid plaques in human tissues can exist for decades.7 
Thus, amyloid fibrils and plaques – and, by extension, the amyloid-protein corona – may 
facilitate long term pathologic effect, through disruption and destabilization of the local 
microenvironment rather than the short-term damage elicited by fibrillating species. Thus, 
Chapter Four’s landmark, comprehensive study into amyloid-protein corona formation in 
biological media provides new insights into potential amyloid interactors, illustrating a 
complex network of proteins with diverse functions that exemplify how pancreatic and extra-
pancreatic amyloid plaques exposed to different environmental conditions and localized 
concentrations of circulating protein may impact numerous biological processes in the 
surrounding milieu. With further quantitative in vitro analyses complemented by isolation and 
characterization of plaques from different in vivo microenvironments, new pathologies of 
amyloid-associated disease could be revealed. For example, the role of the protein corona on 
the cross-seeding of amyloid proteins, and the metal hosting capacity of amyloid fibrils and 
plaques modulated by their dynamic protein corona, are two significant topics to be fully 
elucidated towards understanding the implications of amyloidogenesis in in vivo environments.  
Lastly, in a follow-up study to elucidating the amyloid-protein corona in complex environs in 
Chapter Three, the candidate sought to characterize the protein corona of IAPP oligomers in 
biological media. Curiously, intermediate species of IAPP displayed very little binding to the 
oligomer-specific antibody A11 when exposure occurred under flow conditions. This data is 
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not presented herein as the results were inconclusive, but serve to underline a key point: that 
the breadth of conformations adopted by IAPP intermediate species, such as the novel 
biannular oligomer morphology identified herein, highlight challenges inherent in the 
application of (largely conformation-specific)8 targeting antibodies against amyloidosis. The 
recent revival of Biogen’s anti-amyloidosis drug towards FDA approval and commercialization 
has reinvigorated interest in the amyloid hypothesis of pathogenicity in neurodegenerative and 
metabolic disease: however, our understanding into amyloid-associated pathologies needs to 
continue to evolve in order for treatment strategies to effectively combat amyloid diseases. 
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Supporting Information  
Model Interactions of Amyloid Protein Species 
Figure S1: A. Two morphologies of off-pathway IAPP amyloid particulates identified during 
intermediate profiling study. Scale = 100 nm. B. Example of a biannular oligomer identified in 
oligomerized Aβ1-42 after incubation for 24 h at 4 oC in aqueous solution. Scale = 50 nm. 
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Figure S2: Cytotoxicity (as determined by PI positive cells) and ThT fluorescence intensity in the 
absence (A) and presence (B) of ThT dye in HUVECs treated with IAPP species (25 µM) over 24 
h, n = 3. Unpaired t-tests using Holm-Sidak’s method for multiple comparisons confirmed no 
significant difference in endpoint cytotoxicity between ThT+ and ThT- sets, and all ThT+ datasets 
were significantly differentiated from ThT- datasets by ThT fluorescence intensity. 
 
 
Figure S3: Fluorescence microscopy of IAPP species (25 µM), either fresh (lyophilized 
monomers), oligos (low order aggregates, pre-incubated for 4 h in aqueous at 4 oC) and amyloid 
(mature fibrils, pre-incubated for ~2 weeks in aqueous at room temperature) added to HUVECs and 
immediately imaged (T = 0 h). Propidium iodide (PI) indicates dead cell nuclei, and the formation 
of β-rich amyloid is probed by thioflavin T (ThT). Scale = 100 µm. 
Figure S4: TEM image of LPC micelles at 2 mM (>CMC). Scale = 10 nm. Reproduced by permission 
of the PCCP Owner Societies from Xing, Y.; Pilkington, E. H.; Wang, M.; Nowell, C. J.; Käkinen, 
A.; Sun, Y.; Wang, B.; Davis, T. P.; Ding, F.; Ke, P. C., Lysophosphatidylcholine modulates the 
aggregation of human islet amyloid polypeptide. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2017, 19, 30627-30635. 
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Blue-Native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and analysis 
Blue-Native PAGE allowed the examination of protein complex formation between IAPP 
amyloid fibrils (0.9 mg/mL) and FBS, which were pre-incubated (2% and 50%, in water) for 
2 h. A 15 µL aliquot of each sample was mixed 1:1 with chilled Native PAGE sample buffer 
and then transferred to 4-15% gel (Mini-Protean TGX). Blue-Native PAGE was performed at 
4
 °
C, pH = 8.3, using sequential buffer steps: briefly, Tris/Glycine buffer was supplemented
with Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 at either 0.02%, 0.002%, or omitted, with each buffer 
solution utilized in this order during the assay. For protein binding capacity a densitometry of 
lane and well band profiles, normalized against background intensity, was performed using 
ImageJ. The experiment was performed and analyzed in duplicate. All materials listed were 
sourced from BioRad. 
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Circular dichroism spectroscopy 
Structural changes in bovine serum albumin (BSA), the most abundant protein species in FBS 
medium, were examined upon its interaction with IAPP fibrils. BSA (0.1 mg/mL) was 
exposed to IAPP amyloid fibrils (>1 week old, in water; 0.1 mg/mL) for 24 h, and CD spectra 
of BSA were obtained at different timepoints using an Aviv Model 410 CD 
spectrophotometer (Biomedical, Inc.). The spectra were recorded over a wavelength range of 
190~260 nm, with a 1 nm step size and a scanning speed of 15 nm/min at room temperature. 
The final spectra were baseline-corrected and IAPP amyloid spectrum subtracted where 






nLC-MS/MS queries, analysis and informatics 
Analysis of nLC-MS/MS data utilizing custom R
1
 scripts are as follows. Briefly, the
combined summary files were used to plot peptide sequences identified, ratio of MS/MS 
identified: MS/MS submitted, the number of peaks and the mass standard deviation (ppm). 
Protein ID, protein name, gene name and sequence were extracted from the same uniprot 
reference proteome (Bos taurus) using seqinr
2
 and primary sequence dependent
characteristics (GRAVY, pI, MW) were calculated using alakazam.
3
 Using protein ID as a
key, the calculated values were extracted from the processed reference proteome for those 
proteins identified in the combined proteinGroup file to create a final data frame for plotting 
of identification overlaps and trends in GRAVY/pI/MW as well as amino acid composition of 
sequences for selected protein subsets (seqinr, ggplot2, gridExtra, VennDiagram).
4-6 
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Figure S1. Protein deposition on IAPP-functionalized QCM sensors (n = 4), as illustrated by 
frequency and dissipation shift after sequential introduction of IAPP amyloid and FBS. 
Figure S2. Optimization of centrifugal capture (CC) methodology, demonstrating retention 
of IAPP amyloid on high molecular weight filter surface (n = 6) with only low nonspecific 
binding of FBS proteins (n = 8) after four spin-wash cycles. Error is SEM. 
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Figure S3a. LC-MS/MS chromatogram showing correlation between independent 
experiments of A (n = 6, overlaid). 
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Figure S3b. LC-MS/MS chromatogram showing correlation between independent 
experiments of AF (n = 6, overlaid). 
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Figure S3c. LC-MS/MS chromatogram showing correlation between independent 
experiments of F (n = 12, overlaid). 
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Figure S3d. LC-MS/MS chromatogram showing correlation between independent 
experiments of AE (n = 4, overlaid). 
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Figure S3e. LC-MS/MS chromatogram showing correlation between independent 
experiments of EF (n = 4, overlaid). 
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Figure S4. MS/MS spectrum identified by MaxQuant/Andromeda as a tryptic peptide of 
Amyloid Precursor Protein (APP, uniprot IDs Q28053, A4_BOVIN). Full sequence with 
identified peptide emphasized in red is overlaid onto the MaxQuant annotated MS/MS 
visualization, including matched fragments for the b and y ion series. 
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Figure S5a. The GRAVY/molecular weight (MW) relationships for unique amyloid-corona 
proteins (yellow markers, unique AF) and unique FBS-only proteins (blue markers, F) for CC 
experiments. All plots are overlaid onto the Bos taurus proteome background (gray). Top: 
points labelled are GRAVY ≤ -1.5 and ≥ 0.5, MW ≥ 6E+5. Bottom: points labelled are
GRAVY (same as top) and MW ≥ 2E+5.
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Figure S5b. The GRAVY/molecular weight (MW) relationships for unique amyloid-corona 
proteins (yellow markers, AE) and unique control proteins (blue markers, EF) for QCM 
experiments (AE/EF) are shown. Plots are overlaid onto the Bos taurus proteome background 
(gray). Top: points labelled are outside ranges GRAVY ≥ 0.5 and GRAVY ≤ -1.5, MW ≥ 
6E
+5





Figure S6: Blue-Native PAGE demonstrates sequestering of FBS proteins through corona 
formation on IAPP amyloids. A: Representative gel of n = 2 runs. Lanes are as follows: (1) 
IAPP amyloid (0.9 mg/mL); (2) IAPP amyloid + 2% FBS; (3) 2% FBS control; (4) IAPP 
amyloid + 10% FBS; (5) 10% FBS control. B: Intensity profile of sample wells. C: 
Comparison of maximum intensity measured within sample lanes (excluding well); error = 
SEM.  
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Figure S7. Centrifugal capture (CC) method amyloid and serum corona (AF) STRING 
(string-db.org)
7,8
 protein network (molecular action) produced using database and
experimental interactors, with a minimum interaction score of 0.400 and no additional 
interactors, against a whole Bos taurus genome background. Enrichment analysis and 
molecular action legends are included, in addition to predicted action effects – positive 
(arrowhead), negative (endpoint line), unspecified (endpoint circle). 
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Figure S8a. Enriched gene ontology (GO) molecular function terms for proteins identified in 
AE (red) and AF (blue) experiments. Enrichment was performed using the STRING resource. 
Plot was generated in R using ggplot (see scatter plot code below). Point size is scaled to 
log(false.discovery.rate). 
Figure S8b. Enriched gene ontology (GO) KEGG pathway terms for proteins identified in 
AE (red) and AF (blue) experiments. Enrichment was performed using the STRING resource. 
Plot was generated in R using ggplot (see scatter plot code below). Point size is scaled to 
log(false.discovery.rate). 
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Figure S8c. Enriched gene ontology (GO) molecular functions for Catalytic activity (green) 
and hydrolase activity (blue), with the KEGG pathway for Complement and coagulation 
cascades also included (red). Enrichment was performed using the STRING resource. 
Enrichment analysis and molecular action legends are included, in addition to predicted 
action effects – positive (arrowhead), negative (endpoint line), unspecified (endpoint circle). 
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Figure S9. Structures of top AF proteins. Alpha-actinin-4 (a), protein AMBP (b), 
neuropilin in either close (c) or open state (d), laminin subunit alpha 2 (orange) (e), SPARC 
(f), and IQ motif containing GTPase activating protein 1 (g) are shown in cartoon 
representations. The missing structures are represented by dashed lines. 
Figure S10. Structures of top AE proteins. Serum albumin (a), thrombospondin-1 (b), and 
cartilage oligomeric matrix protein (c) are shown in cartoon representations. The missing 





















Figure S11. Structures of top FBS proteins. Serum albumin (a), cataytic domain of the 
Cone cGMP-specific 3′,5′-cyclic phosphodiesterase alpha-subunit (b), alpha-1-antiproteinase (c), 
Lactoperoxidase (d), NADH-ubiquinone oxido-reductase 75 from CroyEM (e), Hemiferrin 
(f), and thrombin domain of Prothrombin (g) are shown in cartoon representations. 
Fig S12. (A) CD spectra of BSA (0.1 mg/mL) upon its interaction with IAPP amyloid fibrils 
(0.1 mg/mL) after 15 min of incubation. (B) Changing intensity of CD spectra of BSA 
interacting with IAPP fibrils at 208 nm (one of two signature peaks of alpha helices) up to 24 




Table S1. Top 10 FBS proteins from a LC-MS method9. 






themeTIFF <- theme(legend.text = element_text(size = 16), legend.title=element_text(size=16), 
axis.title=element_text(size=18), 
    legend.key.size = unit(0.8, "cm"), axis.text.x = element_text(face = "bold", angle=0, vjust=0.5, 
size=16), 
    axis.text.y = element_text(face = "bold", size=16), title = element_text(size=18)) 
###molecular function### 
AE <- read.csv("./input/string_input/2018_03_05_STRING_analysis/AE/enrichment.Function.tsv", sep="\t", 
header=TRUE) 
AF <- read.csv("./input/string_input/2018_03_05_STRING_analysis/AF/enrichment.Function.tsv", sep="\t", 
header=TRUE) 
###KEGG### 
# FBS protein name PDB ID # Residues Net Charge 





Catalytic domain: 3JWQ (536-
855) 
855 -23
3 Alpha-1-antiproteinase 1QLP (46-415) (human: 72%) 416 -9
4 Plasminogen N/A 812 5 
5 Lactoperoxidase 2IPS (118-712) 712 11 




5O31 (24-727) 727 -9
8 Alpha-2-HS-glycoprotein N/A 359 -13
9 Hemiferrin 1H76 (1-215) (rat: 70%) 216 2 
10 Prothrombin 





AE_kegg <- read.csv("./input/string_input/2018_03_05_STRING_analysis/AE/enrichment.KEGG.tsv", sep="\t", 
header=TRUE) 
AF_kegg <- read.csv("./input/string_input/2018_03_05_STRING_analysis/AF/enrichment.KEGG.tsv", sep="\t", 
header=TRUE) 
###select columns and add ID### 
AE <- AE[,c(2,3,4)] 
AF <- AF[,c(2,3,4)] 
AE$ID <- "AE" 
AF$ID <- "AF" 
AE_kegg <- AE_kegg[,c(2,3,4)] 
AF_kegg <- AF_kegg[,c(2,3,4)] 
AE_kegg$ID <- "AE" 
AF_kegg$ID <- "AF" 
###combined dataframes### 
COMB <- rbind(AE, AF) 
COMB_kegg <- rbind(AE_kegg, AF_kegg) 
###plots### 
tiff("./output/molecular_function_figure.tiff", height=900, width=1500) 
a <- ggplot(COMB) 
a <- a + geom_point(aes(reorder(pathway.description, observed.gene.count), observed.gene.count, 
   size = log(false.discovery.rate), fill=ID), pch=21, alpha=0.5) 
a <- a + theme_bw() + themeTIFF + coord_flip()  
a <- a + xlab("Pathway description") + ylab("Observed gene count") 
plot(a) 
dev.off() 
tiff("./output/kegg_figure.tiff", height=700, width=1500) 
a <- ggplot(COMB_kegg) 
a <- a + geom_point(aes(reorder(pathway.description, observed.gene.count), observed.gene.count, 
   size = log(false.discovery.rate), fill=ID), pch=21, alpha=0.5) 
a <- a + theme_bw() + themeTIFF + coord_flip() 
a <- a + xlab("Pathway description") + ylab("Observed gene count") 
plot(a) 
dev.off() 
MaxQuant parameter set 1 (Bos taurus): 
Parameter Value 
Version 1.6.0.16 
User name GUSTAFOJ 
Machine name IOR268965 
Date of writing 02/19/2018 12:26:38 
Fixed modifications Carbamidomethyl (C) 
Include contaminants TRUE 
PSM FDR 0.01 
Protein FDR 0.01 
Site FDR 0.01 
Use Normalized Ratios For Occupancy TRUE 
Min. peptide Length 5 
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Min. score for unmodified peptides 0 
Min. score for modified peptides 40 
Min. delta score for unmodified peptides 0 
Min. delta score for modified peptides 6 
Min. unique peptides 0 
Min. razor peptides 1 
Min. peptides 1 
Use only unmodified peptides and TRUE 
Modifications included in protein quantification Oxidation (M);Acetyl (Protein N-term) 
Peptides used for protein quantification Razor 
Discard unmodified counterpart peptides TRUE 
Label min. ratio count 2 
Use delta score FALSE 
iBAQ FALSE 
iBAQ log fit FALSE 
Match between runs FALSE 
Find dependent peptides FALSE 
Fasta file E:\MaxQuant\fasta_files\2018_02_19\UP000009136_9913.fasta 
Decoy mode revert 
Include contaminants TRUE 
Advanced ratios TRUE 
Fixed andromeda index folder 
Temporary folder 
Combined folder location 
Second peptides TRUE 
Stabilize large LFQ ratios TRUE 
Separate LFQ in parameter groups FALSE 
Require MS/MS for LFQ comparisons TRUE 
Calculate peak properties FALSE 
Main search max. combinations 200 
Advanced site intensities TRUE 
LFQ norm for sites and peptides FALSE 
Write msScans table TRUE 
Write msmsScans table TRUE 
Write ms3Scans table TRUE 
Write allPeptides table TRUE 
Write mzRange table TRUE 
Write pasefMsmsScans table TRUE 
Write accumulatedPasefMsmsScans table TRUE 
Max. peptide mass [Da] 4600 
Min. peptide length for unspecific search 8 
Max. peptide length for unspecific search 25 
Razor protein FDR TRUE 
Disable MD5 FALSE 
Max mods in site table 3 
Match unidentified features FALSE 
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MS/MS tol. (FTMS) 20 ppm 
Top MS/MS peaks per Da interval. (FTMS) 12 
Da interval. (FTMS) 100 
MS/MS deisotoping (FTMS) TRUE 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance (FTMS) 7 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance unit (FTMS) ppm 
MS/MS higher charges (FTMS) TRUE 
MS/MS water loss (FTMS) TRUE 
MS/MS ammonia loss (FTMS) TRUE 
MS/MS dependent losses (FTMS) TRUE 
MS/MS recalibration (FTMS) FALSE 
MS/MS tol. (ITMS) 0.5 Da 
Top MS/MS peaks per Da interval. (ITMS) 8 
Da interval. (ITMS) 100 
MS/MS deisotoping (ITMS) FALSE 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance (ITMS) 0.15 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance unit (ITMS) Da 
MS/MS higher charges (ITMS) TRUE 
MS/MS water loss (ITMS) TRUE 
MS/MS ammonia loss (ITMS) TRUE 
MS/MS dependent losses (ITMS) TRUE 
MS/MS recalibration (ITMS) FALSE 
MS/MS tol. (TOF) 40 ppm 
Top MS/MS peaks per Da interval. (TOF) 10 
Da interval. (TOF) 100 
MS/MS deisotoping (TOF) TRUE 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance (TOF) 0.01 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance unit (TOF) Da 
MS/MS higher charges (TOF) TRUE 
MS/MS water loss (TOF) TRUE 
MS/MS ammonia loss (TOF) TRUE 
MS/MS dependent losses (TOF) TRUE 
MS/MS recalibration (TOF) FALSE 
MS/MS tol. (Unknown) 0.5 Da 
Top MS/MS peaks per Da interval. (Unknown) 8 
Da interval. (Unknown) 100 
MS/MS deisotoping (Unknown) FALSE 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance (Unknown) 0.15 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance unit (Unknown) Da 
MS/MS higher charges (Unknown) TRUE 
MS/MS water loss (Unknown) TRUE 
MS/MS ammonia loss (Unknown) TRUE 
MS/MS dependent losses (Unknown) TRUE 
MS/MS recalibration (Unknown) FALSE 
Site tables Oxidation (M)Sites.txt 
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MaxQuant parameter set 2 (Homo sapiens): 
Parameter Value 
Version 1.6.0.16 
User name GUSTAFOJ 
Machine name IOR268965 
Date of writing 02/27/2018 14:12:31 
Fixed modifications Carbamidomethyl (C) 
Include contaminants TRUE 
PSM FDR 0.01 
Protein FDR 0.01 
Site FDR 0.01 
Use Normalized Ratios For Occupancy TRUE 
Min. peptide Length 5 
Min. score for unmodified peptides 0 
Min. score for modified peptides 40 
Min. delta score for unmodified peptides 0 
Min. delta score for modified peptides 6 
Min. unique peptides 0 
Min. razor peptides 1 
Min. peptides 1 
Use only unmodified peptides and TRUE 
Modifications included in protein quantification Oxidation (M);Acetyl (Protein N-term) 
Peptides used for protein quantification Razor 
Discard unmodified counterpart peptides TRUE 
Label min. ratio count 2 
Use delta score FALSE 
iBAQ FALSE 
iBAQ log fit FALSE 
Match between runs FALSE 
Find dependent peptides FALSE 
Fasta file E:\MaxQuant\fasta_files\2018_02_23\UP000005640_9606.fasta 
Decoy mode revert 
Include contaminants TRUE 
Advanced ratios TRUE 
Fixed andromeda index folder 
Temporary folder 
Combined folder location 
Second peptides TRUE 
Stabilize large LFQ ratios TRUE 
Separate LFQ in parameter groups FALSE 
Require MS/MS for LFQ comparisons TRUE 
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Calculate peak properties FALSE 
Main search max. combinations 200 
Advanced site intensities TRUE 
LFQ norm for sites and peptides FALSE 
Write msScans table TRUE 
Write msmsScans table TRUE 
Write ms3Scans table TRUE 
Write allPeptides table TRUE 
Write mzRange table TRUE 
Write pasefMsmsScans table TRUE 
Write accumulatedPasefMsmsScans table TRUE 
Max. peptide mass [Da] 4600 
Min. peptide length for unspecific search 8 
Max. peptide length for unspecific search 25 
Razor protein FDR TRUE 
Disable MD5 FALSE 
Max mods in site table 3 
Match unidentified features FALSE 
MS/MS tol. (FTMS) 20 ppm 
Top MS/MS peaks per Da interval. (FTMS) 12 
Da interval. (FTMS) 100 
MS/MS deisotoping (FTMS) TRUE 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance (FTMS) 7 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance unit (FTMS) ppm 
MS/MS higher charges (FTMS) TRUE 
MS/MS water loss (FTMS) TRUE 
MS/MS ammonia loss (FTMS) TRUE 
MS/MS dependent losses (FTMS) TRUE 
MS/MS recalibration (FTMS) FALSE 
MS/MS tol. (ITMS) 0.5 Da 
Top MS/MS peaks per Da interval. (ITMS) 8 
Da interval. (ITMS) 100 
MS/MS deisotoping (ITMS) FALSE 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance (ITMS) 0.15 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance unit (ITMS) Da 
MS/MS higher charges (ITMS) TRUE 
MS/MS water loss (ITMS) TRUE 
MS/MS ammonia loss (ITMS) TRUE 
MS/MS dependent losses (ITMS) TRUE 
MS/MS recalibration (ITMS) FALSE 
MS/MS tol. (TOF) 40 ppm 
Top MS/MS peaks per Da interval. (TOF) 10 
Da interval. (TOF) 100 
MS/MS deisotoping (TOF) TRUE 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance (TOF) 0.01 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance unit (TOF) Da 
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MS/MS higher charges (TOF) TRUE 
MS/MS water loss (TOF) TRUE 
MS/MS ammonia loss (TOF) TRUE 
MS/MS dependent losses (TOF) TRUE 
MS/MS recalibration (TOF) FALSE 
MS/MS tol. (Unknown) 0.5 Da 
Top MS/MS peaks per Da interval. (Unknown) 8 
Da interval. (Unknown) 100 
MS/MS deisotoping (Unknown) FALSE 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance (Unknown) 0.15 
MS/MS deisotoping tolerance unit (Unknown) Da 
MS/MS higher charges (Unknown) TRUE 
MS/MS water loss (Unknown) TRUE 
MS/MS ammonia loss (Unknown) TRUE 
MS/MS dependent losses (Unknown) TRUE 
MS/MS recalibration (Unknown) FALSE 
Site tables Oxidation (M)Sites.txt 
Complete script used to generate Rmarkdown html report: 
--- 
title: "Supplementary data analysis methods - Profiling the Serum Protein Corona of Human IAPP Amyloid" 
output:  
  html_document: 
    toc: true 
    toc_depth: 2 
    toc_float: TRUE 
    self_contained: no 



























```{r setup, include=FALSE} 
###global settings### 
knitr::opts_chunk$set(echo = TRUE, cache=TRUE, autodep=TRUE) 
###installs### 
#install.packages(c("ggplot2", "gridExtra",  
#    "seqinr", "alakazam", 
#    "sqldf", "stringr",  
#    "ggrepel", "VennDiagram", 















The specific research questions addressed in this document include: 
1. Which proteins can be identified in IAPP amyloid-coronae formed in-solution (CC method)?
2. Which proteins can be identified in IAPP amyloid-coronae formed under micro-flow conditions (QCM method)?
3. What is the difference in protein corona composition for CC and QCM methods?
4. What proteins are identified for IAPP amyloid-only experiments?
This document details the combination, processing and presentation of summary and proteinGroup text files 
resulting from MaxQuant Andromeda database queries, where each experiment type was pooled to maximise 
identifications (e.g. A1+A2+A3....). 
Independent searches were performed for selected experiment types (e.g. AF, F). 
*** 
# Analysis notes 
## General information 
- MaxQuant peptide identifications used a fasta file containing all reviewed and unreviewed Bos taurus entries
available as a reference proteome @
ftp://ftp.uniprot.org/pub/databases/uniprot/current_release/knowledgebase/reference_proteomes/Eukaryota/.
- Reviewed + unreviewed entries included to maximise identifications.
- Database 1: UP000009136_9913.fasta dated 21/12/2017.
- Database 2: UP000005640_9606.fasta dated 21/12/2017.
- Whole proteome of Bos taurus as plotting background (same fasta as above, 9136_9913).
- nLC-MS chromatograms imported from a separate R script (provided at the end of this document).
- Protein network analysis images were imported from a manual analysis using the online resource STRING
(v10.5).
- STRING resource link - see https://string-db.org/cgi/input.pl





themeTIFF <- theme(legend.text = element_text(size = 16), legend.title=element_text(size=16), 
axis.title=element_text(size=18), 
 legend.key.size = unit(0.8, "cm"), axis.text.x = element_text(face = "bold", angle=0, vjust=0.5, size=16), 
 axis.text.y = element_text(face = "bold", size=16), title = element_text(size=18)) 
``` 
*** 
# Experiment key 
| ID | Method   | Meaning | 
|:----------:|-------------|------------------------------| 
|A   | CC | Control - Amyloid only | 
|F   | CC | Control - FBS only  | 
|AF  | CC | Amyloid + FBS  | 
|EF  | QCM | Control - FBS only | 
|AE    | QCM | Amyloid + FBS | 
*** 
# Combined MaxQuant files 
## Summary files 
Function to combine MaxQuant summary files for analysis of the nLC-MS/MS data. 
This analysis includes: 
- Peptide sequences identified,
- Ratio of MS/MS identified : MS/MS submitted,
- The number of peaks, and
- The mass standard deviation (ppm)
```{r sum} 
###set path### 
path = "./input/IAPP" 
###GETsummaries### 
GETsummaries <- function(x){ 
  #see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/4876813/using-r-to-list-all-files-with-a-specified-extension 
  sum_files <- list.files(path = x, pattern = "summary.txt", recursive=TRUE, include.dirs=TRUE, ignore.case = 
TRUE) 
  complete_summary <- data.frame() 
  for (i in sum_files){ 
    #see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/8996134/extract-vectors-from-strsplit-list-without-using-a-loop 
    Experiment <- rapply(strsplit(i, "/"), function(a) a[1]) 
    summary <- read.csv(paste(x, "/", i, sep=""), sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
    summary <- summary[summary$Raw.file!="Total",] 
    summary$Experiment <- Experiment 
    id <- rapply(strsplit(as.character(summary$Raw.file), "_"), function(a) a[4]) 
    exp <- rapply(strsplit(as.character(summary$Raw.file), "_"), function(a) a[6]) 
    ID_EXP <- paste(id, exp, sep="-") 
    summary$ID_EXP <- ID_EXP 
    complete_summary <- rbind(summary, complete_summary) 
    } 
  return(complete_summary) 
} 
summaries <- GETsummaries(path) 
``` 
## Summary file plot 
```{r sumplot} 
tiff(file=paste("./output/summary_plots.tiff", sep=""), width=600, height=1000) 
#see https://www.statmethods.net/advgraphs/layout.html 
a <- ggplot(summaries) 
b <- a + geom_bar(stat="identity", aes(ID_EXP, Peptide.Sequences.Identified, fill=Experiment)) 
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b <- b + expand_limits(y=0) + coord_flip() + xlab("Experimental ID") + theme_bw() 
#see http://www.cookbook-r.com/Graphs/Legends_(ggplot2)/ 
b <- b + guides(fill=FALSE) 
c <- a + geom_bar(stat="identity", aes(ID_EXP, MS.MS.Identified..../MS.MS.Submitted, fill=Experiment)) 
c <- c + expand_limits(y=0) + coord_flip() + xlab("Experimental ID") + theme_bw() + guides(fill=FALSE) 
d <- a + geom_bar(stat="identity", aes(ID_EXP, Mass.Standard.Deviation..ppm., fill=Experiment)) 
d <- d + expand_limits(y=0) + coord_flip() + xlab("Experimental ID") + theme_bw() 
e <- a + geom_bar(stat="identity", aes(ID_EXP, Peaks, fill=Experiment)) 
e <- e + expand_limits(y=0) + coord_flip() + xlab("Experimental ID") + theme_bw() + guides(fill=FALSE) 
grid.arrange(b, c, e, d, ncol=2, nrow=2) 
dev.off() 
``` 
The number of peptide sequences identified (top left), ratio of MS/MS identified : MS/MS submitted (top right), the 





## proteinGroup files 
Function to combine MaxQuant outputs for subsequent analyses. 
The Experiment ID (see Experiment key) is added to the dataframe here to allow subsetting of the data. 
```{r group} 
GETgroups <- function(x){ 
  #see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/4876813/using-r-to-list-all-files-with-a-specified-extension 
  prot_files <- list.files(path = x, pattern = "proteinGroups.txt", recursive=TRUE, include.dirs=TRUE, 
ignore.case=TRUE) 
  complete_group <- data.frame() 
  count <- 0 
  for (i in prot_files){ 
    #see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/8996134/extract-vectors-from-strsplit-list-without-using-a-loop 
    Experiment <- rapply(strsplit(i, "/"), function(a) a[1]) 
    prot_group <- read.csv(paste(x, "/", i, sep=""), sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
    prot_group$Experiment <- Experiment 
    count <- count + nrow(prot_group) 
    print(paste("Experiment ", Experiment, " identified ", count, " proteins", sep="")) 
    count <- 0 
    complete_group <- rbind(prot_group, complete_group) 
  } 
  return(complete_group) 
} 
protgroups <- GETgroups(path) 
``` 
The unique Experiments included in the final proteinGroups data frame are `r unique(protgroups$Experiment)`. 
The total identifications for each appear in the table below. 
```{r} 
###count Experiment-specific ID### 
table(protgroups$Experiment) 
``` 
# Uniprot database 
## Load database 
Here, the Bos taurus uniprot database file "UP000009136_9913.fasta"" is loaded and the protein ID, protein 
name, gene name and sequence are extracted. 
```{r up} 
###read uniprot fasta file using seqinr function read.fasta### 
UP <- read.fasta(file="./input/fasta/UP000009136_9913.fasta", seqtype="AA", as.string=TRUE) 
###function to extract sequences and annotations from fasta files### 
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GetAnnotSeqFASTA <- function(x){ 
  UP_sequence <- unlist(getSequence(x, as.string=TRUE)) 
  UP_annotations <- unlist(getAnnot(x, as.string=TRUE)) 
  ProtName <- rapply(strsplit(UP_annotations, "IN ", fixed=TRUE), function(a) a[2]) 
  UP_prot_name <- rapply(strsplit(ProtName, " OS", fixed=TRUE), function(a) a[1]) 
  Gene <- rapply(strsplit(UP_annotations, "GN=", fixed=TRUE), function(a) a[2]) 
  UP_gene <- rapply(strsplit(Gene, " ", fixed=TRUE), function(a) a[1]) 
  UP_prot_ID <- rapply(strsplit(UP_annotations, "|", fixed=TRUE), function(a) a[2]) 
  return(data.frame(UP_prot_ID, UP_prot_name, UP_gene, UP_sequence)) 
} 
###apply function to extract sequences and annotations### 
dataUP <- GetAnnotSeqFASTA(UP) 
str(dataUP) 
``` 
This uniprot Bos taurus reference proteome contains `r nrow(dataUP)` proteins. 
## Filter database 
These are the amino acid counts across the proteome: 
```{r upfilter} 
#see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/19476210/counting-the-number-of-each-letter-in-a-vector-of-strings 
table(unlist(strsplit(as.character(dataUP$UP_sequence), ""), use.names=FALSE)) 
``` 
To allow the package functions to work properly when calculating sequence dependent values - isoelectric point 
(pI), molecular weight (MW) and Grand Average of Hydropathy (GRAVY) - U, B and X residues need to be 
removed. 
```{r} 
###remove U, B and X containing sequences### 
#see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/6650510/remove-rows-from-data-frame-where-a-row-match-a-string 
dataUP <- dataUP[!(str_count(as.character(dataUP$UP_sequence), "U")>=1),] 
dataUP <- dataUP[!(str_count(as.character(dataUP$UP_sequence), "B")>=1),] 
dataUP <- dataUP[!(str_count(as.character(dataUP$UP_sequence), "X")>=1),] 
``` 
Following removal of U, B and X containing sequences the Uniprot database contains `r nrow(dataUP)` proteins. 
## Calculate protein characteristics 
Now the pI, MW and GRAVY can be calculated. 
```{r} 
###string split uniprot sequences and calculate GRAVY, pI and MW### 
split_SEQ <- strsplit(as.character(dataUP$UP_sequence), "") 
dataUP$pI <- unlist(lapply(split_SEQ, computePI)) 
dataUP$MW <- unlist(lapply(split_SEQ, pmw)) 
dataUP$GRAVY <- gravy(dataUP$UP_sequence) 
``` 
# Protein filtering and ID matching 
Here, entries with greater than, or equal to, 1 unique peptide are retained. In addition, the first protein ID in the 
"Protein.IDs"" column is extracted and used from here on. 
```{r extract} 
###Proteins with >= 1 unique peptide retained### 
protgroupsMOD <- protgroups[protgroups$Unique.peptides >= 1,] 
###Multiple entries for protein IDs removed - first entry retained### 
protgroupsMOD$Prot_ID <- rapply(strsplit(as.character(protgroupsMOD$Protein.IDs),";"), function(a) a[1]) 
``` 
The extracted protein ID in the combined MaxQuant protein groups summary is then used to match to the uniprot 
dataframe protein ID and extract the GRAVY, pI and MW values for these entries. 
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```{r} 
###EXTRACT by matching Prot_ID in "protgroupsMOD" dataframe to UP_prot_ID from "dataUP"### 
#see https://www.r-bloggers.com/manipulating-data-frames-using-sqldf-a-brief-overview/ 
extract <- sqldf("select * from dataUP inner join protgroupsMOD on protgroupsMOD.Prot_ID = 
dataUP.UP_prot_ID") 
``` 
Final count of protein IDs: 
```{r} 
###count Experiment-specific ID### 
table(extract$Experiment) 
``` 
# Data subsets 
These data subsets are used for the plots generated by this script. 
```{r subsets} 
###combined experiment subsets### 
Q_AF_F <- extract[extract$Exp=="AF" | extract$Exp=="F",] 
Q_AE_EF <- extract[extract$Experiment=="AE" | extract$Experiment=="EF",] 
Q_AF_AE <- extract[extract$Exp=="AF" | extract$Exp=="AE",] 
Q_AF_AE_EF_F <- extract[extract$Experiment=="AF" | extract$Experiment=="AE" | extract$Experiment=="EF" | 
extract$Experiment=="F",] 
###single experiment subsets### 
Q_A <- extract[extract$Experiment=="A",] 
Q_F <- extract[extract$Experiment=="F",] 
Q_AF <- extract[extract$Experiment=="AF",] 
Q_EF <- extract[extract$Experiment=="EF",] 
Q_AE <- extract[extract$Experiment=="AE",] 
###venn subsets### 
vA <- Q_A[,"UP_prot_ID"] 
vF <- Q_F[,"UP_prot_ID"] 
vAF <- Q_AF[,"UP_prot_ID"] 
vAE <- Q_AE[,"UP_prot_ID"] 
vEF <- Q_EF[,"UP_prot_ID"] 
``` 
*** 
# General considerations 
## Count across samples 
```{r} 
counts <- data.frame(table(extract$Prot_ID)) 





tiff("./output/all_sample_count_prot_ID.tiff", height=300, width=300) 
a = ggplot(counts, aes(Count)) + geom_histogram(binwidth=1, col="black", fill="blue", alpha=0.5) 
a = a + geom_hline(yintercept=c(10,50,100,200,300,400), col="red", linetype="dashed") 









## Overrepresented proteins across samples 
```{r} 
###find proteins across all experiments### 
##list these proteins for 4/5 occurrences### 
overlap <- rbind(counts[counts$Count==4,],counts[counts$Count==5,]) 
overlap_match <- data.frame() 
for(i in overlap$Entry){ 
  data <- extract[extract$Prot_ID==i,] 
  data <- cbind(data, rep(i, nrow(data))) 
  overlap_match <- rbind(data, overlap_match) 
} 
ID_count <- data.frame(table(overlap_match$Prot_ID)) 
ID_count <- ID_count[ID_count$Freq>=1,] 
ID_count <- ID_count[ order(-ID_count$Freq), ] 
colnames(ID_count) <- c("Protein_ID", "Count") 
``` 
There were `r nrow(ID_count)` proteins that were identified across 4 or more experiment types (N = 5 total). 
```{r} 
IDs <- ID_count[ID_count$Count==5,] 
IDmatch <- data.frame() 
for(i in IDs$Protein_ID){ 
  data <- dataUP[dataUP$UP_prot_ID==i,] 
  data$Protein_ID <- i 
  IDmatch <- rbind(data, IDmatch) 
} 
COUNT5 <- data.frame(IDmatch$UP_prot_ID, IDmatch$Protein_ID, IDmatch$UP_prot_name) 
colnames(COUNT5) <- c("UP_prot_ID", "Protein_ID", "UP_prot_name") 
COUNT5 
``` 
## Count (independent AF searches) 
```{r} 
path <- "./input/IAPP_independent_searches/" 
###function to extract proteinGroup files from independent Andromeda searches### 
GETindependent <- function(x){ 
#see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/4876813/using-r-to-list-all-files-with-a-specified-extension 
  files_IND <- list.files(path = x, pattern = "proteinGroups.txt", recursive=TRUE, include.dirs=TRUE, 
ignore.case=TRUE) 
  complete_group <- data.frame() 
  for (i in files_IND){ 
#see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/8996134/extract-vectors-from-strsplit-list-without-using-a-loop 
    Experiment <- rapply(strsplit(i, "/"), function(a) a[1]) 
    prot_group <- read.csv(paste(x, "/", i, sep=""), sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
    prot_group$Experiment <- Experiment 
    complete_group <- rbind(prot_group, complete_group) 
  } 
  return(complete_group) 
} 
###modify data frame### 
protgroups_IND <- GETindependent(path) 
protgroups_IND$Prot_ID <- rapply(strsplit(as.character(protgroups_IND$Protein.IDs),";"), function(a) a[1]) 
###check experiments included### 
table(protgroups_IND$Experiment) 
###subset based on experiment### 
AF1 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "AF_1",] 
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AF2 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "AF_2",] 
AF3 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "AF_3",] 
AF4 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "AF_4",] 
AF5 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "AF_5",] 
AF6 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "AF_6",] 
F1 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "F_1_156",] 
F2 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "F_1_164",] 
F3 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "F_1_170",] 
F4 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "F_2_156",] 
F5 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "F_2_170",] 
F6 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "F_3_180",] 
F7 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "F_4_180",] 
F8 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "F_5_180",] 
F9 <- protgroups_IND[protgroups_IND$Experiment == "F_6_180",] 
###AF venn subsets### 
vAF1 <- AF1[,"Prot_ID"] 
vAF2 <- AF2[,"Prot_ID"] 
vAF3 <- AF3[,"Prot_ID"] 
vAF4 <- AF4[,"Prot_ID"] 
vAF5 <- AF5[,"Prot_ID"] 
vAF6 <- AF6[,"Prot_ID"] 
###F venn subsets### 
vF1 <- F1[,"Prot_ID"] 
vF2 <- F2[,"Prot_ID"] 
vF3 <- F3[,"Prot_ID"] 
vF4 <- F4[,"Prot_ID"] 
vF5 <- F5[,"Prot_ID"] 
vF6 <- F6[,"Prot_ID"] 
vF7 <- F7[,"Prot_ID"] 
vF8 <- F8[,"Prot_ID"] 
vF9 <- F9[,"Prot_ID"] 
#see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/25019794/venn-diagram-with-item-labels 
venn <- venn.diagram(list(AF1 = vAF1, AF2 = vAF2, AF3 = vAF3, AF4 = vAF4, AF5 = vAF5), 
      fill = c("red", "blue", "green", "yellow", "purple"),  
      alpha = 0.4, lwd = 1, cex = 1, cat.cex = 1, filename = NULL) 




venn <- venn.diagram(list(AF2 = vAF2, AF3 = vAF3, AF4 = vAF4, AF5 = vAF5, AF6= vAF6), 
      fill = c("blue", "green", "yellow", "purple", "brown"),  
      alpha = 0.4, lwd = 1, cex = 1, cat.cex = 1, filename = NULL) 




venn <- venn.diagram(list(F1 = vF1, F2 = vF2, F3 = vF3, F4 = vF4, F5 = vF5), 
      fill = c("blue", "green", "yellow", "purple", "orange"),  
      alpha = 0.4, lwd = 1, cex = 1, cat.cex = 1, filename = NULL) 




venn <- venn.diagram(list(F3 = vF3, F4 = vF4, F5 = vF5, F6 = vF6, F7 = vF7), 
      fill = c("yellow", "purple", "orange", "brown", "pink"),  
      alpha = 0.4, lwd = 1, cex = 1, cat.cex = 1, filename = NULL) 
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venn <- venn.diagram(list(F5 = vF5, F6 = vF6, F7 = vF7, F8 = vF8, F9 = vF9), 
      fill = c("orange", "brown", "pink", "gray", "darkblue"),  
      alpha = 0.4, lwd = 1, cex = 1, cat.cex = 1, filename = NULL) 












## Global faceted analysis of variables 
### Unique peptides vs peptides 
```{r} 
#see http://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/reference/facet_grid.html 
b <- ggplot(extract) 
b <- b + geom_point(aes(Unique.peptides, Peptides), alpha=0.7, pch=21, fill="gray") 
b <- b + facet_grid(. ~ Experiment) 
b <- b + theme_bw() + theme(axis.text.x = element_text(angle=90, vjust=0.5)) 
plot(b) 
``` 
### GRAVY vs pI 
```{r} 
c <- ggplot(extract) 
c <- c + geom_point(aes(GRAVY, pI), alpha=0.7, pch=21, fill="gray") 
c <- c + facet_grid(. ~ Experiment) 
c <- c + theme_bw() 
plot(c) 
``` 
### GRAVY vs MW 
```{r} 
d <- ggplot(extract) 
d <- d + geom_point(aes(GRAVY, MW), alpha=0.7, pch=21, fill="gray") 
d <- d + facet_grid(. ~ Experiment) 
d <- d + theme_bw() + scale_y_continuous(limits=c(0,1E+6)) 
plot(d) 
``` 
# Question 1 - CC coronae 
## Overlap of AF/F protein IDs 
Comparing FBS only (F), with IAPP amyloids exposed to FBS (AF). These samples were prepared with 1 MDa 
molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) spin columns (CC method). 
The identification overlap was as follows: 
```{r} 
#see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/25019794/venn-diagram-with-item-labels 
venn <- venn.diagram(list(F = vF, AF = vAF), fill = c("red", "blue"),  
  alpha = 0.4, lwd = 1, cex = 1.5, cat.cex = 1.5, filename = NULL) 
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## Unique AF proteins 
Here, plots are created that summarise the physico-chemical properties of proteins unique to the AF samples, 
highlighting some potentially interesting amyloid binding proteins that could be investigated in future. 
Extracting unique entries from combined AF/F data: 
```{r} 
#see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/16905425/find-duplicate-values-in-r 
AF_F_ID_count <- data.frame(table(Q_AF_F$Prot_ID)) 
AF_F_ID_count <- AF_F_ID_count[AF_F_ID_count$Freq==1,] 
###extract unique entries for AF and F### 
AF_F_unique <- data.frame() 
for(i in AF_F_ID_count$Var1){ 
  data <- Q_AF_F[Q_AF_F$Prot_ID==i,] 
  data <- cbind(data, i) 





Confirming Venn diagram counts: 
```{r} 
AF_F_unique_count <- data.frame(table(AF_F_unique$Experiment)) 
colnames(AF_F_unique_count) <- c("Prot_ID", "Count") 
AF_F_unique_count 
``` 
Extract unique AF proteins and export these for STRING network analysis: 
```{r} 
###create subset dataframe### 
AF <- AF_F_unique[AF_F_unique$Experiment=="AF",] 
F <- AF_F_unique[AF_F_unique$Experiment=="F",] 
#see http://r.789695.n4.nabble.com/write-text-file-as-output-without-quotes-td888020.html 
write.table(AF$Prot_ID, "./output/exp_AF_protlist.txt", sep="\t", quote=FALSE, row.names = FALSE, col.names = 
FALSE) 
``` 
The top 12 unique AF proteins, based on unique peptide count were: 
```{r} 
#see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/1296646/how-to-sort-a-dataframe-by-columns 
uniqueAF_sort <- AF[ order(-AF$Unique.peptides), ] 
uniqueAF_sort <- data.frame(uniqueAF_sort$Prot_ID, uniqueAF_sort$UP_prot_name, 
uniqueAF_sort$Unique.peptides) 
colnames(uniqueAF_sort) <- c("Protein ID", "Protein name", "Unique peptides") 
uniqueAF_sort[1:12,] 
``` 
## Unique AF/F amino acid composition 





propAF <- data.frame() 
for (i in AF_F_unique$UP_sequence){ 
  seq_vec <- unlist(strsplit(as.character(i), "")) 
  info <- AAstat(seq_vec, plot=FALSE) 
  all <- AF_F_unique[AF_F_unique$UP_sequence==i,] 
  summary <- cbind(all, info$Prop$Aliphatic, info$Prop$Aromatic, info$Prop$Non.polar, 
    info$Prop$Polar, info$Prop$Charged, info$Prop$Basic, info$Prop$Acidic) 
  propAF <- rbind(summary, propAF) 
} 
###uniprot### 
propUP <- data.frame() 
for (i in dataUP$UP_sequence){ 
  seq_vec <- unlist(strsplit(as.character(i), "")) 
  info <- AAstat(seq_vec, plot=FALSE) 
  all <- dataUP[dataUP$UP_sequence==i,] 
  summary <- cbind(all, info$Prop$Aliphatic, info$Prop$Aromatic, info$Prop$Non.polar, 
    info$Prop$Polar, info$Prop$Charged, info$Prop$Basic, info$Prop$Acidic) 
  propUP <- rbind(summary, propUP) 
} 
###subset based on specific columns### 




###update column names### 
colnames(propAF) <- c("UP_prot_ID", "UP_prot_name", "UP_gene", "Experiment", "Prot_ID", "Aliphatic", 
      "Aromatic", "NonPolar", "Polar", "Charged", "Basic", "Acidic") 
colnames(propUP) <- c("UP_prot_ID", "UP_prot_name", "UP_gene", "UP_sequence", "pI", "MW", "GRAVY", 
"Aliphatic",  
      "Aromatic", "NonPolar", "Polar", "Charged", "Basic", "Acidic") 
###plots### 
a <- ggplot(propUP) + geom_point(aes(NonPolar, Acidic), col="gray", alpha=0.4) 
a <- a + geom_point(data=propAF[propAF$Experiment=="F",], aes(NonPolar, Acidic), fill = "blue", pch=21) 
a <- a + geom_point(data=propAF[propAF$Experiment=="AF",], aes(NonPolar, Acidic), fill = "yellow", pch=21) 
a <- a + theme_bw() + coord_fixed() 
plot(a) 
``` 
## Unique AF proteins (GRAVY/pI + proteome) 
Here, the Bos taurus proteome (gray) is overlaid with all unique FBS only proteins (F, blue), as well as those 
proteins unique to amyloid + FBS (AF, yellow). Labels are gene names, outside the box indicated on the plot. 
The top panel labels unique AF proteins outside the boundaries indicated by the highlighted blue box. The 
bottom panel labels unique AF proteins (GRAVY <=-1 and GRAVY >=0 and pI <= 4.5 and pI >= 7). 
```{r} 
###plot### 
tiff("./output/AF_unique_GRAVY_pI_BosT.tiff", width=2500, height=5000, res=300) 
#themes, see #http://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/reference/theme.html 
#geom_rect, see - https://stackoverflow.com/questions/4733182/how-to-highlight-time-ranges-on-a-plot 
a <- ggplot(dataUP) 
a <- a + geom_point(data=dataUP, aes(GRAVY, pI), col="gray", alpha=0.1) 
a <- a + geom_point(data=F, aes(GRAVY, pI), pch=21, size=5, fill="blue") 
a <- a + geom_point(data=AF, aes(GRAVY, pI), pch=21, size=3, fill="yellow") 
a <- a + theme_bw() + themeTIFF + xlab("GRAVY") + ylab("pI") 
b <- a + geom_rect(data=data.frame(xmin=-1.5, xmax=0.5, ymin=4, ymax=10),  
    aes(xmin=xmin, xmax=xmax, ymin=ymin, ymax=ymax), 
    fill="lightblue", col="black", alpha=0.4,  
    inherit.aes = FALSE) 
b <- b + geom_label_repel(data=AF[AF$GRAVY<=-1.5 | AF$GRAVY>=0.5 | AF$pI<=4 | AF$pI>=10,], 
     aes(GRAVY, pI, label=UP_gene), size=4) 
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c <- a + scale_y_continuous(limits=c(4,10)) + scale_x_continuous(limits=c(-1.5,0.5)) 
c <- c + geom_rect(data=data.frame(xmin=-1, xmax=0, ymin=4.5, ymax=7),  
  aes(xmin=xmin, xmax=xmax, ymin=ymin, ymax=ymax), 
    fill="lightblue", col="black", alpha=0.4,  
    inherit.aes = FALSE) 
c <- c + geom_label_repel(data=AF[AF$GRAVY<=-1 | AF$GRAVY>=0 | AF$pI<=4.5 | AF$pI>=7,], 
     aes(GRAVY, pI, label=UP_gene), size=4) 
c <- c + guides(fill=FALSE) 






The following figure includes all AF and unique AF proteins, with the scatter markers size based on number of 
unique peptides. Unique AF proteins with >= 10 unique peptides (yellow) and all AF proteins with >= 20 unique 
peptides (white) are labelled. 
```{r} 
###plot### 
tiff("./output/AF_unique_GRAVY_pI_all_AF_unique_pep.tiff", width=700, height=700) 
d <- ggplot(Q_AF) + geom_point(aes(GRAVY, pI, size=Unique.peptides), col="blue") 
d <- d + geom_point(data=AF, aes(GRAVY, pI, size=Unique.peptides), col="yellow") 
d <- d + scale_x_continuous(limits=c(-1,0)) + scale_y_continuous(limits=c(4,7.5)) 
d <- d + geom_label_repel(data=Q_AF[Q_AF$Unique.peptides>=20,], aes(GRAVY, pI, label=UP_gene), size=3) 
d <- d + geom_label_repel(data=AF[AF$Unique.peptides>=10,], aes(GRAVY, pI, label=UP_gene), fill="yellow", 
size=3) 
d <- d + theme_bw() + themeTIFF + xlab("GRAVY") + ylab("pI") 
d <- d + theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill="gray"), panel.grid.minor = element_line(colour="gray"), 







## Unique AF proteins (GRAVY/MW + proteome) 
A matching overlay of unique F (blue) and unique AF (yellow) proteins against the Bos taurus proteome (gray) is 
shown below - plotting GRAVY and MW. Labels are gene names, with unique AF proteins labelled in both the top 
(>= 600 kDa) and bottom (>= 200 kDa) panel. GRAVY ranges for labelling are identical for both panels 
(GRAVY >= 0.5 & <= -1.5) 
```{r} 
###plot### 
tiff("./output/AF_unique_GRAVY_MW_BosT.tiff", width=2500, height=5000, res=300) 
a <- ggplot(dataUP) 
a <- a + geom_point(data=dataUP, aes(GRAVY, MW), col="gray", alpha=0.1) 
a <- a + geom_point(data=F, aes(GRAVY, MW), pch=21, size=5, fill="blue") 
a <- a + geom_point(data=AF, aes(GRAVY, MW), pch=21, size=3, fill="yellow", col="blue") 
a <- a + theme_bw() + themeTIFF + xlab("GRAVY") + ylab("MW") 
b <- a + geom_rect(data=data.frame(xmin=-1.5, xmax=0.5, ymin=0, ymax=6E+5),  
    aes(xmin=xmin, xmax=xmax, ymin=ymin, ymax=ymax), 
    fill="lightblue", col="black", alpha=0.4, inherit.aes = FALSE) 
b <- b + geom_label_repel(data=AF[AF$GRAVY<=-1.5 | AF$GRAVY>=0.5 | AF$MW>=6E+5,], 
     aes(GRAVY, MW, label=UP_gene), size=4) 
c <- a + scale_y_continuous(limits=c(0,6E+5)) + scale_x_continuous(limits=c(-1.5,0.5)) 
c <- c + geom_label_repel(data=AF[AF$GRAVY<=-1.5 | AF$GRAVY>=0.5 | AF$MW>=2E+5,], 
     aes(GRAVY, MW, label=UP_gene), size=4) 
c <- c + guides(fill=FALSE) 







# Question 2 - QCM coronae  
## Overlap of AE/EF protein IDs 
The identification overlap was as follows: 
```{r} 
#see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/25019794/venn-diagram-with-item-labels 
venn <- venn.diagram(list(AE = vAE, EF = vEF), fill = c("yellow", "blue"),  
      alpha = 0.4, lwd = 1, cex = 1.5, cat.cex = 1.5, filename = NULL) 








## Overlay of unique AE/EF proteins 
```{r} 
#see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/16905425/find-duplicate-values-in-r 
AE_EF_ID_count <- data.frame(table(Q_AE_EF$Prot_ID)) 
AE_EF_ID_count <- AE_EF_ID_count[AE_EF_ID_count$Freq==1,] 
AE_EF_unique <- data.frame() 
for(i in AE_EF_ID_count$Var1){ 
  data <- Q_AE_EF[Q_AE_EF$Prot_ID==i,] 
  data <- cbind(data, i) 
  AE_EF_unique <- rbind(data, AE_EF_unique) 
} 
AE_EF <- data.frame(table(AE_EF_unique$Experiment)) 
AE_EF <- AE_EF[AE_EF$Freq>0,] 
colnames(AE_EF) <- c("Prot_ID", "Count") 
Q2_AE <- AE_EF_unique[AE_EF_unique$Experiment=="AE",] 
Q2_EF <- AE_EF_unique[AE_EF_unique$Experiment=="EF",] 
``` 
There were a total of `r nrow(Q_EF)` and `r nrow(Q_AE)` IDs for experiments EF and AE, respectively. 
Of these there were `r nrow(Q2_EF)` and `r nrow(Q2_AE)` unique protein identifications for EF and AE, 
respectively. 
The top 12 unique AE proteins, based on unique peptide count were: 
```{r} 
uniqueAE_sort <- Q2_AE[ order(-Q2_AE$Unique.peptides), ] 
uniqueAE_sort <- data.frame(uniqueAE_sort$Prot_ID, uniqueAE_sort$UP_prot_name, 
uniqueAE_sort$Unique.peptides) 
colnames(uniqueAE_sort) <- c("Protein ID", "Protein name", "Unique peptides") 
uniqueAE_sort[1:12,] 
``` 
Here, the protein list for unique AE proteins was exported for STRING DB analysis. 
```{r export_AE} 
#see http://r.789695.n4.nabble.com/write-text-file-as-output-without-quotes-td888020.html 
write.table(Q2_AE$Prot_ID, "./output/exp_AE_protlist.txt", sep="\t", quote=FALSE, row.names = FALSE, 
col.names = FALSE) 
``` 
The unique EF proteins were: 
```{r} 
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uniqueEF_sort <- Q2_EF[ order(-Q2_EF$Unique.peptides), ] 
uniqueEF_sort <- data.frame(uniqueEF_sort$Prot_ID, uniqueEF_sort$UP_prot_name, 
uniqueEF_sort$Unique.peptides) 
colnames(uniqueEF_sort) <- c("Protein ID", "Protein name", "Unique peptides") 
uniqueEF_sort 
``` 
## Unique AE/EF amino acid composition 
Concept inspired by a table in the following reference -> DOI:10.1039/C7EN00466D (see 
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlehtml/2017/en/c7en00466d) 
```{r} 
propAE <- data.frame() 
for (i in AE_EF_unique$UP_sequence){ 
 seq_vec <- unlist(strsplit(as.character(i), "")) 
  info <- AAstat(seq_vec, plot=FALSE) 
  all <- AE_EF_unique[AE_EF_unique$UP_sequence==i,] 
  summary <- cbind(all, info$Prop$Aliphatic, info$Prop$Aromatic, info$Prop$Non.polar, 
    info$Prop$Polar, info$Prop$Charged, info$Prop$Basic, info$Prop$Acidic) 
  propAE <- rbind(summary, propAE) 
} 
###subset and rename columns### 
propAE <- propAE[,c(1,2,3,40,41,43,44,45,46,47,48,49)] 
###check column names### 
colnames(propAE) 
###update column names### 
colnames(propAE) <- c("UP_prot_ID", "UP_prot_name", "UP_gene", "Experiment", "Prot_ID", "Aliphatic", 
      "Aromatic", "NonPolar", "Polar", "Charged", "Basic", "Acidic") 
###plots### 
a <- ggplot(propUP) + geom_point(aes(NonPolar, Acidic), col="gray", alpha=0.4) 
a <- a + geom_point(data=propAE[propAE$Experiment=="AE",], aes(NonPolar, Acidic), fill = "yellow", pch=21) 
a <- a + geom_point(data=propAE[propAE$Experiment=="EF",], aes(NonPolar, Acidic), fill = "blue", pch=21) 
a <- a + theme_bw() + coord_fixed() 
plot(a) 
``` 
## Unique AE/EF proteins (GRAVY/pI/MW + proteome) 
Here, the Bos taurus proteome (gray) is overlaid with unique AE (yellow) and unique EF (blue) proteins - plotting 
GRAVY/pI and GRAVY/MW. 
```{r} 
tiff("./output/AE_EF_unique_GRAVY_pI_BosT.tiff", width=2500, height=5000, res=300) 
#themes, see #http://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/reference/theme.html 
d <- ggplot(dataUP) 
d <- d + geom_point(aes(GRAVY, pI), size=1, col="gray", alpha=0.5) 
d <- d + geom_point(data=Q2_EF, aes(GRAVY, pI), pch=21, fill="blue", size=5) 
d <- d + geom_point(data=Q2_AE, aes(GRAVY, pI), pch=21, fill="yellow", size=3) 
d <- d + xlab("GRAVY") + ylab("pI") + theme_bw() + themeTIFF  
#geom_rect, see - https://stackoverflow.com/questions/4733182/how-to-highlight-time-ranges-on-a-plot 
e <- d + geom_rect(data=data.frame(xmin=-1.5, xmax=0.5, ymin=4, ymax=10),  
    aes(xmin=xmin, xmax=xmax, ymin=ymin, ymax=ymax), 
    fill="lightblue", col="black", alpha=0.4, inherit.aes = FALSE) 
e <- e + geom_label_repel(data=Q2_AE[Q2_AE$pI>=10 | Q2_AE$pI<=4 | Q2_AE$GRAVY>=0.5 | 
Q2_AE$GRAVY<=-1.5,],  
     aes(GRAVY, pI, label=UP_gene), size=4) 
f <- d + scale_x_continuous(limits=c(-1.5,1)) + scale_y_continuous(limits=c(4,10)) 
f <- f + geom_rect(data=data.frame(xmin=-1, xmax=0, ymin=4.5, ymax=8.5),  
    aes(xmin=xmin, xmax=xmax, ymin=ymin, ymax=ymax), 
    fill="lightblue", col="black", alpha=0.4, inherit.aes = FALSE) 
f <- f + geom_label_repel(data=Q2_AE[Q2_AE$pI>=8.5 | Q2_AE$pI<=4.5 | Q2_AE$GRAVY>=0 | 
Q2_AE$GRAVY<=-1,],  
     aes(GRAVY, pI, label=UP_gene), size=4) 








tiff("./output/AE_EF_unique_GRAVY_MW_BosT.tiff", width=2500, height=5000, res=300) 
#themes, see #http://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/reference/theme.html 
d <- ggplot(dataUP) 
d <- d + geom_point(aes(GRAVY, MW), size=1, col="gray", alpha=0.5) 
d <- d + geom_point(data=Q2_EF, aes(GRAVY, MW), pch=21, fill="blue", size=5) 
d <- d + geom_point(data=Q2_AE, aes(GRAVY, MW), pch=21, fill="yellow", size=3) 
d <- d + xlab("GRAVY") + ylab("MW") + theme_bw() + themeTIFF 
#geom_rect, see - https://stackoverflow.com/questions/4733182/how-to-highlight-time-ranges-on-a-plot 
e <- d + geom_rect(data=data.frame(xmin=-1.5, xmax=0.5, ymin=0, ymax=600000),  
    aes(xmin=xmin, xmax=xmax, ymin=ymin, ymax=ymax), 
    fill="lightblue", col="black", alpha=0.4, inherit.aes = FALSE) 
e <- e + geom_label_repel(data=Q2_AE[Q2_AE$MW>=6E+5 | Q2_AE$GRAVY>=0.5 | Q2_AE$GRAVY<=-1.5,], 
     aes(GRAVY, MW, label=UP_gene), size=4) 
f <- d + scale_y_continuous(limits=c(0,600000)) 
f <- f + geom_label_repel(data=Q2_AE[Q2_AE$MW>=3E+5 | Q2_AE$GRAVY>=0.5 | Q2_AE$GRAVY<=-1.5,], 
     aes(GRAVY, MW, label=UP_gene), size=4) 







# Question 3 - CC vs QCM 
## Overlap of AF/AE protein IDs 
The next comparison of interest was to consider the difference, if any, between the amyloids + FBS prepared by 
either the CC method (AF) or the QCM method (AE). 
The identification overlap for these experiments was as follows: 
```{r} 
#see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/25019794/venn-diagram-with-item-labels 
venn <- venn.diagram(list(AF = vAF, AE = vAE), fill = c("red", "blue"),  
      alpha = 0.4, lwd = 1, cex = 2.5, cat.cex = 2.5, filename = NULL) 








There were a total of `r nrow(Q_AF)` and `r nrow(Q_AE)` IDs for experiments AF and AE, respectively. 
If we consider the Venn diagram showing the four experiments F/AF/AE/EF, we can identify those proteins 
unique to AF/AE. 
```{r} 
#see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/25019794/venn-diagram-with-item-labels 
venn <- venn.diagram(list(AF = vAF, AE = vAE, F=vF, EF=vEF), fill = c("red", "blue", "green", "yellow"), 
      alpha = 0.4, lwd = 1, cex = 1.5, cat.cex = 1.5, filename = NULL) 










# Question 4 - Control nLC-MS/MS 
## A 
Amyloid only control for CC method. 
Sample A nLC-MS/MS analyses identified a total of `r nrow(Q_A)` proteins. 
These proteins were: 
```{r}  
Q_A_sort <- Q_A[ order(-Q_A$Unique.peptides), ] 
A_list <- data.frame(Q_A_sort$Prot_ID, Q_A_sort$UP_prot_name, Q_A_sort$Unique.peptides) 
colnames(A_list) <- c("Protein ID", "Protein name", "Unique peptides") 
A_list[1:12,] 
``` 
The identification overlap for A/F/AF was: 
```{r}  
#see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/25019794/venn-diagra♣m-with-item-labels 
venn <- venn.diagram(list(A = vA, F = vF, AF=vAF), fill = c("green", "blue", "yellow"),  
      alpha = 0.4, lwd = 1, cex = 2.5, cat.cex = 2.5, filename = NULL) 








## A (using human .fasta file) 
```{r} 
A_human <- read.csv("./input/Ahuman/combined/txt/proteinGroups.txt", sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
A_human$Prot_ID <- rapply(strsplit(as.character(A_human$Protein.IDs),";"), function(a) a[1]) 
A_human$Prot_name <- rapply(strsplit(as.character(A_human$Protein.names),";"), function(a) a[1]) 
``` 
Sample A nLC-MS/MS analyses using a human fasta file for the Andromeda search identified a total of `r 
nrow(A_human)` proteins. 
The top 12 proteins in this list, based on unique peptides counts, were: 
```{r} 
A_human_sort <- A_human[ order(-A_human$Unique.peptides), ] 
A_human_sort <- data.frame(A_human_sort$Prot_ID, A_human_sort$Prot_name, 
A_human_sort$Unique.peptides) 




# Extract data consistency check 
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Random subset of 30 rows from extract dataframe checked to make sure that IDs, names and sequences align 
correctly. 
```{r} 
# see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/8273313/sample-random-rows-in-dataframe 
CHECK <- extract[sample(nrow(extract), 30), ] 
write.table(CHECK, "./output/extract_consistency_check.txt", sep="\t") 
``` 
*** 
# Check of MaxQuant parameters 
This section checks the consistency of the parameters used for MaxQuant. 
```{r} 
path <- "./input/IAPP" 
GETparameters <- function(x){ 
  #see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/4876813/using-r-to-list-all-files-with-a-specified-extension 
  parameter_files <- list.files(path = x, pattern = "parameters.txt", recursive=TRUE, include.dirs=TRUE, 
ignore.case = TRUE) 
  complete_parameters <- data.frame() 
  complete_parameters <- read.csv(paste(x, "/", parameter_files[[1]], sep=""), sep="\t", header=TRUE)$Parameter 
  for (i in parameter_files){ 
    #see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/8996134/extract-vectors-from-strsplit-list-without-using-a-loop 
    Experiment <- rapply(strsplit(i, "/"), function(a) a[1]) 
    parameters <- read.csv(paste(x, "/", i, sep=""), sep="\t", header=TRUE) 
    colnames(parameters) <- c("Parameter", Experiment) 
    # see http://www.r-tutor.com/r-introduction/data-frame/data-frame-column-slice 
    complete_parameters <- cbind(complete_parameters, parameters[2]) 
  } 
  return(complete_parameters) 
} 
parameters <- GETparameters(path) 
#see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/28628384/count-number-of-unique-values-per-row 
apply(parameters[,2:6], 1, function(x)length(unique(x))) 
``` 





# Chromatogram plotting script 



























#these vignettes, documentation and examples were used in writing of the code provided below. 
################################################################### 
###############set data directory and file_type#################### 
###mzR can load many file types - this code was written for mzML### 
################################################################### 
#path <- "./Converted_RAW_files/" 
#file_type <- ".mzML" 
################################################# 
####################lcms_vis##################### 
###FUNCTION TO CREATE TIC CHROMATOGRAM OUTPUTS### 
################################################# 
#lcms_vis <- function(x){ 
#  #see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/4876813/using-r-to-list-all-files-with-a-specified-extension 
#  files <- list.files(path = x, pattern= paste("\\", file_type, sep="")) 
#  complete_TIC_data <- data.frame() 
#  for (i in files){ 
#    #see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/8996134/extract-vectors-from-strsplit-list-without-using-a-loop 
#    id <- rapply(strsplit(i, "_"), function(a) a[6]) 
#    ID <- rapply(strsplit(id, ".m"), function(a) a[1]) 
#    #see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/18115550/how-to-combine-two-or-more-columns-in-a-dataframe-
into-a-new-column-with-a-new-n 
#    uniqueID <- paste(rapply(strsplit(i,"_"), function(a) a[4]),"_", ID, sep="") 
#    #see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/9756360/r-split-character-data-into-numbers-and-letters 
#    replicate <- as.numeric(str_extract(ID, "[0-9]+")) 
#    experiment <- (str_extract(ID, "[aA-zZ]+")) 
#    #see https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/xcms/versions/1.48.0/topics/xcmsRaw 
#    data <- xcmsRaw(paste(path, i, sep=""), profstep = 1, profmethod = "bin", profparam = list(), 
#   includeMSn=FALSE, mslevel=NULL, scanrange=NULL) 
#    tiff(file=paste("./chromatograms/", uniqueID, "_combined_chromatograms.tiff", sep=""), width=1500, 
height=750) 
#    #see https://www.statmethods.net/advgraphs/layout.html 
#    par(mfrow=c(1,2)) 
#    plotChrom(data, base=TRUE) 
#    plotChrom(data, base=FALSE) 
#    dev.off() 
#    TIC <- data.frame(uniqueID, ID, experiment, replicate, data@scantime, data@tic) 
#    complete_TIC_data <- rbind(complete_TIC_data, TIC) 
#  } 
#  return(complete_TIC_data) 
#} 
################################ 
###Process selected directory### 
################################ 
#DATA <- lcms_vis(path) 
#write.table(DATA, "./complete_TIC_data.txt", sep="\t") 
################################### 
###Create combined chromatograms### 
################################### 
#for (i in unique(DATA$experiment)){ 
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#  plotDATA <- subset(DATA, DATA$experiment==i) 
#  pdf(paste("./chromatogram_overlays/chromatograms_",i,".pdf",sep=""), width=15, height=15) 
#  #see http://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/reference/scale_brewer.html 
#  a = ggplot(plotDATA, aes(data.scantime, data.tic)) + geom_line(alpha=0.5, aes(col=as.character(replicate))) 
#  #see https://stackoverflow.com/questions/14622421/how-to-change-legend-title-in-ggplot 
#  a = a + ggtitle(paste("LC-MS/MS chromatograms for ", i, " experiments", sep=""))  
#  a = a + xlab("Scan time") + ylab("total ion count (TIC)") + labs(color="Experiment No.")  
#  #see http://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/reference/theme.html 
#  a = a + theme_bw() + theme(legend.text = element_text(size = 20), legend.title=element_text(size=25),  
#   axis.title=element_text(size=25), legend.key.size = unit(0.8, "cm"), 
#   axis.text.x = element_text(size=20), axis.text.y = element_text(size=20), 
#   plot.title = element_text(size=25)) 
#  plot(a) 







## General attributions 
|Description                |Link                                                                                                                               | 
|---------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Rmarkdown basics           |http://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/authoring_basics.html     
| 
|Rmarkdown format           |http://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/markdown_document_format.html    
| 
|In-line R code             |http://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/lesson-4.html    
| 
|Degree symbol    |https://stackoverflow.com/questions/26234119/how-can-i-write-a-degree-symbol-in-
rmarkdown2-for-html-and-pdf-output   | 
|Tables    |https://stackoverflow.com/questions/19997242/simple-manual-rmarkdown-tables-that-look-
good-in-html-pdf-and-docx   | 
|Tables    |https://www.rstudio.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/rmarkdown-reference.pdf 
| 
|Table dimensions       |https://stackoverflow.com/questions/27219629/how-to-control-cell-width-in-pandoc-
markdown-table         | 
|Rmarkdown themes    |http://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/html_document_format.html  
| 
|Rmarkdown image formatting |https://stackoverflow.com/questions/15625990/how-to-set-size-for-local-image-
using-knitr-for-markdown   | 
|Image formatting     |https://stackoverflow.com/questions/24677642/centering-image-and-text-in-r-markdown-
for-a-pdf-report          | 
|css fonts       |https://stackoverflow.com/questions/29274501/r-markdown-changing-font-size-and-font-
type-in-html-output      | 
|css style      |https://stackoverflow.com/questions/30446905/rmarkdown-font-size-and-header  
| 
|css body/TOC modifications |https://rpubs.com/stevepowell99/floating-css  
| 
|TOC     |https://stackoverflow.com/questions/42546001/how-to-change-colors-and-attributes-of-
table-of-contents-in-r-markdown-html-docu?rq=1 | 
|reshape    |https://www.statmethods.net/management/reshape.html 
| 
|ggrepel  |https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggrepel/vignettes/ggrepel.html  
| 
|themes                     |http://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/reference/theme.html  
| 
|geom_rect   |https://stackoverflow.com/questions/4733182/how-to-highlight-time-ranges-on-a-plot 
| 
|ggplot theme               |https://rstudio-pubs-
static.s3.amazonaws.com/3364_d1a578f521174152b46b19d0c83cbe7e.html    | 
|Stand alone error          |https://github.com/rstudio/rmarkdown/issues/228     
| 
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|Subsetting    |http://adv-r.had.co.nz/Subsetting.html  
| 
|TIFF resolution    |https://www.r-bloggers.com/high-resolution-figures-in-r/ & https://stat.ethz.ch/pipermail/r-
help/2010-August/250893.html    | 
Additional attributions appear throughout this document. Citations, session information and package links appear 
below. 




## Package links 
| Name | URL | 
|:----------|-------------------------------------------| 
|gridExtra  |https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=gridExtra                    | 
|ggplot2    |http://ggplot2.org                                              | 
|seqinr    |https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/seqinr/                  | 
|alakazam  |http://doi.org/10.1126/scitranslmed.3008879                      | 
|sqldf     |https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=sqldf                         | 
|ggrepel   |https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=ggrepel                       | 
|VennDiagram|https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/VennDiagram/index.html  | 
|stringr    |https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/stringr/index.html      | 
|reshape2 |https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/reshape2/ | 
|xcms |https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/xcms.html         | 
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(th) Mn (GPC) PDI 
PHEA 1 38:1:0.1 88 4373 4141 8276 1.30 
PHEA 2 75:1:0.1 85 7728 7716 14688 1.18 
PHEA 3 144:1:0.1 91 15961 15553 26676 1.24 
a  Conversion % was calculated using the following equation: X = [1 – [(I5.9)/(I4.6-4.9)]] × 100% 
b Mn determined by NMR were calculated by the equation: Mn = MWDBTC +  (NHEA x MWHEA) 
where repeating units of HEA (NHEA) was calculated from the integrals of the two peak areas 
from 7.1-7.4 ppm and 4.6-4.9 ppm. NHEA = (I4.6-4.8 x 5)/(I7.1-7.4) 
c Theoretical Mw was determine by the equation: MWDBTC + (conversion/100) × (n HEA / n 
DBTC ) × MWHEA 
Table S2.  Summary of PHEA star formation of varying lengths of homopolymer and XL 







Mn homopolymer ᵝ 
(GPC) 




Arm number  
2* Mn star/Mn homopolymer
1 4373 8300 1:6:4 0 1.30 
1-4-2 4373 8300 1:6:4 2 11500 1.34 3 
1-4-6 4373 8300 1:6:4 6 11500 1.34 3 
1-4-12 4373 8300 1:6:4 12 13400 1.45 3 
1-4-24 4373 8300 1:6:4 24 14800 1.49 4 
1-4-24* 4373 8300 1:6:4 24 15600 1.51 4 
1 4373 8300 1:6:8 0 1.30 
1-8-2 4373 8300 1:6:8 2 10200 1.28 2 
1-8-6 4373 8300 1:6:8 6 18200 1.65 4 
1-8-12 4373 8300 1:6:8 12 26500 1.70 6 
1-8-24 4373 8300 1:6:8 24 31200 1.75 8 
1-8-24* 4373 8300 1:6:8 24 40100 1.60 10 
1 4373 8300 1:6:16 0 1.30 
1-16-2† 4373 8300 1:6:16 2 48300 1.92 12 
2 7728 14700 1:12:4 0 1.24 
2-4-2 7728 14700 1:12:4 2 17400 1.32 2 
2-4-6 7728 14700 1:12:4 6 17700 1.44 2 
2-4-12 7728 14700 1:12:4 12 18600 1.46 3 
2-4-24 7728 14700 1:12:4 24 18600 1.47 3 
2-4-24* 7728 14700 1:12:4 24 18400 1.49 3 
2 7728 14700 1:12:8 0 1.24 
2-8-2 7728 14700 1:12:8 2 23000 1.37 3 
2-8-6 7728 14700 1:12:8 6 30400 1.53 4 
2-8-12 7728 14700 1:12:8 12 33000 1.54 4 
2-8-24 7728 14700 1:12:8 24 34200 1.56 5 
2-8-24* 7728 14700 1:12:8 24 33738 1.54 5 
2 7728 14700 1:12:16 0 1.24 
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2-16-2 7728 14700 1:12:16 2 50200 1.69 7 
2-16-6 7728 14700 1:12:16 6 70300 1.91 10 
2-16-12 7728 14700 1:12:16 12 78400 1.92 11 
2-16-24 7728 14700 1:12:16 24 82200 1.94 11 
2-16-24* 7728 14700 1:12:16 24 82800 1.98 11 
3 15961 26700 1:14:16 0 1.24 
3-16-2 15961 26700 1:14:16 2 52000 1.53 4 
3-16-6 15961 26700 1:14:16 6 66000 1.62 5 
3-16-12 15961 26700 1:14:16 12 66800 1.67 5 
3-16-24 15961 26700 1:14:16 24 71500 1.65 5 
3-16-24* 15961 26700 1:14:16 24 66800 1.67 5 
3 15961 26700 1:14:24 0 1.24 
3-24-2 15961 26700 1:14:24 2 69700 1.78 5 
3-24-6 15961 26700 1:14:24 6 102600 2.07 8 
3-24-12 15961 26700 1:14:24 12 106000 2.16 8 
3-24-24 15961 26700 1:14:24 24 116600 2.13 9 
3-24-24* 15961 26700 1:14:24 24 110000 2.26 8 
3 15961 26700 1:14:32 0 1.24 
3-32-2 15961 26700 1:14:32 2 123000 3.07 9 
3-32-6 15961 26700 1:14:32 6 143600 3.73 11 
3-32-12 15961 26700 1:14:32 12 160000 3.89 12 
3-32-24 15961 26700 1:14:32 24 172000 3.88 13 
3-32-24* 15961 26700 1:14:32 24 177900 4.24 13 
* indicates an addition of 1.7, 0.86 and 0.45 mg of AIBN in 4373, 7728 and 15961
homopolymer reaction mixtures respectively after 12 h of polymerization.
† After 2h of polymerization mixture formed a gel. 
ᵝ Value reported to nearest hundred 
Entry 2-16-24 conditions were implemented on a larger scale. 
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Figure S1. Promotion of IAPP fibrillization and remodeling of IAPP amyloids by PHEA 
arms. Concentration of IAPP in all experiments is 25 µM. (A) ThT fluorescence of IAPP in 
the presence of PHEA arms over 24 h. Dotted lines represent sigmoidal curve fitting (least 
squares fit), error is SEM. (B) Secondary structure transitions in IAPP mapped by CD 
spectroscopy at 0, 2.5 and 24 h time points. Lines are intended to guide the eye. (C) TEM 
imaging of fibrillating IAPP (IAPP) and mature IAPP amyloids (Amyloid) in the presence 
and absence of PHEA arms after 24 h incubation. Scale = 100 nm. (D) Structural analysis of 
amyloid fibrils visualized in (C).   
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Figure S2. Protective effect of PHEA arms against IAPP-mediated cytotoxicity in βTC6 
pancreatic β-cells. 
Figure S3. Normalized circular dichroism spectra of IAPP (25 µM) alone and in the presence 
of PHEA stars and arms after incubation in Milli-Q water at 0, 2.5 and 24 h. 
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Figure S4. Simulations of various PHEA stars. (A-C) Chemical structures of the 2-arm, 6-
arm, and 8-arm PHEA modelled in simulations. (D) The radius of gyration (Rg) of 2-arm 
PHEA increased approximately linearly with the degree of polymerization n (up to ~ 40), 
suggesting the polymers are rather rigid. (E) Autocorrelation analysis of 2-arm PHEAs. The 
exponential fitting returned a persistence length of n~18 (i.e., corresponding to a Kuhn length 
of ~36), which confirmed the rigidity of PHEA polymers. (F) Time evolution of Rg and 
ellipticity of an 8-arm PHEA model depicted in panel (C). The equilibrated Rg of ~ 45Å is 
consistent with the experimentally measured hydrodynamic diameter of ~ 9.8 nm in Fig. 1C. 
A high ellipticity value suggests that the 8-arm PHEA adopted a non-spherical conformation 
(e.g., an equilibrated snapshot with three different views in the inset). Error bars indicate s.e. 
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Figure S5. Binding of IAPP with a PHEA star in simulations. (A) Time evolution of the size 
of the largest IAPP aggregates in DMD simulations of 6 IAPPs with and w/o the presence of 
a 6-arm PHEA. Error bars indicate s.e. (B) Binding probability of each IAPP residue with 
PHEA. Residues with the highest binding probabilities are highlighted in red. (C&D) The 
secondary structure contents in terms of β-sheets and helices of the equilibrated IAPP 
residues, averaged for the last 25 ns of the DMD simulations. 
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Figure S6. β-sheet formation in IAPP aggregates is correlated with their binding with PHEA. 
Secondary structure change of IAPP peptides (C1 ~ C6) is shown in the upper panel, while 
the PHEA-binding of each peptide is illustrated as red pixels in the bottom panel accordingly. 
Snapshots at the 36 ns and 79 ns are used to display the structure of the modeled system. It’s 
noticeable that one of the peptides (C5) is not clustered in the IAPP aggregate. 
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Figure S7. Binding with PHEA star reduced the aggregation lag time and induced the 
heterogeneity in the fibril elongation rate of IAPP self-association. (A) Time evolution of the 
total number of IAPP residues in β-sheet content with and w/o the presence of a 6-arm PHEA. 
(B-C) Distributions of the lag time and elongation rate of 20 independent simulations. 
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